Public Document Pack
Agenda for Cabinet
Wednesday, 31st March, 2021, 6.00 pm
Members of Cabinet
Councillors M Armstrong, P Arnott (Chair), P Hayward
(Vice-Chair), G Jung, D Ledger, M Rixson,
J Rowland, J Loudoun, S Jackson and
N Hookway

Venue:

Online via the Zoom app.

Contact:

Amanda Coombes, Democratic Services
Officer 01395 517543 or email
acoombes@eastdevon.gov.uk

East Devon District Council
Blackdown House
Border Road
Heathpark Industrial Estate
Honiton
EX14 1EJ
DX 48808 HONITON
Tel: 01404 515616
www.eastdevon.gov.uk

(or group number 01395 517546)
Wednesday, 24 March 2021
Important - this meeting will be conducted online and recorded by Zoom only.
Please do not attend Blackdown House.
Members are asked to follow the Protocol for Remote Meetings
This meeting is being recorded by EDDC for subsequent publication on the Council’s
website and will be streamed live to the Council’s Youtube Channel at
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmNHQruge3LVI4hcgRnbwBw
Public speakers are now required to register to speak – for more information please use
the following link: https://eastdevon.gov.uk/council-and-democracy/have-your-say-atmeetings/all-other-virtual-public-meetings/#article-content
1

Public speaking
Information on public speaking is available online

2

Minutes of the previous meeting (Pages 5 - 8)

3

Apologies

4

Declarations of interest
Guidance is available online to Councillors and co-opted members on making
declarations of interest

5

Matters of urgency
There is one late report under agenda item 26.
Information on matters of urgency is available online

6

Confidential/exempt item(s)

Mark Williams, Chief Executive
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To agree any items to be dealt with after the public (including the Press) have
been excluded. There are no items which officers recommend should be dealt
with in this way.
7

Forward Plan (Pages 9 - 10)

8

Minutes of Poverty Working Panel held on 15 February 2021 (Pages 11 - 15)

9

Minutes of LED Monitoring Forum held on 23 February 2021 (Pages 16 - 19)

10

Minutes of Arts and Culture Forum held on 24 February 2021 (Pages 20 - 27)

11

Minutes of Car Parking TaFF held on 3 March 2021 (Pages 28 - 33)

12

Minutes of Scrutiny Committee held on 4 March 2021 (Pages 34 - 42)

13

Minutes of Asset Management Forum held on 9 March 2021 (Pages 43 - 46)

Matters for Decision
14

Exemption from Standing Orders - Appointment of TerraQuest (Pages 47 52)
To notify Members of the use of an Exemption from Standing Orders to enable
the appointment of TerraQuest (part of the Planning Portal) to help the
Development Management Team, by providing an initial check when planning
applications are received that they are accompanied by all the necessary
information.

15

Sidmouth and East Beach BMP (Pages 53 - 63)
Following further funding eligibly for the Sidmouth and East Beach BMP, there is
a decision to be made on whether to continue with the preferred (working draft)
option and submitting the OBC to the Environment Agency soon to enable the
project to start construction within 2 years, or to pause the project and revisit
previous options in the BMP dismissed on unaffordability grounds when first
proposed.

16

Exmouth Beach Management Scheme (Pages 64 - 74)
Based on the existing 2015 Beach Management Plan, this report is to
recommend setting up an Advisory group to assist the scoping of potential
beach works (Beach Management Scheme) that could be carried out pending
funding being found.

17

Financial Monitoring Report 2020/21 - Month 11 February 2021 (Pages 75 80)
This report gives a summary of the Council’s overall financial position for
2020/21 at the end of month eleven.

18

Recommend the adoption of Events Strategy and Policy (Pages 81 - 84)
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The events strategy is designed to support the marketing and promotion of East
Devon public realm spaces. The events policy is to ensure local consultation and
collaboration, allowing for the delivery of safe, legal, efficient and successful
events.

19

Request for additional budget for enhanced Covid secure public toilet
cleaning (Pages 85 - 88)
A request for additional budget to extend the enhanced cleaning of public toilets
from 1 April to the 21 June 2021. A second request a further contingency
budget of £51,308 to provide 6 months of enhanced cleaning of public toilets
from the 21 June to the 31 December 2021 if required.

20

Capital replacement programme for Grounds and Cleansing plant
machinery (Pages 89 - 92)
To explain why a Capital Machinery Budget is required and give information to
approve the procurement of replacement machinery within StreetScene.

21

Levelling Up Fund (Pages 93 - 97)
This report considers the prospectus for the Levelling Up Fund that was
published as part of the suite of documents accompanying the Budget earlier in
month and the potential for a bid or bids to be made to this Fund by the deadline
for the first round of 18 June 2021.

22

The Future of New Homes Bonus Consultation (Pages 98 - 109)
This report seeks to make Members aware of a current government consultation
on the future of the New Homes Bonus and to seek Members agreement to
responses to the various consultation questions. Officers have sought to
consider the options put forward as best as they can but without more
information it is not possible to model the likely financial implications of each
option for the Council.

23

Mobile phone tariff payments in car parks (Pages 110 - 112)
To take the necessary steps to enter into a framework contract with a new
provider for delivering pay by mobile phone services for our car parks
customers.

24

Exmouth Sideshore car park (Pages 113 - 116)
Members are being asked to consider a proposal to provide car park
management services at Sideshore car park in Exmouth. The Council’s car
parks’ team would enter into an initial six month legal agreement with the site
operator to provide civil parking enforcement services.

25

Exemption from Contract Standing Orders - Fire Risk Assessments
(Housing) (Pages 117 - 122)
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In line with The Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 and in line with
EDDC’s Fire Safety Policy the council must undertake fire risk assessments
(FRA) of all communal areas.
26

Restart Grants (Pages 123 - 127)
To implement the Government’s Restart Grant Scheme that will provide support
to businesses to help them reopen safely.

Decision making and equalities

For a copy of this agenda in large print, please contact the Democratic
Services Team on 01395 517546
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Agenda Item 2
EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
Minutes of the meeting of Cabinet held at Online via the Zoom app. on 17
March 2021
Attendance list at end of document
The meeting started at 6.00 pm and ended at 7.01 pm
351 Public speaking
There were no members of the public registered to speak.
352

Minutes of the previous meeting
The minutes of Cabinet held on 3 March 2021 were confirmed as a true record.

353

Declarations of interest
Min 356. Electric Vehicle charging in public car parks.
Councillor Eleanor Rylance, Personal, owns an electric vehicle.
Min 356. Electric Vehicle charging in public car parks.
Councillor Tom Wright, Personal, owns an electric vehicle.

354

Matters of urgency
There were two late reports that members agreed should be dealt with in this way.
Impropriety in relation to three Cabinet decisions
The Monitoring Officer reported under S.5 of the Housing and Local Government Act
1989 that three decisions which had been taken in 2018, 2019 and 2021 were not in
accordance with legal requirements and the Constitution. Of the three decisions two had
not been actioned with money being found from alternative sources and one was being
returned to Cabinet for it to appropriately recommend the matter to Council for decision.
While acknowledging the errors it was stated that thankfully the impact had been
minimal. The Monitoring Officer expressed; on behalf of officers, his sincere apologies for
these errors. He stated that there were a number of remedial steps being put in place to
ensure that there was not a repeat including that report writers were expected to
understand whether what is proposed was in accordance with the budget or policy
framework to establish whether their recommendations were either for Cabinet or for
Council to make.
Discussions included the following:
 This was an unfortunate situation but it hadn’t appeared to cause any major
issues. Staffing issues were the problem, with the extra workload being put on
staff over the last months
 We must look after our staff, they are the backbone of the council. The pressure
on the Monitoring Officer was intolerable. Democratic Services had to manage
and operate these extra meetings which must put them under constant workload
pressure
 Need to look into getting on with the Senior Management review to look into areas
of the council that need extra resources
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There should be no blame on any one individual, this just highlights the pressure
the staff are under presently. We need to take this extra workload off all staff from
the top to bottom
We need to be the best council we can, a full investigation is required into this
issue with independent advice and the use of the Scrutiny committee

The Portfolio Holders for Council and Corporate Co-ordination, and Strategic Planning
thanked the Monitoring Officer for his apology but stated it was not needed. They
thanked him for his work and said that it could not have been easy for him to have written
this report as well as present it to members.
The Chair thanked Cllr Paul Millar for bringing this issue to the council’s attention. He
also thanked the Monitoring Officer for the report and admitted it could not have been
easy to produce.
RESOLVED that Cabinet:
1. accept the content of the report in relation to the issues identified and
remedial actions being taken to prevent a reoccurrence
2. thank Councillor Millar for bringing the matter to the attention of the
Council.
RECOMMENDED the following to Council:
3. that Resolutions 1 & 2 of Minute 328 (Hayne Lane Site, Honiton) of the
Cabinet meeting of 3rd February 2021 be approved.
4. the recruitment of an additional lawyer (Grade 9) to support the work of the
Monitoring Officer be agreed.
REASON:
So that members were appraised of three decisions that were ultra vires and to take
steps to ensure that one of those decisions was rectified.

Council Plan 2021-2023
The Chief Executive provided details of the first draft of the new Council Plan for 20212023. He announced that there would be 3-4 cross party member workshops in April with
the aim to have this completed by July.
Discussions included the following:
 This looked like it was at its first stage and just being started. There was a need
for swift progress as decisions could not be taken without a Council Plan
 In response to the above comment, it was said that officers were working to full
capacity with the challenges of a global pandemic, everyone was managing to the
best that they could under exceptional circumstances
 The timeframe dovetails with the budget for the next financial year
 The cross party member workshop were important for consultation and views for
the plan
RESOLVED:
That the preparation of the new Council Plan 2021-2023 should progress in accordance
with the process and timeline identified in the report.
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RECOMMENDED the following to Council:
that a budget of £5,000 is agreed to obtain external support to facilitate member
workshops.
REASON:
To assist with the ongoing development of the new Council Plan.
355

Confidential/exempt item(s)
None

356

Electric Vehicle charging in public car parks
The Service Lead, Environmental Health & Car Parks presented proposals for
introducing electric vehicle charging infrastructure into this Council’s public car parks this
year. He explained the Council had an opportunity to participate in the Innovate UK
funded Exeter Rapid Charge Project including a lease(s) with the contractor to install and
operate up to 30 rapid charging units in public car parks within the District.
Discussions included the following:
 The was great news and urgently needed due to the climate change emergency
 Pleased a solution had been found especially with it being funded with no cost to
the council
 Must be ambitious, we need rapid charges. We must explore ways of getting more
vehicle charges so our tourists and visitors have confidence in travelling around
the district
 Residents were keen to have these charging points in the district’s car parks
 This was new technology and constantly evolving
 This was the start of something new and exceptional, need to continually reassess
the usage required. Must keep looking for further available schemes to keep
adding to this stock
Members wished to thank Andrew Ennis, Service Lead Environmental Health and Car
Parks for his hard work in getting the council to this stage.
RECOMMENDED the following to Council:
to delegate authority to the Strategic Lead Housing & Environment, Housing, Health &
Environment in consultation with the Portfolio Holder for Property and Assets, to agree
and enter into legal documents to facilitate participation in the Innovate UK funded Exeter
Rapid Charge Project, including a lease(s) with the contractor to install and operate up to
30 rapid charging units in public car parks within the District.
REASON:
To introduce significant electric vehicle charging infrastructure via the Innovate UK
funded Rapid Charge project.
Attendance List
Present:
Portfolio Holders
M Armstrong

Portfolio Holder Sustainable Homes and Communities
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P Arnott
P Hayward
G Jung
D Ledger
M Rixson
J Loudoun
S Jackson
N Hookway

Leader
Deputy Leader and Portfolio Holder Economy and Assets
Portfolio Holder Coast, Country and Environment
Portfolio Holder Strategic Planning
Portfolio Holder Climate Action and Emergencies
Portfolio Holder Council and Corporate Co-ordination
Portfolio Holder Democracy and Transparency
Portfolio Holder Culture, Tourism, Leisure and Sport

Cabinet apologies:
J Rowland

Portfolio Holder Finance

Also present (for some or all the meeting)
Councillor Jess Bailey
Councillor Denise Bickley
Councillor Kevin Blakey
Councillor Susie Bond
Councillor Sarah Chamberlain
Councillor Maddy Chapman
Councillor Peter Faithfull
Councillor Cathy Gardner
Councillor Steve Gazzard
Councillor Ben Ingham
Councillor Paul Jarvis
Councillor Vicky Johns
Councillor Tony McCollum
Councillor Paul Millar
Councillor Andrew Moulding
Councillor Helen Parr
Councillor Geoff Pook
Councillor Eleanor Rylance
Councillor Joe Whibley
Councillor Eileen Wragg
Councillor Tom Wright
Councillor Brenda Taylor
Also present:
Officers:
Amanda Coombes, Democratic Services Officer
Simon Davey, Strategic Lead Finance
Andrew Ennis, Service Lead Environmental Health and Car Parks
John Golding, Strategic Lead Housing, Health and Environment
Debbie Meakin, Democratic Services Officer
Anita Williams, Principal Solicitor (and Deputy Monitoring Officer)
Mark Williams, Chief Executive
Henry Gordon Lennox, Strategic Lead Governance and Licensing (and Monitoring
Officer)

Chair

Date:
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EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
Forward Plan of Key Decisions - For the 4 month period: 1 April 2021 to 31 July 2021
This plan contains all the Key Decisions that the Council’s Cabinet expects to make during the 4-month period referred to above. The
plan is rolled forward every month.
Key Decisions are defined by law as “an executive decision which is likely:–
(a)
(b)

to result in the Council incurring expenditure which is, or the making of savings which are, significant having regard to the Council’s
budget for the service or function to which the decision relates; or
to be significant in terms of its effects on communities living or working in an area comprising two or more wards in the Council’s
area.”

In accordance with section 9Q of the Local Government Act 2000, in determining the meaning of “significant” in (a) and (b) above regard
shall be had to any guidance for the time being issued by the Secretary of State.
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A public notice period of 28 clear days is required when a Key Decision is to be taken by the Council’s Cabinet even if the
meeting is wholly or partly to be in private.
The Cabinet may only take Key Decisions in accordance with the requirements of the Executive Procedure Rules set out in Part 4 of the
Constitution and the Local Authorities (Executive Arrangements) (Meetings and Access to information) (England) Regulations 2012. A
minute of each Key Decision is published within 2 days of it having been made. This is available for public inspection on the Council’s
website http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk, and at the Council Offices, Blackdown House, Border Road, Heathpark Industrial Estate, Honiton.
The law and the Council’s constitution permit urgent Key Decisions to be made without 28 clear days’ notice of the proposed decisions
having been published provided certain procedures are followed. A decision notice will be published for these in exactly the same way.
This plan also identifies Key Decisions which are to be considered in the private part of the meeting (Part B) and the reason why. Any
written representations that a particular decision should be moved to the public part of the meeting (Part A) should be sent to the
Democratic Services Team (address as above) as soon as possible. Members of the public have the opportunity to speak on the
relevant decision at the meeting in accordance with the Council’s public speaking rules.

Agenda Item 7

Obtaining documents
Committee reports in respect of Key Decisions include links to the relevant background documents. If a printed copy of all or part of any
report or background document is required please contact Democratic Services (address as above) or by calling 01395 517546.

Key Decision

Portfolio
(Lead Officer)

Documents to
be considered
before Cabinet
take decision

Whether other
documents will be
considered before
decision taken [Y/N]

Other
meetings
where matter
is to be
debated /
considered

Part A = Public
meeting

Date of Cabinet
meeting

Part B = private
meeting
[with reasons]

Toilet review

Coast, Country
and Environment
(Andrew Hancock)

Y

May 2021

Part A

Play Strategy

Coast, Country
and Environment
(Andrew Hancock)

Y

May 2021

Part A
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Members of the public who wish to make any representations or comments concerning any of the Key Decisions referred to in this
Forward Plan may do so by writing to the Leader of the Council c/o Democratic Services (as above).

March 2021

Agenda Item 8
EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
Minutes of the meeting of Poverty Working Panel held Online via the Zoom
app. on 15 February 2021
Attendance list at end of document
The meeting started at 11.00 am and ended at 1.26 pm

33

Public speaking
There were no members of the public registered to speak.

34

Declarations of interest
There were no declarations of interest.

35

Minutes of the previous meeting held on 18 January 2021
The Chair advised that apologies for the previous meeting had been received from Cllr
Ian Hall but were not recorded in the minutes. With this amendment noted, the minutes
of the meeting held on 18 January 2021 were agreed as a correct record.

36

Presentation by Tim Bridger - CEO Citizens Advice East Devon
The Chair welcomed Tim Bridger, CEO Citizens Advice East Devon (CAED), to the
meeting. Mr Bridger’s presentation on the work of CAED included the following points:
 An introduction to the CAED service and how it had identified the issues faced
and had already been planning for change prior to the Covid-19 pandemic
 How the service then responded at short notice to the first Coronavirus lockdown
in March 2020 and addressed the challenges of remote working in the short,
medium and longer term
 The CAED service would not now return to previous ways of working prior to the
pandemic as remote / digital working had addressed the issues which had been
identified previously
 The service, with its strong historic message of being free, confidential and
impartial, had identified the priorities of support, innovation and community which
were underpinned by its core values
 CAED had introduced three directorates; community resilience, innovation and
communication and quality and learning
 The use of video booths in partner locations was highlighted and CAED was keen
to work with other stakeholders including foodbanks and town halls to provide an
integrated digital service on a sector wide basis
 Projects for 2021 were outlined, including money management, cookery, mental
health and wellbeing, improving the aftercare of clients and early warning systems
to help clients to proactively avoid falling into crisis
 The key drivers of success were highlighted as partnership working, effective use
of data and openness and transparency
Discussion and responses to questions included the following points:
 The age range of CAED clients has changed significantly, with 40% of clients now
under the age of 40 and an increase in the 16-20 age group. Resources are in
place to support the younger age groups
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CAED volunteers are equipped to work from any location, including home working
via Teams software
Former clients of CAED sometimes return as volunteers and CAED was looking at
offering this as a way of assisting volunteers to get back into employment where
appropriate
CAED has identified the increased need for redundancy support as a result of the
Covid-19 pandemic
Money management advice would include helping clients to identify triggers so
that behaviour patterns could be changed to avert a future crisis
CAED had identified that one of the major causes of poverty was a change in
circumstance such as relationship breakdown. Work was on-going to develop
support in the form of questions for clients to provide an early warning that
circumstances may be changing for the worse
CAED is funded through Devon County Council, EDDC, town and parish councils
and Lottery funding for specific projects
Approximately half of CAED clients are in poverty according to the definition of
poverty used by EDDC
Digital services would remain in place and continue after the end of the Covid-19
lockdown and it was anticipated that services would be delivered through
partnership working in community hubs
Lockdown had contributed to an increase in relationship breakdown and domestic
violence. CAED had trained advisers and a confidential process in place to
support those leaving unsafe situations
CAED was talking to service providers regarding mobile wifi units to assist clients
to access broadband

The Chair thanked Tim Bridger for attending the meeting and for his presentation which
would be circulated after the meeting.

37

Libby Jarrett - Service Lead - Revenues, Benefits, Customer
Services & Corporate Fraud
Libby Jarrett outlined ways in which the positive working relationship with CAED had
benefited EDDC’s service delivery. Examples included putting out information on social
media platforms to assist clients who may not be receiving their full benefit entitlement,
shaping a job description for an EDDC financial resilience officer and setting up a direct
referral process to CAED.
Joint work also included data analysis and sharing in order to identify themes and trends
in clients’ behaviour. Other synergies such as one time data capture and sharing were
also being introduced as partnership working continued.
The Chair thanked Libby for her contribution to the discussion and her team’s ongoing
work with CAED.

38

'Environmental Health and Car Parks Making a Difference'
Andrew Ennis – Service Lead for Environmental Health and Car Parks
Andrew Ennis introduced his presentation from the Environmental Health team and
made the following points:
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Environmental Health works within a historic and statutory framework to support
vulnerable groups. The factors which determine ill-health have a disproportionate
impact on those in the community who are less well off, and there is a direct link
between environmental health and poverty
The EDDC Environmental Health work includes, for example, advice and support
for those setting up new food businesses, dealing with the deceased where there
is no other support, poor housing, deprivation, nuisances, noise and other social
issues such as anti-social behaviour and pest control
EDDC Environment Health also works with the East and Mid Devon Community
Safety Partnership which collaborates with other agencies such as the Police and
town and parish councils

Jody Harding – Principal Environmental Health Officer for Private Sector Housing
Jody Harding outlined his team’s work to improve housing conditions in the private sector
in East Devon as follows:
 Environmental Health also deals with climate change and fuel poverty in relation
to housing and has obligations under the Homes Energy Conservation Act 1995
across all tenures of housing stock, including social rented housing
 The service is provided across four key areas; advice, education, enforcement
and provision of adaptations and there are a range of legislative actions available,
including undertaking inspections
 Three key activities to address fuel poverty have been identified; reduce energy
bills, improve energy efficiency and maximise household income
 Environmental Health’s work also supported local communities to break down
barriers to improving energy efficiency and enabled residents to engage with the
Council and its partners
 The presentation outlined the various interventions available to households to
improve home energy efficiency and the various partners and methods of
delivery, including loan providers for home improvements
 Current actions with regard to private sector housing were highlighted and
proposed strategy and actions included to enhance and improve understanding of
fuel poverty in East Devon, to influence and change behaviour, to signpost and
educate residents and to make direct referrals to energy partner companies
Helen Wharam – Public Health Project Officer
Helen Wharam introduced her work which included writing the Public Health Strategic
Plan and evidence-based projects aimed at tackling health inequalities and health
deprivation. Helen’s presentation highlighted the following:
 Deprivation covers a wide range of issues including employment and education as
well as financial poverty, so that there is a strong overlap with public health
 The Public Health Project Officer works with services across the District Council,
at County Council level and with colleagues in the NHS
 Projects included working with other agencies to support community activities, for
example, encouraging public libraries to host hygiene banks and setting up of flu
vaccine drive through clinics
 Work in the past year has focussed on Covid-19 support work, but would normally
focus on providing information for residents to help with making good decisions
which impact on their health
Discussion included the following points:
 The need for support for disabled residents to access digital and online services
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Regarding problems with housing, referrals may come from tenants and are then
triaged
Enforcement is undertaken through Environmental Health and Trading Standards
legislation
In past years, the single greatest reason for homelessness has been the loss of
private rented accommodation
Part of the Environmental Health remit is joint working with the Planning team on
health aspects of development
Concern was raised about the number of food businesses starting up from
individuals’ homes, partly as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic, and whether the
right support was in place to ensure public safety
It is a legal requirement to register a new food business with the local authority
prior to commencement and registration is free

The Chair thanked Andrew Ennis, Jody Harding and Helen Wharam for their very
informative presentations.
39

Updated draft Poverty Strategy Action Plan - John Golding Strategic Lead - Housing Health & Environment
John Golding presented the latest draft of the Poverty Strategy Action Plan which had
already been circulated. The Plan was being updated after each of the meetings to
reflect the different themes covered.
Future iterations of the Plan would include housing and working with community and
voluntary groups.
The Chair thanked John for this latest draft of the Action Plan.

40

Date of next meeting
The next meeting will be held on Monday 15th March at 11am, with a presentation from
Jo Garfoot, Acting Housing Service Lead.
The following meeting will be held on Monday 12th April, with input from Community
Development workers and a proposed final draft of the Poverty Strategy.
Future meetings will be held on 10th May, 14th June, 19th July, 20th September and 22nd
November to monitor progress in part due to the Covid-19 pandemic.

Attendance List
Councillors present:
M Allen
M Armstrong (Chair)
M Chapman
S Hawkins
P Jarvis
F King
M Rixson
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T Woodward
Councillors also present (for some or all the meeting)
P Arnott
P Faithfull
I Hall
D Ledger
A Moulding
E Rylance
B Taylor
Officers in attendance:
Sharon Church, Benefits Manager
Andrew Ennis, Service Lead Environmental Health and Car Parks
Jo Garfoot, Acting Housing Service Lead
John Golding, Strategic Lead Housing, Health and Environment
Susan Howl, Democratic Services Manager
Libby Jarrett, Service Lead Revenues and Benefits
Sarah Jenkins, Democratic Services Officer
Helen Wharam, Public Health Project Officer
Andrew Wood, Service Lead - Growth Development and Prosperity
Jody Harding, Principal Environmental Health Officer for Private Sector Housing
Councillor apologies:
Panel member: B De Saram
Non Panel members: S Gazzard, K McLauchlan

Chair

Date:
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Agenda Item 9
EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
Minutes of the meeting of LED Monitoring Forum held on 23 February 2021
Attendance list at end of document
The meeting started at 9.33 am and ended at 11.18 am

25

Public Speaking
There were no members of the public registered to speak.

26

Minutes of the previous meeting
The minutes of the previous meeting held on the 27 January 2021 were confirmed as a
true record of the meeting.

27

Declaration of interest
Cllr P Arnott: Minutes 28 - 33; Personal interest: Paid membership of LED Leisure.
Cllr A Dent: Minutes 28 - 33; Personal interest: Paid membership of LED Leisure.

28

Matters of urgency
There were no matters of urgency.

29

Confidential/exempt item(s)
There were two items agreed by the Forum to be held in private session, listed under
minutes 32 and 33.

30

Sport England `Strategic Outcomes for Your Place' Grant
application
The Forum welcomed Liz Taylor from Leisure Strategy, who outlined their work with a
number of authorities in evaluating their leisure provision.
In order to begin drafting a new Leisure Strategy, evidence based data was required to
build a picture of the current provision, including the physical assets associated with
delivering leisure provision, before moving to planning for what that provision would look
like over the next five to ten years.
The Forum were being asked to consider agreement to the first step, the undertaking of
the Strategic Outcomes Planning Guidance (SOPG) Diagnostic. The diagnostic will:
 Provide an overview of the District in terms of
o Existing needs and demand
o Existing participation levels and trends
o What gaps in provision exist
o Links with local strategies and policies, including for health and wellbeing
o The Council’s priorities in relation to health and wellbeing
 Describe the current provision, in terms of where and how
o Inspection of all sites including dual use sites
o Community outreach service
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o Throughput and social value
o Costs
o Strategic factors for each facility
Consult with stakeholders
Run the Sports Facility Calculator (SFC) to assess indicative future need.

This body of evidence can then be used to compare the current provision to the future
need and opportunities, which leads onto the key elements of work that are needed to
underpin the future strategic approach to provision and delivery.
In response to questions from the Forum, the following points were made:
 Analysis against local competition/facilities would be made;
 Timescale for the diagnostic stage was usually around the three month mark; that
may be impacted by the ability to visit sites currently and evaluating demand
following the pandemic;
 The “Active Lives” survey would be considered, which would detail on how people
seek out activity, such as those who exercised without the benefit of group
activities or gym membership;
 Consideration of offer from other sources would be made to help consider if there
was any duplication of leisure offer, or identify gaps that could be met;
 This work would be linked to the review of the Playing Pitch Strategy;
 Any recommendations forward from the diagnostic steps would look to balance
both ambition in delivery with what was possible economically and sustainably;
 Consideration would also be given to what offer can be of benefit to the tourism
offer of the District;
 Comparison would be made to the facilities in neighbouring districts; particularly
those close the District border or easy transport links to access;
 A clear understanding of what the District could afford was key;
 In consulting with stakeholders, care would be taken to clarify how to manage
expectation;
 Wellbeing hubs would also be taken into account;
 Whilst individual detail on smaller community groups would not be sought out for
the diagnostic, a strategic view on the local offer would be taken into account;
 Any assistance that Ward Members could give to signpost what community and
business leisure services were available in their area, would be appreciated to
help build the overall picture of the current offer of the District.
RESOLVED that the Strategic Outcomes Planning Guidance Diagnostic be undertaken
by Strategic Leisure.

31

Exclusion of public and press
That under section 100(A)(4) of the Local Government Act 1972 and in accordance with
the Local Authorities (Executive Arrangements)(Meetings and Access to
Information)(England) Regulations 2012, the public (including the press) were excluded
from the meeting as exempt and private information was likely to be disclosed and on
balance the public interest is in discussing the items in private session.
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32

Monitor and assess the ongoing financial support needed by LED
The Forum received an update on the ongoing support, with further modelling to be
undertaken in light of the Government’s announcement on steps out of lockdown.
RESOLVED that the report be noted.

33

LED updates on operational matters
The Forum received an update on operational matters and the implications of opening
capacity in line with the Government’s recently announced steps out of lockdown.
RESOLVED that the report be noted.

Attendance List
Councillors present:
P Arnott
A Dent
S Hawkins (Chair)
P Hayward
V Johns
G Jung
G Pook
J Rowland
Councillors also present (for some or all the meeting)
P Faithfull
S Gazzard
N Hookway
S Jackson
P Millar
A Moulding
LED Leisure representation
Peter Gilpin, CEO LED Leisure
Bridgette Jones, Director of Finance LED Leisure
Jamie Bryant, Director of Delivery LED Leisure
Nigel Halford, Chairman LED Leisure
Strategic Leisure (Consultants)
Liz Taylor
Rachel Fowler

Officers in attendance:
Tim Child, Service Lead - Place, Assets & Commercialisation
Simon Davey, Strategic Lead Finance
John Golding, Strategic Lead Housing, Health and Environment
Charles Plowden, Service Lead Countryside and Leisure
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John Symes, Finance Manager
Mark Williams, Chief Executive
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Agenda Item 10
EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
Minutes of the meeting of Arts and Culture Forum held online via the Zoom
app on 24 February 2021
Attendance list at end of document
The meeting started at 10.00 am and ended at 12.40 pm

25

Public speaking
There were no members of the public wishing to speak.

26

Minutes of the previous meeting
The minutes of the previous meeting held on 3 December 2020 were agreed as a true
record.

27

Declarations of interest
Declarations of interest.
Councillor Andrew Moulding, Personal, President of Axminster Musical Theatre
Trustee of Axminster Heritage Centre
President of Cloakham Lawn Sports Centre.
Declarations of interest.
Councillor Bruce De Saram, Personal, Exmouth Town Councillor.
Declarations of interest.
Councillor Joe Whibley, Personal, Exmouth Town Councillor.
Declarations of interest.
Councillor Olly Davey, Personal, Exmouth Town Councillor and he had performed at the
Sidmouth Folk Festival in the past.

28

Resilience, Adaptation and Innovation Fund for East Devon
businesses
The Service Lead – Growth, Development and Prosperity presented his report,
previously considered by Cabinet, which set out proposals to launch a fund (Adaptation,
Innovation and Resilience Fund) aimed at supporting businesses and other organisations
to adapt to the post pandemic landscape and associated changes in operating
conditions.
He demonstrated the proportion of employment furloughed in the UK and it was noted
that accommodation and food, and arts, entertain and recreation were the two highest
sectors. These sectors also fell into the category of businesses with less than three
months cashflow.
Those present were implored to look at the fantastic opportunity that the Adaptation,
Innovation and Resilience Fund gave for the cultural sector in East Devon and officers
were keen to see applications being made. It was noted that there was no bar for those
organisations that had previously benefitted from discretionary funds.
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Members of the Forum agreed that arts and culture were often overlooked, but felt that it
was one of the things that had sustained people over the past year during the pandemic.
It was regarded as a crucial way of allowing people to come together. It was also a
positive thing to offer holiday makers and visitors to the region following lockdown. Arts
and culture were crucial to financial, psychological and social recovery.
29

Sector insights - guest speakers
The Arts Development Manager/Thelma Hulbert Gallery Curator welcomed a number of
guest speakers to the meeting to explain to the forum the variety of activities that were
being undertaken in the arts and culture sector. These demonstrated that out of
adversity came opportunity and were examples of diversity, ambition and brilliance.

30

Visual arts - Tidelines - Anne-Marie Culhane and Jo Salter
Anne-Marie Culhane and Jo Salter introduced themselves and explained that Tidelines
with as not-for-profit CIC (community interest company) serving the community. The
pilot year was funded by University of Exeter ‘Socially Engaged University’ funding. It
was co-ordinated by Anne-Marie and Jo, with an advisory group and support from a wide
group of individuals and partners. Arts and culture was seen as crucial to navigating
climate change and the ecological crisis.
The aims and objectives of Tidelines were to:
 Focus on and celebrate the estuary and coastline.
 Increase public understanding of and interest in the estuary and coastline to
develop greater care of it.
 Interpret and create artworks – to see and experience differently.
 Create opportunities for active participation in real community-led research.
 Create an ongoing programme of events and activities that focused creatively on
different aspects of the estuary.
 Through the above to develop discussion, learning and care for the area, including
restoration and re-envisioning new possibilities for sustainability, resilience and
co-existence at a time of climate change and ecological crisis.
The Covid-19 pandemic had occurred during Tidelines’ pilot year. Despite this a
number of online activities and events had occurred, as well as The Exe Estuary Box,
summer read of The Sea Around Us, and High Water. An exhibition/display event
was planned for summer 2021. Examples of a mapping part of the project were
shown to the Forum and indicated how different people experienced the estuary
differently.
Anne-Marie and Jo went on to explain how Tidelines had come about and why there
was a need:
 Increasing curiosity about the estuary and environment (from all sections of the
community). People want to know more and to get involved.
 Gap in accessible information provision and community involvement: no place to
learn more about the place we live.
 Introduce a greater presence of the arts and to foster an all year round creative
culture.
 Community health and wellbeing: It was positive to be actively involved.
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Linking across communities, geography, arts & environment; co-creating a new
culture.
 To address the mismatch between academic and scientific research on our
doorstep and public information
 Responding to changes in the policies of universities and local government:
o interest from universities in working with and communicating with local and
regional community (Civic Universities)
o Declaration of Climate & Ecological Emergency.
They believed that Tidelines could develop into a great asset for the community in many
simple ways. It could also improve the environment and mitigate for climate change.
Tidelines’ plans for the future were:
 Exhibition and event to share back artwork and responses to the Exe Estuary Box
and invite people to the next phase.
 Further developing the next stage of community co-designed research projects.
 Developing funding bids with partners.
 Keep developing links to other projects beyond the estuary.
 Exploring options for a Tidelines hub.
On behalf of the Forum the Chair thanked Anne-Marie and Jo for their presentation and
wished Tidelines well for its next year.

31

Museums - Anne Tanner, Curator, Sidmouth Museum
Anne Tanner, Sidmouth Museum Curator outlined the history of Sidmouth Museum. It
was a volunteer run museum owned by the Sid Vale Association. It was founded in 1846
and was a registered charity with over 1,500 members. The role as a museum was to
conserve, inform and share Sidmouth’s extraordinary heritage.
The museum had experienced a very good 2019 season and a full programme of winter
works had been completed by 10 March 2020. The museum was due to open on 20
March 2020, however, all events were cancelled on 16 March due to the Covid-19
pandemic. A covid risk assessment was carried in April 2020 and this was re-assessed
in August, with a decision to remain closed for the 2020 season. Reasons for this
included:
 Narrow staircase and small rooms made it impossible to follow social distancing
guidelines.
 Many displays required ‘hands on’ interaction by visitors.
 90% of the volunteers were over 70 and many were considered vulnerable.
Closing the museum gave time to re-imagine the new normal and devise was to connect
with visitors and give greater access to the archives and collections. A project was
designed to develop and deliver the first digital offer. The museum successfully applied
for a South West Museums Recovery Grant for the cost of equipment. The outcomes of
this were:
 No ‘dead zones’ anywhere in the building.
 A separate guest wifi network.
 QR codes for all displays.
 Digital photobox history of Sidmouth – this offered greater flexibility and could
easily be kept up to date. It was a delivered a unique display experience.
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On behalf of the forum the Chair thanked the Sidmouth Museum Curator for her
interesting and informative presentation.
32

Tourism - East Devon Excellence
Ruud Janseen Veeneboer explained that East Devon Excellence comprised of 45
hospitality businesses with the aim of putting East Devon on the map as a high end
tourist destination, boosting the economy of East Devon from a tourism and food and
drink point of view by working in collaboration.
A key objective was to talk to all festivals and events happening across the district and to
join them all up, improving productivity and the financial viability of all. Currently 75% of
the major players in East Devon were involved. It was hoped that this would attract
people to the area as well as keep local residents better informed. East Devon
Excellence had magazines in the Tourist Information Centre as well as in member
organisation venues. A map purely of East Devon had been produced to keep tourists in
the East Devon area, rather than advertising activities and attractions further afield
across the county. It had a good website, active social media and was linked to Taste
East Devon.
The Forum agreed that there was a lot of correlation and synergy between the hospitality
sector and the arts sector. These had been some of the worst affected industries by the
Covid-19 pandemic and it was important to support them as lockdown ended.
On behalf of the Forum the Chair thanked Ruud Jansen Venneboer for attending the
meeting.

33

Education and Research - Sarah Campbell, Associate Director Arts
& Culture, University of Exeter
Sarah Campbell, Associate Director for Arts and Culture, University of Exeter presented
‘Activating Creativity’ to the Forum. The Arts and Culture Strategy was launched in
October 2018. Its aims were:
 Develop purposeful encounters
 Enrich our cultural environment
 Unlock resources and potential
The audiences were inward and outward facing:
 Staff and students across four campuses
 City and region
 National and global
The focus of the strategy was:
 Creative process
 Interdisciplinary practice
And the profile was:
 Communications and marketing:
o Website – hub model
o Social media – facebook, Instagtram, Twitter
o Press – print and radio
 Networks
 Programming – this highlighted the potential of the digital reach, with
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o Creative fellowships – these were held three times a year and were short
term placements that brought creative practitioners into research settings
and encouraged new conversations across disciplines. The focus was on
mutually-beneficial exchange between artist, any art form and host, with
seed funding for future opportunities.
o Arts Commissions – support for artists, working in any medium, to take
inspiration from the university and develop new work. These took on
variable formats.
o ESI Creative Exchange
o Creative Dialogues
o Partnerships – including the Thelma Hulbert Gallery
o Events – in 2019 50 events were held with 4,234 people.
Exeter Culture was Arts Council funded and was hosted by the University of Exeter. The
Exeter Cultural Strategy had five themes:
1. Culture and environment
2. Culture and wellbeing
3. Heritage innovation
4. Creative making
5. Cultural literacy and learning
Exeter had secured UNESCO City of Literature in 2019, which was a great achievement.
There were 246 ‘creative cities’ in 28 countries across six continents, all working together
towards a common objective: placing creativity and cultural industries at the heart of their
development plans at the local level and co-operating actively at the international level.
The Forum acknowledged that although Exeter was outside of East Devon, it was a
powerful resource.
On behalf of the Forum the Chair thanked Sarah Campbell for her interesting
presentation.
34

Sidmouth Folk Festival - John Braithwaith
John Braithwaith was welcomed to the meeting to discuss Sidmouth Folk Festival. He
explained that due to Covid-19 a decision was made at the end of March 2020 to cancel
the Sidmouth Folk Festival for 2020. He explained that cancelling a festival was a huge
logistical effort, with monies already being spent and tickets sold. The intention was to
retain loyalty and 70% of the big season tickets went over to 2021. Once the decision
had been made to cancel the festival there was the opportunity to look forward into what
could be done. Two projects were undertaken:
1. A huge crowd funder, with 1000 rewards and more than 100 donations. This
generated a lot of interest and contributed to the festival’s survival.
2. A virtual festival was created, which ran for over a week and gave the opportunity
for the festival organisers to speak to their customers and for the performers to
perform virtually. There were around 40,000 views and 1200 participants in online
workshops. The virtual festival received a lot of positive feedback and also
reached out to a broader audience
It was noted that the Sidmouth Folk Festival was a highly complex festival to run and was
a massive undertaking. Festival organisers had spent autumn applying for grants. The
uncertain environment had forced plans to be pushed back. There would be some form
of physical festival in 2021 but it was unclear exactly what would be put on. A
development board had been created to bolster and support the younger element of the
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audience. It was highly likely that a combination of physical and online events would
form the 2021 folk festival.
The Chair thanked John Braithwaith and empathised with the folk festival’s predicament
due to all the uncertainties and the Forum agreed that it was imperative to get something
up and running at all costs, keep a presence and put on whatever was possible. The
Sidmouth Folk Festival was a high profile even and huge boost to East Devon’s
economy, with accommodation being booked up far outside of Sidmouth. This was
another example of how culture, arts and hospitality all interject.
35

EDDC Arts and Culture Forum and Cultural Strategy
The Arts and Culture Forum began in 2013 with the intention of providing a strategic
steer for the Council’s work in all areas of cultural development with internal services and
wider partnerships. It was proposed to relaunch the forum in 2021 as a platform and
network for all local cultural services, working with local social, health and economic
development agendas and supporting local arts and culture organisations and creative
businesses.
The Arts Development Manager/Thelma Hulbert Gallery (THG) Curator outlined how the
role of arts and cultural tourism could aid economic recovery. Arts and Culture were vital
in helping find a positive way forward and to realise a better future for communities – it
could help support health and wellbeing, the environment and economic recovery. In
2018 cultural tourism represented 37% of the total tourism sector, with an annual growth
of approximately 15%. With the covid-19n pandemic it was estimated that international
tourism fell by around 80% in 2020. There was an opportunity to build a more resilient
tourism economy promoting digital transition and rethinking a more sustainable tourism
system. East Devon had a high cultural, social and environmental potential.
The Arts Development Manager/THG Curator introduced ‘Art and Culture East Devon’
(ACED). Its purpose was ‘a public forum for arts and cultural services such as theatres,
museums and galleries, programming festivals, delivering workshops and participatory
and music events, commissioning public art, working with local social, wellbeing,
inclusion and economic development agendas and supporting local arts and culture
organisations and creative businesses’. ACED would sit within EDDC’s Culture Plan
2022-27.
The aims of ACED were:
 Embed the role of the arts in the cultural, social, educational, environmental and
economic life of the district by providing a supportive network.
 Support advocacy work for local arts and culture services and identify areas for
collaboration.
 Share news, best practice, plans and ambitions- aiding communication between
arts practitioners, arts organisations, non-arts organisations, local government and
regional and national bodies.
 Develop and promote local authority arts and culture-led economic growth
initiatives.
 Support an increase in engagement in cultural activity in the district, developing a
healthy social and cultural ecology which enriches communities and visitors.
There would be two parts to ACED. There would be an executive membership/steering
group, led by EDD, which would meet at least twice a year. In addition to this there would
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be an EDDC Arts and Culture network of members (database held by THG0, with three
zooms per year and a bi-monthly newsletter.
The intention was to launch an umbrella brand, with an identifiable offer for the district. A
network survey would be circulated during March 2021, with ACED being launched in
April 2021.
The Forum agreed that ACED offered a fantastic opportunity to provide a platform for a
much wider arts and cultural network, by reaching out and supporting organisations
wherever possible. Cultural regeneration and tourism could be extremely powerful.
The Chair thanked all those involved and commented on how a platform and social
media could be.

36

Date of the next Arts and Culture Forum meeting
It was noted that the next meeting of the Arts and Culture Forum would be held at 10am
on Wednesday, 20 October 2021.

Attendance List
EDDC Councillors present:
J Whibley (Chair)
B De Saram
G Jung
E Rylance
O Davey
A Moulding
J Loudoun
Community representatives:
S Twiss
B Norris
Town Representatives
S Twiss, Community Representative
B Norris, Community Representative
P Lewis, Budleigh Salterton Town Council
C Buchan, Cranbrook Town Council
E Pang, Ottery St Mary Town Council
Officers in attendance:
Ruth Gooding, Arts Development Manager/Curator THG
Charles Plowden, Service Lead Countryside and Leisure
Graham Whitlock, House Manager (Manor Pavilion Theatre)
Anna Aaroussi, Project Co-ordinator
Gemma Girvan, Gallery & Shop Officer
Fiona Page-Turner, Marketing and Fundraising Officer
Amanda Coombes, Democratic Services Officer
Alethea Thompson, Democratic Services Officer
Andrew Wood, Service Lead - Growth Development and Prosperity
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Angela Gordon Lennox, Events Officer
Also Present
P Hayward
N Hookway, Portfolio Holder Culture, Tourism, Leisure and Sport
S Jackson
P Arnott
P Faithfull
D Ledger
D Manley
J Braithwaith, Sidmouth Folk Festival
S Campbell, University of Exeter
A-M Culhane, Tidelines
M George, Villages in Action
V Harding, South West Museums
C Marshall, Villages in Action
J Salter, Tidelines
A Tanner, Sidmouth Museum
R Jansen Venneboer, East Deon Excellence
Apologies:
J Golding

Chairman

Date:
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Agenda Item 11
EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
Minutes of the meeting of Car Parking Task and Finish Forum held at Online
via the Zoom App on 3 March 2021
Attendance list at end of document
The meeting started at 10.00 am and ended at 11.55 am

63

Public speaking
Ann Membery acknowledged that overnight stays of vehicles brought in extra revenue.
However, she was concerned that large diesel vehicle emissions were polluting the
environment. An influx of motorhomes and campervans would have a detrimental effect
on the environment and prevent parking for others. She was also concerned about fire
safety issues. She felt that overnight parking should be banned.
A statement was read out on behalf of Annette Ladbrook. She pointed out that Cornwall
County Council and Kent County Council had made the decision to restrict overnight
stays for motorhomes in their car parks and urged the forum to contact Cornwall County
Council to ask the reasons behind their decision, before EDDC made a decision. She
urged EDDC to consider the tourism multiplier effect and suggested that what was
needed was the holiday maker who would pay for their overnight accommodation in local
campsites and holiday parks, purchase locally produced goods and also pay for their
parking when exploring the region.

64

Minutes of previous meeting
The minutes of the meeting held on 11 February 2021 were agreed as a true record.

65

Declarations of interest
Declarations of interest.
Councillor Eleanor Rylance, Personal, had received a number of emails in relation to
agenda item 7.
Declarations of interest.
Councillor Joe Whibley, Personal, Exmouth town councillor and had received a number
of emails in relation to agenda item 7.
Declarations of interest.
Councillor Kim Bloxham, Personal, had received a number of emails in relation to
agenda item 7.
Declarations of interest.
Councillor Maddy Chapman, Personal, Exmouth town councillor and had received a
number of emails in relation to agenda item 7.
Declarations of interest.
Councillor Olly Davey, Personal, Exmouth town councillor and had received a number of
emails in relation to agenda item 7. An aquaintance, a local resident, had experienced
problems with parking his campervan overnight..
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66

Matters of urgency
There were no matters of urgency.

67

Confidential/exempt items
There were no items which officers recommended should be dealt with in this way.

68

A revised policy for Motorhomes and Campervans in EDDC Pay and
Display car parks
The Service Lead – Environmental Health and Car Parks introduced a discussion paper
on a revised policy for motorhomes and campervans in EDDC pay and display car parks.
He also thanked the members of the public for their contributions.
East Devon was seeing an increasing number and variety of kinds of campervans and
motorhomes on its highways and in its public car parks. Increasing numbers also
appeared to be actively seeking the freedom of parking overnight in unauthorised
locations. The issue was not whether there was a desire to attract these visitors (as they
were already in the district) but how to deal with them, what the district council could
offer, and whether there was the opportunity to raise revenue.
The Council had previously approved a policy in 2015 prohibiting the parking of
motorhomes and campervans in any of its public car parks between the hours of 10pm
and 8am the following day. Prior to this it used to specify ‘no overnight sleeping’ in the
car parks, but this was almost impossible to enforce. By 2015 a new problem was
emerging whereby with its inexpensive permit tariffs the Council was inadvertently
encouraging local campervan and motorhome owners to use some of its car parks as a
cheap storage facility for their vehicle when they were not in use. To address this
Cabinet decided that EDDC wished to encourage day visitors in motorhomes and
caravans, but only between 8am to 10pm daily. A pilot scheme (about to enter its third
season, at the request of Exmouth Town Council) was set up to consider the impact of
allowing overnight ‘camping’ for up to three consecutive nights in specified car parks in
Exmouth and that overnight parking of any campervan or motorhome would not be
allowed in any other car park (to prevent both storage and overnight camping). This
pilot demonstrated that there was the demand for this type of parking and evidence was
being seen of overnight stays in car parks that had not been included in the Exmouth
pilot. Members were invited to consider whether it was EDDC’s role to acknowledge that
measures to carefully and sensitively fulfil this demand could well have benefits for both
town economies and the Council’s own revenue.
The forum accepted that the 2015 policy was in need of revision to recognise both the
continuing demand for short term overnight pitches for campervans and motorhomes in
East Devon’s towns and rural areas, along with the issues and tensions that were arising
due to vehicles continuing to find unauthorised on-street locations for overnight parking.
Another issue for the forum to consider was local residents who used small/medium
sized campervans as their main or second vehicles. The current policy prevented them
from parking these vehicles overnight in public car parks close to their own homes.
The Exmouth pilot raised a number of unresolved questions relating to rules and
regulations that would need to be imposed on any sites where it was considered
appropriate to allow overnight stays. Consideration was also required on the level of
facilities to be offered to customers, and the possible consequence of encouraging
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overnight stays in the absence of such facilities (such as fresh water, waste water
disposal, domestic refuse disposal, electric hook ups). Fire safety and separation
between vehicles were also considerations. Sufficient resources would be required to
properly manage and enforce compliance with the rules and regulations.
The forum were asked to provide policy guidance and recommend a broad strategic
framework in relation to:
1. Day visitors.
2. Short break overnight stays – stopovers.
3. Fire safety.
4. Tariffs.
1. Arrangements for local residents.
Discussion of these issues included:
 Relocating ‘wild camping’ visitors, currently parking in unauthorised places such
as laybys, areas of natural beauty and on-street residential areas, to better run
facilities off street.
 By formally allowing overnight stays the Council was not creating a campsite and
licensing conditions would not apply. However, the Regulatory Reform (Fire
Safety) Order 2005 would apply to the car park site where separate controls
applied. Advice was that the sensible ‘safe’ separation for visiting motorhomes or
campervans should be at least 3 metres. This meant that overnight parking would
only be allowed in a 2.4 metre wide bay where there were then two empty bays
between vehicles. This separation was not required during daytime hours and
compliance should be enforced between 10pm and 8am.
 Local residents could not currently store over winter or park their campervans
overnight in EDDC car parks. Residents should be allowed to park in a nearby
car park provided they could meet certain criteria. Permits for winter storage
should not be allowed.
 There was an opportunity at Exmouth lorry park to provide a dedicated site for
campervans and motorhomes, generating revenue for the council from its asset
and encouraging tourism to the town, boosting the local economy. This would
require consultation and planning permission. It was thought that Natural England
consent could be a hurdle.
 Future planning should include the provision of electric charging points for
motorhomes.
 The issue of parking provision and facilities for motorhomes and campervans was
nationwide, not unique to East Devon. Providing off street provision would help to
alleviate ‘wild camping’.
 There was not much freedom anywhere in Britain to stop and stay unexpectedly.
Offering such freedom would increase footfall to areas considerably. Campervans
and motorhomes would not stop coming so should therefore be managed in a
certain way and overnight parking facilities provided. People should be drawn to
where the council wanted them by offering a policy.
 Town and parish councils should be consulted with.
 Other areas of East Devon owned land that could be used should be identified,
and included in the Local Plan.
 If tariffs in car parks were too high, campervans and motorhomes would go
elsewhere.
 Where would the budget for providing facilities come from? What charges would
be required to cover the costs of facilities and enforcement? It was thought that
£15-£20 for an overnight stay would cover the cost of fresh water provision and
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domestic refuse disposal. Electric hook-ups and effluent disposal facilities would
only be provided at dedicated sites, such as the proposed Exmouth lorry park.
All East Devon car parks should have fresh water provision for all its users.
Farmers were permitted to provide up to 5 pitches for 28 days, without the need
for planning permission.
There was no provision in the Local Plan for campervans and motorhomes.
The Town, District and County Councils had set up a Campervan and Motorhome
TAFF, which had instigated the pilot in Exmouth. However, it had not met in over
a year. It was hoped that it would continue, with all three authorities remaining
involved and discussing the TaFF recommendations.
Concern was raised over the way parking along Queen’s Drive, Exmouth was
split, with one side being operated by EDDC and the other by DCC. There were
not parking bays marked out on the DCC side so huge motorhomes could park
there all day and pay the same tariff as a small car. This anomaly should be
addressed. There were also fire safety concerns as there was no separation
spacing on these Queen’s Drive echelons. The echelon parking was not suitable
for motorhome and campervan parking. It should be in enclosed off street car
parks only.
There should be no fires or use of barbeques.
Signage for permitted overnight stays should include ‘no idling of vehicles’.
In order to avoid conflict areas for overnight parking could be zoned off.
Bays for overnight stays should be clearly marked out to give clarity and ensure
separation of vehicles.
Enforcement would be required. It was difficult to enforce overnight spacing at
times, without confrontation.
The current capacity of the enforcement team (4.5 full time equivalents) would
need to be extended to 5 full time equivalents at an additional cost of £10,000£15,000.
The council did not have the facility to offer pre-booking of spaces, however this
would be considered for a designated site for campervans and motorhomes.

The Service Lead – Environmental Health and Car Parks was thanked for his work on
the complicated issues surrounding a revised policy for motorhomes and campervans in
EDDC pay and display car parks.
RECOMMENDED: that the Car Parking Task and Finish Forum recommend to the
Scrutiny Committee policy guidance and a broad strategic framework in relation to the
following:
1. Day visitors – no change is necessary to the current policy. If a vehicle took up
more than one parking bay then it would be expected to pay for multiple
simultaneous parking sessions.
2. Stopovers – overnight stays in car parks be allowed (subject to strict terms and
conditions) in any of the district council’s pay and display car parks that are
deemed suitable in consultation with ward members and the relevant town or
parish council. It may be appropriate to allow overnight stays of up to two or three
consecutive nights in suitable locations. In addition to a parking space, selfcontained vehicles could be offered drinking water facilities and domestic refuse
disposal facilities, the costs of which would be covered by new overnight charges.
No barbeques or fires would be permitted.
3. Fire safety – overnight stays would only be allowed in circumstances that were
compliant with relevant fire safety legislation. To ensure there was safe
separation of vehicles overnight designated parking bays, 3 metres apart, would
be provided in suitable car parks.
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4. Tariffs – motorhome and campervan users would not be eligible for purchasing
any of the standard car park permits, and could only use the pay and display car
parks on a ‘pay as you use’ basis. A 24 hour tariff should be in the region of £15£20, to ensure costs were covered but not to deter parking in off-street car parks,
or displace vehicles to on-street locations.
5. Arrangements for local residents – local residents would not be able to purchase a
parking permit to use the council’s public car parks for long-term storage of
motorhomes and campervans when they were not in use. However, ‘exemption’
permits would be considered on a case by case basis for residents who could
demonstrate that they relied on a small campervan as their regular daily transport
and that they did not have suitable alternative off-street parking facilities available
elsewhere. The vehicle would need to be registered and insured at the resident’s
home address and the resident must live in close proximity to the long stay car
park in question. The vehicle should be no longer than 5.1 metres and no
overnight stays would be permitted.
6. Dedicated sites – officers should explore the possibility of creating dedicated
motorhome/campervan pitches to allow longer stays and for which a premium
overnight rate comparable with commercial campsites could be charged. Officers
should begin a formal consultation process with local members, the town council
and Natural England to consider the impact of the first such development on the
site of Exmouth’s former lorry park, adjacent to the estuary. Further consideration
would then be needed in terms of financial investment decisions and planning
permission.
7. Local Plan – a policy for campervans and motorhomes should be incorporated
into the new local plan.

Attendance List
Councillors present:
K Bloxham
C Brown (Chair)
M Chapman
O Davey
V Ranger (Vice-Chair)
E Rylance
J Whibley
Councillors also present (for some or all the meeting)
D Bickley
F Caygill
N Hookway
G Jung
D Ledger
A Moulding
M Rixson
Officers in attendance:
Andrew Ennis, Service Lead Environmental Health and Car Parks
Susan Howl, Democratic Services Manager
Alethea Thompson, Democratic Services Officer
Councillor apologies:
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A Colman
M Howe

Chairman

Date:
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Agenda Item 12
EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
Minutes of the meeting of Scrutiny Committee held at Online via the Zoom
app on 4 March 2021
Attendance list at end of document
The meeting started at 6.00 pm and ended at 9.07 pm

131

Public speaking
There were no members of the public wishing to speak

132

Minutes of the previous meeting
The minutes of Scrutiny Committee held on 4 February 2021 were confirmed as a true
record.
Members noted that the figure stated in minute 128, the supplementary question to
question 9 was incorrect. The Chair read out a statement on behalf of the Service Lead
– Streetscene stating that the costs to East Devon District Council was closer to £75,000
and not £250,000 advising it was a joint beach management plan covering Dawlish and
Sidmouth, led by the Environment Agency.

133

Declarations of interest
Minute 137. Report on staff morale.
Councillor Ian Hall, Personal, Member of GMB Union.
Minute 137. Report on staff morale.
Councillor John Loudoun, Personal, Receives a pension from Unison.
Minute 139. Forward Plan.
Councillor Andrew Colman, Personal, Exmouth Town Councillor.
Minute 139. Forward Plan.
Councillor Chris Wright, Personal, Director of Exmouth Rugby Club, a tenant of East
Devon District Council.
Minute 139. Forward Plan.
Councillor Iain Chubb, Personal, Devon County Councillor.
Minute 139. Forward Plan.
Councillor Olly Davey, Personal, Exmouth Town Councillor.
Minute 139. Forward Plan.
Councillor Vicky Johns, Personal, Ottery St Mary Town Councillor.
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Matters of urgency
There were no matters of urgency.
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Confidential/exempt item(s)
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There were no confidential/exempt items.
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Decisions made by Cabinet called in by Members for scrutiny in
accordance with the Overview and Scrutiny Procedure Rules
There were no items called-in.
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Report on staff morale
The Chair welcomed Mark Everdon from Unison to assist Members with their
discussions and reminded Members that discussions of employment matters including
staff morale should remain general and individuals should not be identified in any way.
The Chief Executive addressed the reasons for the report which followed expressions of
concerns made by Committee Members and said in response to those concerns a Health
and Safety survey was undertaken of all staff over a 10 day period. Members noted 67%
of staff had responded. In response to queries raised by Members about the choice of
survey the Chief Executive confirmed it was a recommended form of survey with a
proven methodology for analysing work related stress focusing on the last six months at
work.
He asked Members to be mindful when considering recommendations, advising that he
had a duty of care and a legal obligation to keep all employees safe from harm and
addressed the difficulty of fulfilling his duty and obligation when the harm resulted from
Members behaviour towards staff.
The Chief Executive gave a detailed overview of his report and referred Members to the
LGA Peer Review report and the Investors in People report. He felt it was important to
note that both reports were independent external validations of the quality of this
organisation and that this was very important to staff morale.
Members noted the key issues identified in the survey included:
 Staff morale/sickness during Covid-19 - challenges of homeworking, work load,
depression and stress and anxiety.
 An overall increase of 66% in all absences related to depression and stress during
April 2020 to January 2021 compared to the same period of the previous year.
 42 employees (8.4% of the workforce) had given depression or stress as the
reason for absence.
 6% of employees in the last six months had experienced bullying and 11% had
seldom been bullied.
 38% of employees had stated they were seldom, sometimes, often or always
subject to personal harassment in the form of unkind words or behaviour.
 The two lowest scores related to demand and change which included:
 Having to work intensively.
 Having to work very fast.
 Having to neglect some tasks.
 Different groups demanding things that are hard to combine.
 Priority for further assessment was required in Housing, Streetscene and Planning
Departments.
 Appendix 3 comprised of a total of 164 employees leaving comments.
 The most positive comments included:
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 Colleagues / my team is supportive.
 My Manager i supportive.
The most common negative comments included:
 Our already large workload has increased significantly recently / my / my
team’s workload is overwhelming / too large.
 We need more staff / previous staff or managers have left and not been
replaced.
 Conduct of some Councillors.
 Home schooling children and working is hugely stressful.
The Chief Executive reminded Members that the Council had regularly carried out staff
surveys and that the results had always been treated with respect to help build up a
picture of a hard-working organisation and a well-earned reputation as a good employer.
He asked Members to consider:
 The number of issues raised in the latest survey as he felt it was clear that
depression, stress and anxiety amongst staff was a concern and said he was in
no doubt Officers were continuing to work whist being depressed or otherwise
impacted.
 The issues related to workload and staff absences to help understand and
prioritise these workloads.
 Impact on staff (mainly managers) of a change of political culture and the working
environment.
The Chief Executive, felt from his own personal perspective, it was very hard to maintain
a high sense of morale and motivate for his staff because of what he had experienced
from the issues that had been highlighted in the survey and drew Members attention to
the Member / Officer protocol in the Member Code of Conduct.
Finally, he asked Members to consider the Council’s future reputation as a good
employer and the possible legal liabilities in terms of employment based claims as to
whether the changes that had been experienced over the last six months were temporary
changes or permanent.
The Chair invited Mark Everdon from Unison to speak.
Mark Everdon representing Unison gave an overview of his role as a Regional Organiser
for Unison working with employers on stress, mental health issues within the workplace
and outlined to Members about how to deal with these issues and what happens if they
were not dealt with highlighting the impact of cost implications of sick absences,
productivity issues within the workplace, turnover of staff and loss of experience within
the workplace.
Before questions and debate commenced, the Chair reminded Non-Committee Members
that they were not able to recommend any motions nor should they name individuals.
Comments and questions raised by Non-Committee Members and responses from the
Chief Executive and Mark Everdon including:
 The Portfolio Holder for Council and Corporate Co-ordination said he took the
survey very seriously as it was a snapshot and indicator of staff concerns and
advised Members it was not a political tool and should not be dealt with in a
partisan way. He felt it should be set against the backdrop of the pandemic which
clearly had an impact.
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He drew Members attention to the negative comments in Appendix 3 about the
new Councillors / new political leadership. He said it was a broad phrase used to
collect comments made by staff relating to some or possibly all Members and felt
that the term ‘new members’ could apply to any new member in all the political
group. He referred to the new political leadership being Cabinet and the broader
leadership of the ruling group and the recognition for the need to all look at what
we are doing, the implications of what we are doing and how we need to change
and asked for each group leader to look at their group also. He invited the Chief
Executive to go away with his SMT to look at the detail to be done to support staff
and come back to Scrutiny to give an update and said he was happy to work with
the Chief Executive and SMT as Portfolio Holder.
Clarification sought on whether this Council’s rate was with the national norm in
terms of sickness / absence. Mr Everdon commented that he was not able to
answer the question as he did not know the sick absence rate but highlighted the
need to look at the rise that was happening and whether it was different to the
previous year. The Chief Executive drew Members attention to the 66% increase
in staff absence being attributed to depression, stress and anxiety.
Clarification sought on whether this Council’s levels of stress and mental health
was above or below experienced in other councils. Mr Everdon commented that
stress was unique to each council and could not be compared to other councils.
From an organisational wellbeing point of view it’s been on a downward trajectory
for quite a few months.
Concerns raised that Members do not listen or draw on the experiences of their
officers.
As Members we need to carefully look at our Code of Conduct, understand what
the issues are, understand why things are going wrong and try and do something
about it.
The need to develop an action plan for the Council’s future direction.
In September 2019 the LGA Peer Review described this council as an
organisation with a hard-working and committed work force and staff morale has
always been high achieving gold and platinum level standards. The February
2021 shows that staff morale has disappeared replaced by depression, stress and
anxiety amongst staff brought on by additional pressures resulting from changing
political behaviours, uncertain organisational direction and a more interfering
approach to operational matters.
The February 2021 survey shows we now have an inappropriate working
environment and a blame culture with officers increasingly fearful to do their jobs.
Concerns raised about inadequate equipment for members of staff to work from
home. In response the Chief Executive advised all members of staff working from
home are required to carry out an online safe workplace assessment.
The data on absence increases caused by depression, stress and anxiety are
serious and cannot be left to go with mitigation and resolution.
The ICT should be made more reliable to ensure that working from home is made
as pleasant as possible and a suggestion was made to assess the evidence in
appendix one.
Working as a team working together with common objectives, common goals to
serve the residents of East Devon to the best of our ability.
There would be quite a lot of people with the same responses as the survey who
have experienced general anxiety felt during the second lockdown including
anxiety about job insecurities.
A suggestion to hold more regular surveys to understand where things are going
and to hear what officer have to say.
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It is clear from the survey that the stress has been caused by the new
administration and the mistreating of officers.
The role of the Leader is to take charge and be responsible for all councillors
across the Council regardless of political party. We need to stop micro-managing
of officers.
The recognition of many other factors influencing morale which needs to be
addressed.
The most upsetting and serious claims stem from the change of administration
last year.
Does the Leader accept the outcome of the report and agree that it is totally
unaccepted that 7 staff members say they are being bullied, intimidated and
harassed. Does the Leader agree that as Leader he is totally responsible for the
deplorable actions of his administration and consider his position? The Leader
commented that it had been the most challenging times for local government in
our history and could not be more proud of our staff and officers. He raised
concerns that the focus of the meeting had been on the path of the report which
had a political element to it and said correlation is not causation. He referred to
new councillors being Conservatives, Cranbrook, Liberals, Greens, Independents,
Independent Progressive Group and East Devon Alliance and there was no proof
or indication from where any problems are coming and replied a blanket no to all
the questions raised.
Support was shown to the Chief Executive for being open and honest.
Allegations of humours that there had been bullying and harassment of Officers
from Cabinet Members of East Devon District Council and clarification was sought
from the Chief Executive whether this was still affecting the health and wellbeing
of officers and whether the Chief Executive had experienced any harassment or
bullying since the new administration had been put in power following an email
sent by the Chief Executive on 23 October 2020 outlining the treatment by a
Cabinet Member. In response the Chief Executive confirmed bullying was still
on-going and that he had also been personally bullied and advised the core issue
was for all Members to understand the Code of Conduct for Councillors that each
councillor had signed up to and to adhere and uphold those standards expected.
The Chief Executive advised Members that he had personally spoken to a number
of Officers who were off sick with stress as a long term condition and the reason
given was because there was nowhere to go when the issue was Member
behaviour. He said it was an impossible situation for an officer to deal with.

Comments and questions raised by Committee Members and responses from the Chief
Executive and Mark Everdon including:






Support was shown to the Chief Executive for his comprehensive report and his
honesty and sadness was shown for the morale of staff being so low.
Members were reminded about a duty of care to the Chief Executive.
Clarification sought about whether the Chief Executive had kept the menacing
emails online and whether he know who they are from and a suggestion was
made to bring in an outside body to address this. The Chief Executive
commented there would be a record of all the emails received but had not kept a
separate file and advised at this stage to bring in an outside body would be
premature and addressed the reasons why.
Staff have had an extremely difficult year working from home, trying to juggle
home life, home schooling, child care issues and IT issues which is a reflection of
the national mood as well.
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There are lessons for the management and there are lessons for Members to be
learned. Members need to reflect on their own behaviour.
The need to not act defensively and the need to recognise we do have a problem
and to decide how to deal with it.
Suggestion to use the same survey in six months to see if there is an
improvement to make like for like comparisons. The Chief Executive gave
reassurance that the Health and Safety Executive survey was used as a
consequence to what was identified in appendix two.
Suggestion to take some of the main issues and survey down into them.
The survey highlighted a lot of officers were feeling overloaded with work.
Clarification should whether the same survey would be used in the future. In
response the Chief Executive confirmed for consistency purposes the same
survey would be used.
It would be good to obtain information across the sector to compare sickness
levels and stress with other industries. In response the Chief Executive confirmed
information could be obtained in due course to look at comparisons and
highlighted a key point that as Chief Executive it was his duty to provide a safe
working environment for employees.
Clarification sought on whether the wording on bullying was phrased differently in
the previous survey. The Chief Executive commented that staff morale was worse
and that perceived bullying had been a feature in the most recent survey.
Suggestion to receive feedback and engagement from the next stage so that
Members can understand what they can do to make things better.
Clarification sought on whether there were additional resources to assist SMT and
Managers.
Suggestion to introduce mandatory Code of Conduct training. In response the
Strategic Lead – Governance and Licensing and Monitoring Officer advised that
following the May 2019 elections it was a mandatory requirement for all
Councillors to undertake Code of Conduct training and highlighted the difference
of reading it and having it in practice.
Bullying is not accepted and had been highlighted at the Peer Review to improve
Officer / Member relationships.
It is not acceptable that 5% of the entire workforce mention bullying but must
remember that 95% did not mention it.
The need to treat officers with respect.

It was proposed by Councillor Parr, seconded by Cllr Chapman that:
1. The Chief Executive be thanked for his for his very thorough and comprehensive
report.
2. The Administration acknowledges the serious problem of decline in staff morale,
which if left unresolved will put at risk the Council’s reputation as a good Employer
and also possible legal liabilities in terms of employment based claims.
3. In view of the recent lack of effective enforcement action in the case of a
councillor found to be in breach of 4[a] and 5[h] of the Code of Conduct, the
Administration endorses the Member Code of Conduct and the Member/Officer
Protocol, and states its expectations that effective enforcement action is taken in
the future, where breaches of the Codes occur.
4. The Scrutiny Committee invites Councillors Arnott, Loudoun and Gardner to
attend a meeting of the Committee to be arranged at the earliest opportunity to
address the matters in the report of the Chief Executive, and say how they intend
to deal with this most serious problem. This should include requesting the Chief
Executive undertakes more regular staff surveys to monitor progress and if
necessary involves an outside agency.
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The Committee resolved that there should be a recorded vote.
The above motion failed following a recorded vote as follows:
Councillor Brown
Councillor Ranger
Councillor Chapman
Councillor Chubb
Councillor Colman
Councillor Davey
Councillor Hawkins
Councillor Johns
Councillor King
Councillor McCollum
Councillor Parr
Councillor Rylance
Councillor Taylor
Councillor Wright

For
Against
For
For
Against
Against
Against
Against
Against
Against
For
Against
Against
For

The following was proposed by Councillor Ranger and seconded by Councillor King.
That the Committee:
1.
Thanks the Chief Executive for his report.
2.
Asks the Chief Executive to undertake a follow up staff survey at a suitable future
point.
3.
Requests the Chief Executive to discuss this survey data with staff representatives
and to feedback to the Portfolio Holder for Council & Corporate Co-ordination the
outcome and actions resulting from that engagement to form an action plan.
4.
Recommends that the Chief Executive, Members of the SMT and the Portfolio
Holder for Council & Corporate Co-ordination discuss this survey data, and any
other relevant information, and identify what actions are necessary to address the
four key broad sets of issues identified within this report at Appendix 3 –
(i) Workload, staffing shortages / vacancies and management support for staff;
(ii) Home working and staff isolation;
(iii) Member conduct with staff;
(iv) Staff communications.
5.
Ask the Chief Executive to update this Committee in light of the completion of the
above four recommendations.
The Committee resolved that there should be a recorded vote.
The above proposal was carried on a recorded vote as follows:
Councillor Brown
Councillor Ranger
Councillor Chapman
Councillor Chubb
Councillor Colman
Councillor Davey
Councillor Hawkins
Councillor Johns
Councillor King
Councillor McCollum

Against
For
Against
Against
For
For
For
For
For
For
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Councillor Parr
Councillor Rylance
Councillor Taylor
Councillor Wright

Against
For
For
Against

RESOLVED:
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

138

That the Chief Executive was thanked for his report.
That the Chief Executive undertake a follow up staff survey at a suitable future point.
That the Chief Executive discusses this survey data with the staff representatives and to
feedback to the Portfolio Holder for Council and Corporate Co-ordination the outcome and
actions resulting from the engagement to form an action plan.
That the Chief Executive. Members of the SMT and the Portfolio Holder for Council and
Corporate Co-ordination discuss this survey data, and any other relevant information, and
identify what actions are necessary to address the four key broad sets of issues identified
within this report at Appendix 3 –
(i)
Workload, staffing shortages/vacancies and management support for staff;
(ii) Home working and staff isolation;
(iii) Member conduct with staff;
(iv) Staff communications.
That the Chief Executive updates this Committee in light of the completion of the above
four recommendations.

Quarterly Monitoring of Performance - Quarter 3 2020-21
Members agreed to postpone this item until the next meeting.

139

Forward Plan
Members agreed to postpone this item until the next meeting.

Attendance List
Councillors present:
C Brown (Chair)
V Ranger (Vice-Chair)
E Rylance
M Chapman
I Chubb
A Colman
V Johns
O Davey
S Hawkins
F King
T McCollum
H Parr
B Taylor
C Wright
Councillors also present (for some or all the meeting)
F Caygill
M Allen
M Armstrong
P Arnott
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J Bailey
D Bickley
K Blakey
K Bloxham
S Bond
G Jung
S Chamberlain
B De Saram
A Dent
P Faithfull
I Hall
M Hartnell
P Hayward
N Hookway
B Ingham
S Jackson
P Jarvis
D Key
D Ledger
J Loudoun
A Moulding
G Pook
G Pratt
M Rixson
J Rowland
P Skinner
I Thomas
P Twiss
J Whibley
T Woodward
T Wright
Officers in attendance:
Henry Gordon Lennox, Strategic Lead Governance and Licensing
Wendy Harris, Democratic Services Officer
Susan Howl, Democratic Services Manager
Sarah Jenkins, Democratic Services Officer
Anita Williams, Principal Solicitor (and Deputy Monitoring Officer)
Mark Williams, Chief Executive
Councillor apologies:
Non-Committee Member:
P Millar

Chairman

Date:
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Agenda Item 13
EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
Minutes of the meeting of Asset Management Forum held at online via zoom
on 9 March 2021
Attendance list at end of document
The meeting started at 9.30 am and ended at 11.06 am

47

Public speaking
There were no members of the public registered to speak.

48

Minutes from the previous meetings
The minutes of the 1 December 2020 and the 16 February 2021 (special meeting) were
agreed.

49

Declarations of interest
Cllr P Arnott; Minutes 52 to 54: Personal interest: Parish Councillor for Colyton.
Cllr P Hayward; Minutes 51 - 54: Personal interest: Parish Clerk to All Saints, Chardstock
and Newton Poppleford and Harpford Parish Councils who may in future have to make
decisions on assets.
Cllr D Ledger; Minute 52: Personal interest: Family members own land adjacent to units
at Fosseway Park.

50

Matters of urgency
There were no matters of urgency.

51

Confidential/exempt item(s)
There were no confidential/exempt items.

52

Property Matters Newsletter
The Forum considered the March edition of the Property Matters newsletter, highlighting
recent work by the Place Assets and Commercialisation team; including:
 HRA Acquisitions
 EV Charging points
 New staff in the Team
 New letting at Manstone workshops
 Fire damage works nearing completion at the café in Manor Garden, Exmouth.
Questions and comments arising from the newsletter included:
 Frustration with some local areas on the rate of progress on providing EV
charging points. A report was being presented to the next Cabinet on options for
delivery of such points, in particular on contractor delivery and the need to ensure
that using an outside company to deliver, and effectively enter into a rental or
revenue agreement needed to be assessed on viability. Clarity was sought on the
timescale for delivery, but this was expected to be set out in the report to Cabinet.
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Members were keen to see a swift delivery, if viable, before the expected influx of
tourists in the summer months;
Still no further update in the newsletter on progress on the site at Colyford Road; a
brief update was delivered on how progress had stalled due to the pandemic but
also the continuing issue of viability. Other members were keen to see progress
on this site.

RESOLVED that the newsletter be noted, and that thanks were given to the team for the
production of the newsletter.
53

Community Asset Transfer Procedure update
The Service Lead for Place, Assets and Commercialisation updated the Forum on the
consultation on the Draft Community Asset Transfer Procedure:
 The Procedure had been updated to reflect the changes in personnel and relevant
Council policies;
 The prepared questionnaire and covering communication had been agreed by the
Portfolio Holder;
 Consultation commenced on the 25 February 2021, with a copy to Forum
members for information;
 Closing date for response to the consultation is 25 April 2021;
 The Forum will be updated with a further report in June before a recommendation
is made to Cabinet for adoption.
Comments included:
 Learning from past asset transfers would be useful to include, when deciding the
final format of the procedure – examples given included the transfer of land and
toilet block at Woodbury.
RESOLVED to note the update and await a further report to the Forum.

54

Place and Prosperity Investment Framework
The Forum were refreshed on the key points on the revision of the Investment
Framework, following the special meeting held on 16 February 2021:
 The framework must cover Public Works Loan Board borrowing costs, and where
possible, whilst retaining viability, a small risk premium, but not to generate a
commercial yield;
 To finance the framework, a Fund agreed by Council to deliver the framework;
 The framework includes
o How it will be utilised
o Types of investment
o High level investment criteria
o Risks
o Process and governance arrangements
o Assessment against an agreed weighted scoring matrix
o Process from Outline business case through to Detailed business case.
The revised framework was currently with the S151 officer and others for comment;
however the Forum were asked for direction in the following areas:
 What outcomes do these investments need to deliver; and
 What is the priority of these outcomes and therefore the relative weighting.
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Members of the Forum and other Members at the meeting offered their views on the
desired outcomes and how those could be prioritised to deliver a matrix for assessment.
Of the suggestions put forward, these included:
 Adapting the “doughnut model” and the United Nations Sustainability
Development model as good reference models;
 Priority areas of climate change and local economic benefit;
 Other areas included
o Use and benefits for local businesses
o Better use of Council owned land/assets
o Income opportunities
o Promotion of tourism
o Promotion of health and wellbeing
 Key to understand how market place has changed in the wake of the pandemic, in
understanding what the current and emerging demand is for serviced office space,
and retail;
 Care over consideration of climate change solutions – concerns were made that
carbon capture options should be the last resort if a carbon neutral solution was
not possible;
 Link to existing agreed policies and strategies, including the work under the Team
Devon economic recovery umbrella and the strategy to tackle poverty in the
District;
 Investing in long term infrastructure would pump prime further investment in the
region;
 Work with the NHS and Devon County Council on assets that help deliver health
and wellbeing, as well as helping reduce travel to other locations for healthcare;
 Look at the infrastructure delivery plan for the District and see if any opportunities
present from that which could be delivered through the framework and give some
income potential (such as peer to peer lending);
The Strategic Lead Finance outlined to the Forum that the nature of the revision of the
framework and the fund itself, being a shift away from the originally agreed commercial
yield benefit, would require agreement by Council.
RESOLVED That the report be noted, and following debate by the Forum, the Service
Lead for Place, Assets and Commercialisation brings a further report on the revised
Investment Framework to the Forum, taking account of the debate.

Attendance List
Councillors present:
P Arnott
P Hayward (Chair)
D Ledger
J Rowland
F King
G Pratt
Councillors also present (for some or all the meeting)
O Davey
P Faithfull
S Gazzard
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G Jung
A Moulding
Officers in attendance:
Tim Child, Service Lead - Place, Assets & Commercialisation
Simon Davey, Strategic Lead Finance
Wendy Harris, Democratic Services Officer
Rob Harrison, Senior Estates Surveyor
Debbie Meakin, Democratic Services Officer
Steve Pratten, Interim Principal Surveyor
Andrew Wood, Service Lead - Growth Development and Prosperity
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Agenda Item 14
Report to:

Cabinet

Date of Meeting 31 March 2021
Document classification: Part A Public Document
Exemption applied: None
Review date for release N/A
Exemption from Standing Orders – Appointment of TerraQuest
Report summary:
The purpose of this report is to notify Members of the use of an Exemption from Standing Orders
to enable the appointment of TerraQuest (part of the Planning Portal) to help the Development
Management Team by providing an initial check that when planning applications are received they
are accompanied by all the necessary information. The attached form provides the full background
and business reasons for the exemption.
Is the proposed decision in accordance with:
Budget

Yes ☒ No ☐

Policy Framework

Yes ☒ No ☐

Recommendation:
It is recommended that Members note the use of an Exemption from Standing Orders to enable
the appointment of TerraQuest to support Development Management with the process of checking
that planning application have been submitted with all the necessary information

Reason for recommendation:
To enable the appointment of TerraQuest to assist Development Management.
Officer: Ed Freeman – Service Lead – Planning Strategy and Development Management
Portfolio(s) (check which apply):
☐ Climate Action and Emergencies
☐ Coast, Country and Environment
☐ Council and Corporate Co-ordination
☐ Democracy and Transparency
☐ Economy and Assets
☐ Finance
☐ Leisure, Sport and Tourism
☒ Strategic Planning
☐ Sustainable Homes and Communities
Financial implications:
The financial details are within the report. The associated costs are to be met from within existing
budgets.
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Legal implications:
The legal implications are detailed within the report.
Equalities impact Low Impact
Climate change Low Impact
Risk: Low Risk;
Links to background information
Link to Council Plan:
Priorities (check which apply)
☒ Outstanding Place and Environment
☒ Outstanding Homes and Communities
☒ Outstanding Economic Growth, Productivity, and Prosperity
☒ Outstanding Council and Council Services

Report in full
The purpose of this report is to notify Members of the use of an Exemption from Standing Orders
to enable the appointment of TerraQuest (part of the Planning Portal) to help the Development
Management Team by providing an initial check that when planning applications are received they
are accompanied by all the necessary information. The attached form provides the full background
and business reasons for the exemption.
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REQUEST FOR EXEMPTION TO CONTRACT STANDING ORDERS

Contract Standing Orders (CSOs) requires certain steps to be followed when carrying out procurement
exercises. Exemptions to CSOs can be authorised by Council / Cabinet upon report and separately by
officers with the approval of certain senior officers. An exemption can only be relied upon in certain
circumstances (as detailed in CSOs Rules 3.1 – 3.5) but in any event cannot be used where the EU
Procedure applies.
This form is intended to be used by officers to obtain an exemption to using CSOs.

Name:

Chris Rose

Service: Planning Strategy and Dev Mgt

Date:

15.01.2021

Team: Development Management
Total contract value: £ 40,000

Background (including product and supplier details, costs etc:
Services from the Planning Portal (TerraQuest) in relation to checking that
planning applications submitted via the Planning Portal contain all necessary
information before being forwarded to the Development Mangement Team at
EDDC for processing.

Business Reasons for an Exemption:
Although the following are justifiably accepted as valid reasons for an exemption
to Contract Standing Orders, they are closely monitored and should be applied
only in cases where a full procurement exercise is not a viable option. (Tick
appropriate boxes)


An Emergency
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Which
CSO
rule?

✔

Limited
Markets

✔

Limited
Markets

Goods or Services to existing systems or kit
Purchase or repair of patented or proprietary articles sold only at
a fixed price
Effective competition is prevented by government control
Goods and/or Services recommended by a Central Government
Department
Extension to an existing contract for the purpose of achieving
Best Value
Purchase or Sale by Auction
Where the Contract is with a Public Utility Company or other organisation
which will assume liability for the works on completion e.g. sewer adoption
Other Reasons (please provide details)
There are no other providers for this service.

Business Benefits for an Exemption:
The Planning Portal are a part central government owned service that are the main portal
through which electronic planning applications are submitted by applicants and forwarded to
Local Planning Authorities. Just under 90% of all planning applications received by EDDC are
submitted via the Planning Portal. There are no other equivalent providers of this service.
The Exemption will enable the Planning Portal to carry out checks on the applications submitted
via the Portal to ensure that all of the necessary forms and plans are provided and completed
before being passed to the Planning Department at EDDC for Planning Officers to process,
consult on and consider.
For the trial period proposed (approximately 6 months), this will free up some capacity in the
Development Management service to enable the Planning Officers to spend more time focusing
on the consultation and consideration of planning applications for which there is a current
backlog. At present, some of this work is carried out by Planning Officers and as the process
involves admin tasks in terms of checking that the correct forms and plans are present, it is an
inefficient use of professional planners who could be better used liaising with applicant’s, agents,
the public and Members and considing applications and making recommendations and
decisions.
The Council will retain full decision making in relation to the consultaion of applications,
processing of valid applications and making recommendations.

What are the implications to the following:
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Finance: None – the money will come from within existing budgets.

Human Resources: None

ICT: The Planning Portal will require some limited access to Uniform and the
Document Management System for 5 people to ensure that electronic work can
be passed from the Portal to East Devon.

Asset Management: None

Strategic and/or Operational Objectives: None

Risk Assessment:

Detail risks here: The only risk identified is from the 5 Panning Portal Staff
requiring some limited access to Uniform and the Document Management
System although suitable contractural agreements and restrictions will be in
place to ensure that the access relates to the transfer of information only.

Or attach print from the RM system
Signature of line manager or service head

Supporting signature of Strategic Lead - Finance
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Supporting signature of Strategic Lead – Governance and Licensing

PLEASE NOTE:
Where the Contract value is £20,001 or above then Rule 3.2 requires you to prepare a report for
Cabinet to note their support for the action taken.
The Council is required to keep a Register of Exemptions. Please ensure that a signed copy of
this form is provided to the S.151 Officer.
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Agenda Item 15
Report to:

Cabinet

Date of Meeting 31 March 2021
Document classification: Part A Public Document
Exemption applied: None
Review date for release N/A
Sidmouth and East Beach BMP – Option to pause the revised preferred (Working Draft)
option Outline Business Case (OBC) and reconsider alternative options.
Report summary:
Following further funding eligibly for the Sidmouth and East Beach BMP, there is a decision to be
made on whether to continue with the preferred (working draft) option and submitting the OBC to
the Environment Agency soon to enable the project to start construction within 2 years, or to
pause the project and revisit previous options in the BMP dismissed on unaffordability grounds
when first proposed. Section 1-6 outlines the background, changes and arguments for and against
the various options.
Should a pause be chosen, the report in section 7-11 details how a temporary solution of rock
armour placed at the base of East Beach cliffs could be investigated and implemented.
Financial risks for both are detailed in section 12.
Is the proposed decision in accordance with:
Budget

Yes ☐ No ☒

Policy Framework

Yes ☒ No ☐

Recommendation:
That Cabinet;
1. consider and resolve to either:
-

Continue with the Preferred (Working Draft) option (S1) meaning construction
should start within two years (Option A), or

-

Pause the project for 6 Months to look at viability of other previously
dismissed options, given they may now be affordable (Option B).

2. Cabinet approve the investigation of temporary planning permission and installation of rock
armour at East Beach if Option B is chosen.
Cabinet recommend to Council;
3. that the EDDC budget contribution be raised from £375k to £500k (£125k increase) to
match the figure discussed throughout the BMP process (as outlined in section 11.10).
4. the approval of a further £125k ‘forward loan’ budget should it be required (see section

11.11).
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Reason for recommendation:
The Advisory Group were polled on the following:
1. Pause the project to explore other options, which will include investigating and delivering as
appropriate temporary protection for East Beach should the delay in delivering protection at
East Beach pass the current 2 year time scale envisaged.
2. Continue with Option A, the revised preferred option proposal
The poll outcome was as follows
1. 12 votes for investigating alternative options due to greater affordability.
2. 3 Votes for continuing with option A.
Abstain 1 Vote
Officer: Tom Buxton-Smith tbuxton-smith@eastdevon.gov.uk 01395 571630
Portfolio(s) (check which apply):
☐ Climate Action and Emergencies
☒ Coast, Country and Environment
☐ Council and Corporate Co-ordination
☐ Culture, Tourism, Leisure and Sport
☐ Democracy and Transparency
☐ Economy and Assets
☐ Finance
☐ Strategic Planning
☐ Sustainable Homes and Communities
Equalities impact Low Impact
Climate change High Impact
Risk: High Risk; There is both political and financial risk to EDDC on either continuing or pausing
the project.
Links to background information



Link to Sidmouth & East Beach BMP Options appraisal report
Sidmouth Pennington Point Short Term Works report (Note: Report is dated 07/07/20 and
reflects the situation at that time. Potential dates and scope of work not updated)

Link to Council Plan:
Priorities (check which apply)
☒ Outstanding Place and Environment
☐ Outstanding Homes and Communities
☐ Outstanding Economic Growth, Productivity, and Prosperity
☐ Outstanding Council and Council Services
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Report in full
1. Background
1.1. Sidmouth and East Beach BMP (Beach Management Plan) was adopted in 2017,
following many years of work focussing on the concerns of erosion to East Beach
and the threat to residential property from erosion, but also increased storm flood
risk to Sidmouth Town by being more exposed to the East. The scope was further
widened to include storm flood protection to Sidmouth town from the Esplanade.
1.2.

The original BMP document was produced by Halcrow, and outlined 4 technically
viable options which were consulted both with the then Steering Group (now
Advisory Group) and general public, through public consultations. Although option
S4 https://eastdevon.gov.uk/media/2000429/appendix-g-short-list-optionsillustrations.pdf was generally the most popular, Option S1 was chosen due to the
then financial constraints on the project. This option was financially, technically and
environmentally considered the best way forward to meet the aims of the project and
protect Sidmouth from future coastal flooding and reduce the rate of erosion.

1.3.

The BMP was agreed, and then development of Option S1 into an Outline Business
Case (An OBC is a business case needed for submission to the Environment
Agency for approval of a scheme and Government funding) to create a Beach
Management Scheme (BMS) was taken forward and awarded to Royal
HaskoningDHV. Their contracted scope was to work on the S1 Option (only)

1.4.

On doing further detailed modelling, it was discovered that option S1 alone would not
protect Sidmouth enough from coastal flooding, and therefore there would not be
sufficient funding eligibility.

1.5.

A raised splash wall was added to the option S1 design, however this has proved to
be unpopular with certain groups and individuals. The previous preferred (working
draft) option outline design can be found here: Draft Outline Design Drawings (not for
planning or construction) - East Devon

1.6.

More attractive splash wall designs have been explored in response to the objections
around raising the splash defence, including a fully glass option, rising defences etc.

1.7.

Following feedback on these improved splash defence options, we were planning to
submit an adaptive splash wall as part of the OBC submission. The adaptive wall
could be raised when required for a storm, then lowered when the risk subsides.

1.8.

It is worth noting that the OBC submission and approval does not commit us to
construct the project as per the OBC submission. It is purely to assign funding to the
project. The Scheme will pass through a detailed design stage and further public
consultation. Ultimately it is the planning process that will decide what is acceptable
to be built.

1.9.

The revised preferred option, (or Working Draft Option) consists of the following
elements:

1.9.1. Total construction £6.485m
1.9.1.1. Work at Jacobs ladder £100k
1.9.1.2. Splash wall plus gates (stone clad and adaptive top up) £2.475m
1.9.1.3. Town and East Beach Recharge £2.635m
1.9.1.4. Supergroyne £1.004m
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1.9.1.5.

River training wall/ramp £270k

1.9.2. Project Appraisal Costs £221k
1.9.3. Design, consultation and Planning Costs £1.553m
1.9.4. Risk Contingency £2.141m
1.9.5. Total Project cost £10.4m
1.10. The preferred option from the BMP is a good scheme, and has had considerable
effort put into it, so it should not be dismissed. It has been modelled to work,
reducing erosion rates and flood risk to East Beach and Sidmouth respectively to
help meet the project aims
1.11. As the BMP should reduce both erosion and coastal flood risk it is eligible to central
government funding administered by the Environment Agency (FDGIA).
1.12. FDGIA (Flood Defence Grant in Aid) eligibility is determined by a Partnership
Funding calculator (PF Calculator) which aims to assign funding eligibility equally
across the whole country whilst targeting ‘headline’ homes protected, rather than
commercial properties protected.
1.13. As of January 2020, the original £8.7m scheme had a project shortfall of £1.5m,
despite local pledges of funding totalling £1.8m

2. Change in Economics
2.1.

In April 2020, the new revised 2020 PF calculator was released. The new calculator
allows more funding eligibility then the previous version. It has a general uplift in
eligibility, but also features a new funding mechanism that takes much more account
of the ‘people’ benefits of any proposal.

2.2.

In May 2020, this new calculator was run, and the then funding gap of £1.5m of the
£8.7m scheme cost was completely closed (using the old economics data).

2.3.

Prior to the calculator’s release we had already started trying to reduce the funding
gap by claiming further benefits not already taken into account in the initial
assessment. This included: inclusion of basement damages, economic losses for the
New Alma bridge being lost due to erosion, and economic losses relating to cars
such as lost car park income and damaged cars

2.4.

As required by the EA, we started updating the OBC using the new PF Calculator,
but also included further benefits. We also included a higher construction costs for
an attractive, raised splash wall.

2.5.

In February 2021, the revised economics came back from the consultants and a
combination of a better understanding of the new calculator and the further benefits
identified indicated a significant increase in funding eligibility. Inclusive of local
contributions the total project eligibility/cost rose from £8.7m to an approximate
£12m. As the project was £1.5m short on the original scheme, this is a total increase
of up to £4.8m in funding eligibility.

2.6.

A significant amount of the project cost is required for consultant/design fees and a
healthy risk budget, however with the increased project cost funding eligibility, the
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construction costs could increase to allow delivery of a better project, so long as it
still protects the same number of properties to the same standard of protection.

3. Change in situation
3.1. The design and choice of Option S1, known as the preferred option (or Working
Draft) has largely been driven by the ultimate financial limit at the time of
development.
3.2.

Despite multiple requests via the then steering group, we have not investigated
alternative options to S1, as the end solution was unaffordable. Therefore it was not
considered to be a good use of public money to investigate something which could
never be afforded.

3.3.

However, different end options may now be affordable, which may be of greater
benefit to Sidmouth and there is an opportunity for earlier proposed options to be
reconsidered. They may also be of greater benefit to EDDC, as potentially more
sustainable options could be investigated, reducing ongoing maintenance costs and
carbon emissions.

4. Option A Preferred (working draft) option (S1), arguments for and against
4.1. Arguments for proceeding with this option:
4.1.1. Its easily affordable
4.1.2. Technically viable
4.1.3. Construction could begin within two years.
4.1.4. Further detailed design stage to work out details such as exact splash wall
heights, lengths, and appearance can still be done, including options which may
include a rising barrier, glass barrier, flip up flood bench or other alternatives that
lessen the impact of a permanently raised splash defence.
4.1.5. Additional funding eligibility can enable other non FDGIA funds to be moved into
a maintenance pot (up to £1.5m) to reassure the public that future maintenance
of the beach already has funds set aside.
4.1.6. Non FDGIA contributions have been pledged for the preferred (working draft)
option. Potentially if contributors are not getting what they want out of a desired
scheme they may retract their pledge, removing money from the project.
4.1.7. The general scheme works on the principle of keeping beach material within the
sediment cell. The predominant wind and wave direction at Sidmouth is South
Westerly, with beach material generally moving in the same direction through
longshore drift. The supergroyne aims to reduce the amount of beach material
leaving the system, some sort of structure to do this may be required in any
option.
4.2. Arguments against proceeding with this option
4.2.1. This option requires ongoing investment to maintain beach design levels,
requiring periodic beach recycling and recharge. This locks EDDC into future
spending, as well as further carbon emissions associated with plant operation
and new material being brought in.
4.2.2. The supergroyne structure, although likely to be accepted by the statutory
consultees, will change the view eastwards from Sidmouth, and of the World
Heritage Coast. Although public access on East Beach is restricted, a
supergroyne may cause beach safety issues with members of the public stuck on
the wrong side.
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4.2.3. The splash wall raising is controversial and any changes to the esplanade itself
will likely be resisted through the planning process.
4.2.4. As the scheme relies on initial, and ongoing beach recharge, it is a risk that a
single storm after the beach recharge could remove a significant amount of
beach, and it may not come back in time for the next storm event (or be able to
be mechanically brought back).

5. Option B Pausing the project and progress on the working draft option to re-visit and
review alternative beach management scheme options, arguments for and against.
5.1. Arguments for stopping and pausing the project:
5.1.1. Gives an opportunity to technically investigate options dismissed previously when
they were ultimately unaffordable.
5.1.2. The previously considered options can be viewed under background links –
Options Appraisal report.
5.1.3. May result in a more sustainable option for Sidmouth with less ongoing
maintenance costs to EDDC.
5.1.4. May result in a better visual solution for East Beach and the World Heritage
Coast.
5.1.5. Opportunity for the Advisory Group members to be involved in the scoping and
modelling stage, to ensure group unity and openness. This will help build bridges,
as EDDC have been previously accused of closed door processes, which this
seeks to avoid.
5.1.6. Potential to look at a temporary solution to erosion at East Beach.
5.1.7. Potentially a better option in terms of coastal processes for the World Heritage
Site, and may remove the supergroyne from impacting the visual characteristics
of a (small) part of the cliffs in a UNESCO site.
5.2. Arguments against stopping and pausing:
5.2.1. Stopping to look at other options will cause the project a minimum 6 month delay
5.2.2. Should after the 6 months, another option be technically feasible and fully
fundable and chosen to proceed, it will likely be another 4 years before
construction can begin (a 2 year delay on the current anticipated construction
start time 2022/23).
5.2.3. Although no formal scope has been developed, we are anticipating the additional
modelling work to cost around £50k. This will come from EDDC’s existing £375k
contribution to the scheme, which will ultimately come out of the whole project’s
budget.
5.2.4. If a new option is chosen, unless a temporary solution can be found, Pennington
Point and East Beach will be subject to another 4 years of erosion , leading to
further garden loss, and opening up of the River Sid to coastal storms.
5.2.5. Less in depth public consultation, and regulatory consultation has been done with
other options, so we don’t yet know how publically acceptable they would be.
5.2.6. Other options may prove to still be unaffordable, or not as effective as the
preferred (working draft) option.
5.2.7. The increased funding eligibly must only be spent on an improved coastal
defence scheme, and cannot be used for regeneration or non-flood risk
infrastructure such as a jetty.
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6. Background behind the option to investigate temporary works at Pennington Point
and East Beach
6.1.

6.2.
6.3.
6.4.

6.5.

6.6.

6.7.

Should Cabinet agree to pause the project, this will set up a minimum delay of 6
months, with any new options selected over the working draft leading to 4 years
before construction could begin (2 year delay). Clearly this is not acceptable for
residents of Cliff Road, who are deeply concerned about their garden loss due to
erosion, and further encroachment towards their property. There is also concern
about the mouth of the Sid further widening, allowing storms to hit the river wall.
There have been calls for emergency works, and/or long term rock armour to be
placed at the base of East Beach cliffs.
The works do not qualify for Emergency funding as no property or infrastructure is at
immediate risk.
Permanent rock armour at the base of the cliffs is unacceptable within the heavily
designated site. The area is a Word Heritage Site, Special Area of Conservation, and
a Site of Special Scientific Interest. It is unlikely a permanent structure would gain
planning permission. Through the EA’s assurance process, it is likely the project will
fail to proceed on environmental grounds, therefore there won’t be any FDGIA
funding for a permanent rock armour solution.
Previously as funding was so tight, any form of temporary rock armour was
dismissed on cost grounds, as the permanent BMP option was only about 2 years
away from being constructed.
A temporary rock armour solution would involve placing rock amour in front of the
cliffs. Once the BMP enters construction, these rocks will be recycled into the new
structure to protect East Beach.
There have been three attempts at human intervention to reduce erosion at
Pennington Point:

6.7.1. 2003 – Rock was installed at Pennington point
6.7.2. 2003 – Application for rock armour – Withdrawn
6.7.3. 2011- Application for 240m of rock revetment – Withdrawn
6.8.

6.9.

A draft document ‘Sidmouth Pennington Point Short Term Rock Armour
improvements’ was produced on 07/07/2020, in response to the call to double the
size of the existing rock armour at Pennington point. It has been included within the
appendices as it outlines the risks and costs further, however it only proposed 100
tonnes of rock to be placed, which is significantly less than amount required for a
temporary solution.
The webpage link from our scheme FAQs shows why a permanent rock revetment is
felt not to be possible, but why a temporary revetment might be possible. It includes
a link to a position statement that compares the temporary rock revetment at
Branscombe.

7. Change in situation
7.1.

We understand that a temporary option may be possible within such a heavily
designated site for the following reasons:

7.1.1. The work is not permanent and won’t leave a permanent mark on the designated
site
7.1.2. There is precedent for similar interventions with temporary planning permission
around the Devon Coast, as well as within East Devon.
7.1.3. The approach is in keeping with the latest ‘adaptive pathways’ strategy from the
Environment Agency.
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7.1.4. Relies on having a set exit strategy. This being the implementation of the BMP,
so the rock will be moved off the cliffs into a new structure for the permanent
solution. Also a fixed time permission should the BMP face further delays.
7.2.

Early consultation with the statutory bodies who oversee the designated sites
indicated that they would not accept a temporary solution if the end solution
(preferred option) was delivered within 2 years, however a further 2 year delay may
mean the temporary solution is acceptable pending further consultation.

7.3.

Should the option to pause the project be taken, we would tender a contract to be
ready to proceed, should Cabinet decide to go with a new option following the six
month pause. This would run in parallel with the new options development. Pending
planning, and further funding approval, potentially a temporary solution could be
implemented on East Beach in early 2022.

8. Proposal
8.1.
Place rock armour for up to 240m east from the River Sid.
8.2.

The planning and consultation will cost £27k approximately.

8.3.

The construction works will cost around £250k. A lot of this cost will transfer to the
BMP’s end solution, and so is not abortive cost or money lost from the final option.

9. Arguments for investigating temporary rock revetment
9.1.

9.2.

It is assumed that all of the rock armour placed in front of the cliffs can be reused
within the permanent structure delivered by the BMP, so aside from additional
handling costs, the cost of the rock will be absorbed by the completed BMP.
In the short term, it will slow down erosion rates, meaning the cliff edge will be kept
away from residents’ houses for longer.
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9.3.

9.4.

In the short term, it will slow down erosion rates, so that the mouth of the River Sid
remains better protected from South Easterly storms, meaning a reduction in flood
risk to Sidmouth Town.
Removes pressure to deliver the BMP quickly, which will allow time to further assess
other options and allow further post pandemic public consultation.

10. Arguments against investigating temporary rock revetment
10.1. We anticipate the required consultancy work to get the proposal through planning will
cost in the region of £27k. This is currently unfunded, so further funding from EDDC
would be required. This will come out of the EDDC contribution towards the main
scheme, and reduces the overall project budget, meaning future requests to Cabinet
for more EDDC budget may be required ahead of getting any FDGIA money.
10.2. Much of the work required for the temporary planning will not be able to be reused
for the planning for the BMP’s construction.
10.3. It is possible that temporary planning permission will not be granted.
10.4. The rock armour will be unsightly, and will be the first thing residents/visitors see of
the World Heritage site when looking east from the Esplanade.
10.5. The World Heritage Coast is this area is untouched by human intervention directly,
and placing rock armour in front of the cliffs could be argued to be desecrating a
pristine site with many important designations (all be it temporarily).
10.6. We risk damaging our working relationship with the statutory consultees, and the
World Heritage Coast for the future BMP project.
10.7. Would likely lead to increased erosion immediately east of the end of the rock
armour (terminal erosion), as any structure can.
10.8. We would need permission of the landowners on which the rock sits. This is thought
to be EDDC, National Trust, Crown, and potentially some of the adjacent residential
properties.
10.9. The construction works will exceed the (total) £375k contribution to the BMP by
EDDC. Therefore further funds would need to be found (see 11.11).

11. Financial Risks
11.1. Currently the BMP project has an assigned budget from EDDC of £375k.
11.2. Total spend to date on the whole BMP project is £264k, therefore there is £111k left
within the EDDC BMP budget.
11.3. Option A (Proceed with revised ‘preferred’ working draft option) will require a further
spend of £15k to finish the revised OBC and submit, to unlock further funding
(FDGIA).
11.4. Option B (Pause and investigate) will require a further spend of £50k to £70k to look
at the viable options. Should one of these options be chosen to proceed with, it will
cost up to an additional £50k to update the OBC.
11.5. Design and Planning permission for a temporary option will cost approximately £30k.
11.6. Construction cost of temporary rock armour is anticipated to be in the region of
£250k, however much of this cost will be absorbed by the future project, as the rock
will be recycled.
11.7. Although the current options available, of Option A or B and/or design/planning
permission for temporary rock armour are affordable within budget, completing a
new OBC for Option B (if taken forward) and any construction works for a temporary
rock armour solution would be unaffordable until FDGIA funding is released or EDDC
assign further budget to the project to ‘loan forward’ the money (see 11.11).
11.8. Generally FDGIA funding is unlocked when the OBC is approved. Other contributors
may be uneasy on contributing without the OBC signed off.
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11.9. Therefore further EDDC funding may be required to implement the temporary
solution prior to an OBC sign off.
11.10. It had been widely assumed that the total BMP budget (or contribution from EDDC)
was £500k. The £500k contribution figure has been matched by two other local
funding sources. We understand the £500k figure was an expectation, but has not
yet been committed by EDDC. As per recommendation 3, we recommend that the
EDDC Budget, (or project contribution) is raised by an additional £125k to bring the
total committed budget from £375k to £500k. This recommendation stands for which
ever option is chosen (To continue with A or B) The £500k value would then match
the figure that EDDC has publically pledged as its BMP contribution.
11.11. Should the project budget be increased as per 11.10, and should Option B, be
chosen, and temporary rock armour be approved, there is unlikely to be sufficient
budget to build a temporary rock armour solution. We envisage a sensible rock
armour option to cost approximately £250k, of which we would only have £125k
funded (once the total EDDC contribution is increased to £500k). Therefore EDDC
would need to find an additional £125k. It is envisaged that this could be loaned
forward from the main BMP scheme. (EDDC fund the additional £125k up front and
have it ‘refunded’ once the BMP is approved.) This is because the rock could then be
reused on the BMP. There is a financial risk that the BMP is not approved. There is
also potential that other partners could put some of their BMP contribution toward the
temporary solution, however no partners have yet been approached and it can’t be
counted on, due to each partners requirements on how they spend their own money.

12. Recommendation:
12.1. During the meeting of the Advisory Group on 25th February 2021, the Group were
polled on the following:
12.1.1. Pause the project to explore other options, which will include investigating and

delivering as appropriate temporary protection for East Beach should the pause
delay delivering protection at East Beach past the current 2 year time scale
envisaged. This, Option B, received 12 votes.
12.1.2. Continue with Option A, the revised preferred option proposal. This option
received 3 votes.
12.1.3. 1 member abstained.
12.2. Officers are asking Cabinet to consider the steer given by the advisory group to
make a decision whether to proceed with the preferred ‘working draft’ (Option A) or
pause the project and look at viability of other options (Option B).
12.3. Cabinet should be fully aware that Option A results in no delay, and construction
could begin within 2 years. Option B)will cause a 6 month delay, and should a new
option be chosen, a further 2 year delay, meaning construction could begin within 4
years.
12.4. Although temporary planning permission is possible, it is by no means certain, and
although a rock revetment will slow erosion down in the short term, it’s not the most
efficient use of money.
12.5. Cabinet should be aware that although pausing the project at this stage won’t cost
EDDC additional money beyond its committed budget, should a new option be
chosen, and temporary planning permission be granted, there will not be enough
funds to complete the new OBC and construct the temporary works without
additional budget being found.
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Financial implications:
Financial implications are detailed within the report with recommendation for an increase to
budget funded by the council with any revenue budget implication needing to be factored into the
budget. As detailed within the financial risks the forward funding of the additional £125k has
particular financial risk if the BMP is not approved, should it be required.
Legal implications:
The various options presented are all within the powers of the Council to agree. Specific legal
advice on the project and its various aspects will be given as and when required. There are no
other legal implications requiring comment.
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Agenda Item 16
Report to:

Cabinet

Date of Meeting 31 March 2021
Document classification: Part A Public Document
Exemption applied: None
Review date for release N/A
Exmouth Beach Management Scheme: Advisory Group set up request and future options
discussion
Report summary:
A Beach Management Plan was undertaken in 2013 which assessed Exmouth alongside Dawlish
Warren, the latter of which required extensive works at the time. Since it was written, the
management of Exmouth has been split from the work at Dawlish Warren, and the Environment
Agency’s Coastal Protection Scheme addressing flood and coastal risk to the western end of the
frontage is nearing completion. There is ongoing depletion of beach material which is affecting the
useable space on the shoreline and has uncovered infrastructure on the beach such as storm
outfalls. There are limited properties at risk of flooding or coastal erosion and therefore whilst
there may be some grant funding from the Environment Agency this is likely to be limited. This
proposal seeks to investigate and explore the issues and options for improvement to the beach.
Based on the existing 2015 Beach Management Plan, this report is to recommend setting up an
Advisory group to assist the scoping of potential beach works (Beach Management Scheme) that
could be carried out pending funding being found. It is envisaged that any further study required
to implement a solution can be combined with the BMP update, and the production of the BMP will
likely follow after the delivery of any physical scheme implemented.
Is the proposed decision in accordance with:
Budget

Yes ☒ No ☐

Policy Framework

Yes ☒ No ☐

Recommendation:
That Cabinet;
1. Note the content of the report and need to set up an Exmouth Beach Management Plan
Steering Group to advise Cabinet and the proposed terms of reference for it.
2. Recommend to Council that the Steering Group be established on the basis of the Terms of
Reference appended to the report and that its membership be agreed at the Annual
Meeting of the Council.
3. Request that following being established the Exmouth Beach Management Plan Steering
Group progress work towards developing a new beach management plan for Exmouth with
further reports to be brought back to Cabinet as it develops and identifying whether any
interim actions are required.
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Reason for recommendation:
1. Exmouth beach and seafront is an important asset to the town and wider area. It provides
recreational facilities to local residents as well as bringing in both day visitors and holiday
makers. The visitors to the beach provide an economic benefit to the town and local
businesses, many of whom are reliant on the tourist trade. Beach works are unlikely to
attract significant central government funding, so expectations on what can be afforded
should be realised, and what can be done, with whatever funds are available should be
guided by an advisory group made up of local beach users. This group will consider various
options and the likely funding required, and make recommendations to cabinet. Although
the existing BMP is due for updating, given the beach loss it seems prudent to advance any
physical works as quickly as feasible, rather than delay this by updating the BMP first.
2. The BMP will need to be updated, and it would be an efficient use of resources to follow the
design and implications of any physical works with an updated BMP.
3. This will fulfil our current service plan objective to look at options for managing Exmouth
Beach following the 2015 BMP and its outstanding action to address beach levels from the
2020s.
Officer: Tom Buxton-Smith - Engineering Projects Manager tbuxton-smith@eastdevon.gov.uk
01395 571630
Portfolio(s) (check which apply):
☐ Climate Action and Emergencies
☒ Coast, Country and Environment
☐ Council and Corporate Co-ordination
☒ Culture, Tourism, Leisure and Sport
☐ Democracy and Transparency
☐ Economy and Assets
☐ Finance
☐ Strategic Planning
☐ Sustainable Homes and Communities
Equalities impact Medium Impact
The area of the BMP is primarily public open space that is used by a wide section of the
community. Deterioration in this area is likely to disproportionately affect those without resources
to find alternative amenity, exercise, and recreational space.
Climate change Medium Impact
Risk: Medium Risk; Medium Risk; The consequence of not adequately planning the management
of the beach frontage will lead to less informed decisions with unintended consequences leading
to additional expenditure to resolve repair to structures, incident response to flooding or erosion
and a reduced quality space.
Links to background information



Exmouth Beach Management Plan - East Devon
Analysis of the storm event (11/02/2021-14/02/2021) along with the impact on Sidmouth and
Exmouth
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Draft Exmouth Advisory Group Terms of Reference

Link to Council Plan:
Priorities (check which apply)
☒ Outstanding Place and Environment
☒ Outstanding Homes and Communities
☐ Outstanding Economic Growth, Productivity, and Prosperity
☐ Outstanding Council and Council Services

Report in full
1. Introduction
1.1. Long term changes to the beach
There have been noticeable changes to Exmouth beach over the last 20 years which
has led to a depletion of beach levels on the frontage in front of the Maer, whilst there
has been some mixed changes to the eastern and western ends. Care needs to be
taken when determining what is overall long-term change and which change is due to
short-term effects such as storms. The changes between 2018 and 2008 are shown in
Image 1 below where red is depletion and blue is accretion of the beach; green is
neutral. Please note that this should be considered as an overview and does not
indicate how early or late in the 20 years these changes have occurred, nor does it
detail at a specific location due to the earlier data being less detailed.
The map generally shows the loss of beach to the far west of town and alongside the
Maer. The location of the former beach dunes are the deep red colour. Also note the
change of pole sands, which has lost material on the seaward side, but gained it on the
estuary side, indicating its movement towards the estuary.

Image 1: LiDAR difference plot of levels showing depletion and accretion over the
last 20 years
The Beach Management scheme will look at how to best to address the impacts of the
most significant changes to the beach.
1.2.

Short term changes to the beach
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Beach surveys are carried out regularly, and following the last set of Easterly storms,
EDDC requested a further survey from the Plymouth Coastal Observatory. Image 2
below shows some of the variation in beach levels from October 2020 to February 2021.
Overall there was a net gain of beach material, however at areas such as the RNLI
lifeboat station there has been depletion. The full report can be found via links at the
beginning of the report. Note this is a linear physical survey along set transepts, as
opposed to the lidar data covering the whole beach in Image 1. Therefore some
interpolation must be used to look at the general trend.

Image 2. Change in Exmouth beach from 16/11/2020 to 18/02/2021
1.3.

Flood risk
The flood risk to properties as a result of these changes is limited due to the small
number of properties affected, and the recently built properties which have been
constructed in line with planning guidance for flood risk.

1.4.

Erosion Risk
The area of depletion does indicate localised erosion of the beach, though this is not
significant enough to provide a concern as to the loss of property.

1.5.

Risk to existing defence structures
There have been studies that indicate the founding level of the structures are sufficient
to remain stable with the present beach levels.

1.6.

Risk to other infrastructure
There is some risk to other infrastructure on the beach, including outfall pipes, and the
RLNI slipway which is currently not useable, see Image 3
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Image 3: Photo of recent minor damage to promenade as result of wash out of
supporting material and photo of low beach levels at end of RLNI slipway and stream
outfall pipe which currently prevents launch of the RNLI’s lifeboat.
1.7.

Change to amenity use.
The biggest impact of the changes is on the amenity use of the beach. This has been
commented on specifically in the area where the sand dunes were maintained (seaward
of the Maer) and no longer exist.

1.8.

Land Ownership.
EDDC own Exmouth beach and it is EDDC’s responsibility

1.9.

One of the appeals behind the recent Side Shore development on Queen’s Drive is its
proximity to Exmouth’s beach. Although the beach adjacent to the development has
grown over the winter, its long term trend is for beach loss. Developments like this and
any future developments will rely on a healthy beach to be attractive.

2. What are the Existing Plans?
2.1. East Devon Local Plan
Guiding acceptable development.
2.2. Shoreline Management Plan 2
The Shoreline Management plan policy for this area is ‘Hold the Line’ which means that
the existing sea defences should be maintained in their current position.
2.3. Beach Management Plan 2015
The key recommendations from this Plan include.
a) Continued Monitoring, including post storm event monitoring.
b) Assessment of monitoring undertaken
c) Continued Inspection of Structures and rectification of Defects
d) Assessment of trigger level for the beach structures
e) Beach recycling/recharge of area in front of the Maer.
f) Public safety issues to be resolved.
g) Notification of appropriate stakeholder for relevant works.
Since the most recent BMP, the scheme for Exmouth has split with that covering
Dawlish Warren and there may be other opportunities that a stand-alone Exmouth
Beach Scheme could provide. There is more data now available which can better
inform the trends in the beach volumes. With further study it may be possible to
interpret the causes of these trends and therefore predict potential future trends.
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2.4.

Updated guidance
There has been recent updated national guidance on climate change, extreme sea
levels and funding. This should be considered with any actions undertaken.

3. What are the Flood and Coastal Risk Opportunities?
3.1.

The flood and coastal risk opportunities come from the avoidance of loss of property as
a result of erosion or flood damage, the value of which is biased towards homes and
people’s health. (Loss of) Amenity is not valued within this calculation.

3.2.

The figure below shows the 0.5%AEP (Annual Exceedance Probability, or 1in200year
chance event) extreme sea level in purple and the zone 2m above this in yellow that
may be affected by waves or climate change.

Image 4: Plan showing extent of extreme sea levels.
3.3.

The risk to property to the west of the Octagon have been addressed by the
Environment Agency’s Coastal Defence scheme that is nearing completion. The
Environment Agency’s scheme is a tidal flood scheme that protects low lying property
within Exmouth Town from flooding from storm events. Its design is of hard engineering,
relying on both the existing sea wall, and the new set back wall to defend the town. It
however is not reliant on a healthy beach at this location to reduce flood risk, therefore
no beach improvement has been offered in this location, and is unlikely to be under a
flood risk benefit guise.

3.4.

The property outside of this area which has been built recently and following flood risk
guidance is at limited risk. Therefore, there is little property at risk that can be used to
justify grant in Aid funding from the Environment Agency. Impact on infrastructure such
as roads is also limited due to the availability of alternative routes.
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3.5.

There may be some funding available for amenity and natural capital due to the recent
update in HM Treasury Greenbook (2020), however as this is recent there is little
precedent yet for this being approved as a primary source of scheme benefits.

4. What are the Options? (Indicative)
4.1. An aim of the proposed scheme will be to explore the potential options to improve the
beach. This will also need to consider the lifetime of these options in light of any trends
in coastal processes. This should be undertaken in conjunction with the Beach
Management Plan due to significant overlap in scope.

4.2.

Future options may include the following:

4.2.1. Do nothing (required baseline)

Not in keeping with the SMP2 policy of hold the line. EDDC stops all beach
maintenance, no pull back of beach material (currently undertake by Street
Scene Operations Team), no repairing of assets. Cost £0, however sand will
ramp up to sea wall, and blow over before loss into the road/Maer behind. Once
sand is on the highway, it can no longer be placed back on the beach, due to
bathing water quality concerns/waste regulations.
Assets such as steps and the seawall will slowly start to fail and become
unusable. As some point, the sea wall may fail, and Queen’s drive road will be
severed. The road/seawall would continue to disappear as the sea tries to
connect back to the Maer. Cost estimate: Saving to EDDC budgets, but would be
unacceptable both legally and politically.
4.2.2. Do minimum (to ensure safety and legal compliance)
Not in keeping with the SMP2 policy of hold the line. Similar to Do Nothing but
maintains the beach to minimum compliance standards. Cost estimate: Neutral or
slight saving compared to current expenditure.
4.2.3. Continue present management (required by new Green Book)
This is in keeping with the SMP2 policy however is likely to become increasingly
expensive to maintain. Cost estimate: Neutral, as is current practice
4.2.4. Do Something 1: Beach recycling/recharge
This will replace sand that has been lost over last 20+years. This doesn’t directly
address the cause of the loss of material and the new material will also likely
continue to disappear and therefore need further future intervention. The life time
of these interventions are difficult to predicate accurately due to the variable
nature of environmental conditions. Cost Estimate: Hugely variable from simple
recycling (moving) of beach from Orcombe Point to low spots for £5k, up to £1m+
for significant beach recharge (likely to be sand brought in from pole sands)
4.2.5. Do Something 2: Beach control structures/New Groynes
This will to some extent limit the movement of sand along the frontage. The
effectiveness of these will need significant modelling and assessment to
understand the behaviour. Cost Estimate see table below
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Image 5. Estimated groyne construction costs: Source
Cost_estimation_for_coastal_protection (publishing.service.gov.uk)
4.2.6. Do Something 3: Offshore structures/Artificial Reef
This will also to some extent reduce the influence of coastal waves impacting on
the shore by providing more shelter, thereby reducing the movement of sand.
Similar to option 2 this will need extensive modelling. Cost Estimate: Small
offshore rock islands cost around £2m each to construct, with future maintenance
costs.
4.2.7. Do Something 4: Altering Navigation channel dredging
This option will likely to change the influence of the tidal currents and may either
increase or decrease the significance of these depending on the alteration. The
channel is finely balanced system and therefore may change back to the original
position, so the lifetime of this option may be limited. Cost Estimate £1m+ to
make meaningful change. Could be combined with 4.2.4.
4.2.8. Do Something 5: Major enhancement with combined beach improvements
A large redevelopment scheme could be proposed, with new development such
as housing/businesses providing funding to provide improvements to the beach,
or providing combined amenity/beach management function, such as a
groyne/jetty. However any large scale options are likely to be prohibitively
expensive, and there is limited land able to be developed. Cost Estimate:
unknown.
4.2.9. Do Something 6: Managed realignment
This option will look at working with the natural processes allowing the existing
and expected future change to continue to occur. This will likely have more
significant impacts on the existing use of the area, primarily affecting the road. It
may however reconnect the Sea to the Maer as it was before Queens drive was
built. Cost Estimate £10m+
4.2.10.

Do Something 7+: Combination of above

All the do Something options are in line with the SMP2 policy and will need marine
licencing and environmental assessment and approval.
4.3.

Alongside the appraisal of options, the Beach Management Plan can be updated
creating a formal written plan for managing a beach (generally for coastal protection but
can include amenity recreation and transport) involving a selection from a wide range of
potential capital, maintenance and monitoring works. It sits between the high-level
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objectives in the Shoreline Management Plan 2 and more detailed project specific
intervention such as rock works.

5. How will this be funded?
5.1.

Initially the development of the scope and setting up and managing of the advisory
group will fall into existing staff time, both from Streetscene and Democratic Services.

5.2.

In Q3 2021, we will look to make a capital bid to fund the development of the scheme
and BMP by a consultant, based from the scope developed by the Advisory Group.

5.3.

Once this scope is completed, any physical works will require additional funding

5.4.

Funding for the coastal management of erosion and flood defence is primarily through
the Environment Agency Grant in Aid and this requires a substantial benefit cost
justification to obtain funding for capital projects. This funding is biased towards homes
which then further influences the affordability of capital and maintenance options to
defend the frontage. The Environment Agency scheme protects 1000’s of properties
within the Town flood cell, so there are few flood risk benefits to still be claimed/funded.
Properties outside of defended area much fewer and are generally built with higher floor
level so much less at risk, so will attract minimal funding eligibility. This then poses
difficult discussions as to how to most sustainably manage the frontage in the future
whilst also considering the additional future pressure from sea level rise and increased
storminess.

5.5.

Alternative funding is not currently known, though the scheme can explore opportunities
for wider funding with options delivering multiple benefits such as wellbeing, recreation
or coastal regeneration.

5.6.

Given 5.4, it is worth highlighting that any physical works to the beach will likely need to
be majority funded by local means (EDDC capital budget and partner contributions),
which will place a realistic budget cap on any physical works possible.

6. Why do we need an advisory group?
6.1.

The beach has a significant influence on and from the local residents, businesses and
visitors, so it is important to consult with a range of parties. Therefore, the development
of the scheme will need input and buy in from local community, hence recommending a
local Advisory Group to shape its direction.

6.2.

This group is likely to involve ward members, portfolio holder for Environment, Exmouth
Town Council, a selection of beach users, or business owners relying on the beach.
However, the group should be kept to minimal numbers to ensure swift progress

6.3.

The advisory group is envisaged to be a public meeting, with agendas and minutes
published.
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6.4.

The scheme can cover a wide remit of the many distinct functions of and around the
beach. This includes flood and coastal erosion function as well as the local recreation
and amenity hence why a wide range of views for the advisory group is sought.

Image 5: Photo of recreational beach users,
6.5.

Once completed, it will make realistic recommendations for any physical or
management works that could be affordable within the financial envelope

6.6.

Should funding be found to implement the BMS, physical works would then be carried
out.

6.7.

Following on from the work of the Beach Management Scheme, we would update the
Beach Management Plan which will cover the management of Exmouth beach for the
next 5 years and beyond.

7. What will the membership of the Advisory Group look like?
7.1.

The advisory group will perform best if it has a wide reaching yet concise membership of
parties interested in both works and future management of the beach. Based on other
beach advisory groups, we envisage the group to be made up of representatives of the
following bodies/groups. Note this membership is not exhaustive, and it is envisaged
membership will be discussed further prior to and at the inaugural meeting.

7.1.1. EDDC Portfolio Holder
7.1.2. EDDC Ward Member(s)
7.1.3. EDDC Service Lead (Officer)
7.1.4. EDDC Project Manager (Officer)
7.1.5. EDDC Beach Safety Officer
7.1.6. Environment Agency
7.1.7. Devon County Council
7.1.8. Exmouth Town Council
7.1.9. RNLI
7.1.10.
Body representing beach users
7.1.11.
Body representing watersport users
7.1.12.
Body representing fishing/commercial use of the coast.
7.1.13.
Body representing beach facing business/commercial activities
7.1.14.
Body representing hoteliers/tourists
7.1.15.
Statutory consultees if required.
8. Who will chair the Advisory Group
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8.1.
8.2.

It is envisaged that a local ward member will chair the group
During the inaugural meeting, the chair will be elected.

9. What will the Terms of Reference be?
9.1. We have existing terms of reference for both the Sidmouth and East Beach Advisory
Group, and the Seaton Stakeholder group.
9.2. It is proposed to use the Sidmouth and East Beach Advisory Group Terms of Reference
as a basis and this has been updated to reflect Exmouth.
9.3. The Version 1, draft Exmouth Terms of reference can be found via the links at the start
of this document.
9.4. Like the Sidmouth and East Beach Advisory Group, this group is not able to make
decisions, only recommendations. Cabinet will ultimately make decisions, with limited
decisions being able to be made by officers.
10. What are the next steps should this report be approved?
10.1. We will assemble an advisory group as discussed in 6.1 to help develop the scope of
the scheme. The advisory group will also help define the aim of the advisory group, and
the aims of the scheme and Beach Management Plan, as well as firm up membership.
10.2. Once the scope is defined, a capital bid will be submitted in October 2021 for the
2022/23 financial year to fund the consultant to deliver the scheme and Beach
Management Plan
10.3. Should the capital bid be approved, we would seek to tender a consultant to start work
in financial year 2022/23
10.4. The scale of the scope will affect the time for the scheme document to be completed,
and any physical works delivered.
11. Conclusions
This briefing note therefore seeks to gain support for developing a Beach Management
Scheme and subsequent update of the Beach Management Plan. This will allow exploration of
the best options to manage this sustainably into the future for the Town. An alternative option
is to take a more short-term reactive management of the frontage which may provide short
lived solutions, and additional cost due to address more difficult issues that arise with shorter
response times and disruption to the use of the beach.

Financial implications:
As detailed within the report the indicative options runs into substantial amounts that will require
future consideration and approval. The initial action of assembling the advisory group is within
existing budget.
Legal implications:
There are no specific legal implications requiring comment.
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Agenda Item 17
Report to:

Cabinet

Date of Meeting 31 March 2021
Document classification: Part A Public Document
Exemption applied: None
Review date for release N/A
Financial Monitoring Report 2020/21 – Month 11 February 2021
Report summary:
This report gives a summary of the Council’s overall financial position for 2020/21 at the end of
month eleven (28 February 2021).
Current monitoring indicates that:


The General Fund Balance is being maintained at or above the adopted level.
A significant overspend against budget is predicted from a combination of additional
expenditure and reduced income as result of Covid-19. This overspend is being mitigated
through additional Government Funding, including the income guarantee scheme, the
healthy financial position of the General Fund Balance as a result of 2019/20 Outturn
position and steps taken by services.
The shortfall remains in line with earlier forecasts and as previously agreed will be covered
by use of the General Fund Balance which leaves the balance within the adopted range with
no further action required.



The Housing Revenue Account Balance is being maintained at or above the adopted level.

Is the proposed decision in accordance with:
Budget

Yes ☒ No ☐

Policy Framework

Yes ☒ No ☐

Recommendation:
The variances identified as part of the Revenue and Capital Monitoring process up to Month 11 be
acknowledged.
Reason for recommendation:
The report updates Members on the overall financial position of the Authority at set periods and
includes recommendations where corrective action is required for the remainder of the financial
year.
Officer: John Symes, Finance Manager, jsymes@eastdevon.gov.uk, 01395 517413
Portfolio(s) (check which apply):
☐ Climate Action and Emergencies
☐ Coast, Country and Environment
☐ Council and Corporate Co-ordination
☐ Culture, Tourism, Leisure and Sport
☐ Democracy and Transparency
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☐ Economy and Assets
☒ Finance
☐ Strategic Planning
☐ Sustainable Homes and Communities
Equalities impact Low Impact
Climate change Low Impact
Risk: Low Risk;
Links to background information
Link to Council Plan:
Priorities (check which apply)
☐ Outstanding Place and Environment
☐ Outstanding Homes and Communities
☐ Outstanding Economic Growth, Productivity, and Prosperity
☒ Outstanding Council and Council Services

Report in full
1.

Introduction

1.1

The purpose of this monitoring report is to update members of Cabinet on the overall
financial position of the Authority following the end of month eleven. The report considers
expenditure to date and projections on year-end spend to determine if the Council will
maintain it’s spending within budget and maintain the General Fund Balance and the
Housing Revenue Account Balance within the adopted ranges.

2.

General Fund Position as at Month 11 February 2021

2.1

The following table shows the original budget set for the year and any supplementary
estimates approved to date affecting the General Fund position. In year variances have
been identified which are likely to alter the outturn position for the year as detailed in the
table below.
Members have been presented with financial updates during the financial year highlighting
the significant implications of Covid-19 on the Council’s finances. This highlighted the
significant impact of additional spend because of various measures and implications of
Covid-19 and a large reduction in income from fees and charges against the budget set.
This is a changing position and is being carefully monitored. The latest position is reflected
in the table below.
The Government have responded in direct funding of authorities, our allocation to date
being £1.810m, they have also introduced a scheme to reimburse Councils for lost income
from fees and charges (75% of lost income against the budget after the first 5% is
deducted) in recognition that authorities rely on this income to pay for essential services.
Following ongoing analysis the claim against this scheme now stands at £1.086m with the
exclusion of some income lines, the recovery of income in some service areas and also in
recognition that expenditure has been lower due to the lack of activity and income, an
example is savings on the payments for acts at the Manor Pavilion offsetting the loss in
income.
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The following variance analysis includes the LED additional subsidy sum which at this stage
is funded by the General Fund balance. This is offset with 30% of the National Leisure
Recovery Fund claim with the remaining 70% required to fund reopening costs in 2021/22.
General Fund Position

£000

Original Budget Requirement (set 26/02/20)

12,554

Predicted adverse (A) / favourable (F) spend at year end (detailed
below)

1,287 (A)
13,841

Predicted Outturn Position 31/3/2021

A summary of the predicted over and under spends to the Year End is shown below:

Predicted adverse (A) / favourable (F) spends

Car Parks – income loss due to CV19
Beach Huts & Chalets – income loss due to
CV19

Predicted
Outturn
Variation
£000
959 (A)

Govt
SFC* Predicted
claim
Net
scheme Variation
£000
£000
683 (F)
276 (A)

175 (A)

124 (F)

51 (A)

Local Land Charges – income loss due to CV19

49 (F)

-

49 (F)

Manor Pavilion – income loss due to CV19, offset
with savings achieved (income £410k (A),
savings £312k (F))

98 (A)

70 (F)

28 (A)

Licencing – income loss due to CV19

43 (A)

31 (F)

12 (A)

Green Waste Service – income loss due to CV19
deferred income (income £100k (A), savings
£60k (F))

40 (A)

28 (F)

12 (A)

Building Control – income loss due to CV19

35 (A)

25 (F)

10 (A)

Other fees & charges – income loss due to CV19

174 (A)

125 (F)

49 (A)

Net interest (after loans) – change to minimum
revenue provision £134k (F)

217 (A)

-

217 (A)

Donations & recovery of costs loss due to CV19
and non-achievement of budgeted savings target

116 (A)

-

116 (A)

1,810 (F)

-

1,810 (F)

Predicted Furlough Funding & other savings e.g.
travel

147 (F)

-

147 (F)

CV19 activity additional costs – mail outs, PPE,
equipment, signage, overtime, donations/grants,
emergency accommodation £154k (A) offset with
Gvt grant

164 (A)

-

164 (A)

1,339 (A)

-

1,339 (A)

90 (F)

-

90 (F)

Additional Government Grant received in year

LED additional subsidy – shall not exceed
National Leisure Recovery Fund claim – 30% of
total £299k received. Remaining 70% is to be
used in 21/22 for reopening
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Public Conveniences – additional costs on
opening offset with certain toilets remaining
closed. Less than predicted but will be monitored
closely.

28 (A)

-

28 (A)

100 (F)

-

100 (F)

Housing Benefit awarded – overpayments
recovery position improved but expected to be
lower by £540k but offset with minor savings

430 (A)

-

430 (A)

Court summons income down due to courts not
opening until October (Council tax £58k,
Business rates £116k)

174 (A)

-

174 (A)

Ocean venue property – rental income after the
provision of £50k repairs sinking fund

117 (F)

-

117 (F)

Refuse Collection & Recycling – Recycling
income £397k (A), Cost Savings £67k (F)

330 (A)

-

330 (A)

Suez claim for additional costs incurred during
Covid-19 pandemic

184 (A)

-

184 (A)

Suez claim for additional costs incurred during
Covid-19 pandemic – contingent budget

139 (A)

-

139 (A)

41 (A)

-

41 (A)

2,373 (A) 1,086 (F)

1,287 (A)

Strata savings – additional savings made to
assist partners

Total overall employee costs forecast on £14.5m
budget
Predicted Net Outturn Total Variations
General Fund
*Sales Fees and Charges

2.2

These variations will have the following overall effect on the Council’s General Fund
Balance:
£000
General Fund balance as at 1/4/2020
Use of General Fund to balance 2020/21 Budget

6,395 (F)
0

Net predicted overspend

1,287 (A)

Transfer to MTFP risk reserve

2,000 (A)

Predicted General Fund Balance 31/03/21

3,108 (F)

The Council has an adopted range for the General Fund Balance to be within £3m to £3.8m.
The predicted balance is currently within this range and any required action can be taken at
year end.

3.

Housing Revenue Account Position – month 11

3.1

The following table shows the variation against the original budget which will affect the
Housing Revenue Account year end position.
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Predicted adverse (A) / favourable (F) spends

Income

203 (A)

Responsive Repairs

362 (A)

Programme Maintenance

402 (F)

Special Works

2 (F)

Supervision & Management

447 (F)

Other Expenditure

184 (F)

Major Repairs

1,238 (F)

Financing interest on Balances

37 (A)

Predicted Outturn Total Variations HRA


Predicted Outturn
Variation
£000

1,671 (F)

Repairs underspend could be reduced at year end with transfer to reserves (19/20 was
0.350m) for next years planned spend items. The transfer to the Property Maintenance
reserve allows works to be undertaken that have been planned for this year but will carried
out in 2021/22.

Notable items of budget variance are;

3.2



Income lower but materially consistent with prior year and collection rates are being
maintained at high levels.



COVID requirements and work restrictions have impacted significantly on the
Council’s ability to carry out certain types of work and therefore expenditure is
under budget.

The following table shows the original budget surplus set for the year and the total
variations as identified above, giving a revised budget surplus for the year.
HRA (Surplus)/Deficit

£000

Original Budget surplus (Council 26/2/20)

927 (F)

Predicted net (under)/overspend to year end

744 (F)

Predicted Budget (Surplus)/Deficit HRA

1,671 (F)

The original approved budget generates a surplus of £0.927m in 2020/21. This sum was to
be used to help finance the purchase of properties, continuing with the £5m annual
investment programme (£3.5m from reserves/surplus and £1.5m from RTB receipts).
3.3

The following table shows the effect on HRA Reserve:
£000
HRA balance as at 1/4/2020

4,059 (F)

Predicted net over / (under) spend to year end

1,671 (F)

Predicted HRA Balance 31/03/21

5,730 (F)

The HRA Balance is required to be maintained within the adopted range of £2.1m and
£3.1m, it is currently being projected to be £5.7m at the end of 2020/21. The outturn report
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will confirm this position and its possible allocation. Other reserves held by the HRA are
contained in the most recent report to Housing Review Board.
4.

Capital Programme Position up to Month 11

4.1

Below is the current position estimated for the capital programme which reflects a reprofiling of expenditure taking into account carried forward from the 2019/20 budget.
Capital Programme

£000

Net Capital Programme Budget (Council 26/02/20)

7,453

2019/20 outturn position, budget slippage into 2020/21

8,057

Revised 2020/21 budget

15,510

Capital Programme variations

4.2

Actual Capital Expenditure

4,508

Unpaid orders

1,506

Capital Budget Requirement per programme

9,496

Details of the annual capital programme financing is given below:
Capital Programme Financing

£000

Predicted Capital Budget Requirement Month 11

15,510

HRA Financing

(4,906)

New Homes Bonus

(2,054)

General Fund Capital Receipts

4.3

0

(100)

Contribution to/ (use of) Capital Reserve

(2,505)

Net Internal/External Borrowing

(5,945)

The Council currently does not hold a general capital reserve and all funding needs to be
found. The cash required to fund the expenditure of £5.945m can be met from internal cash
balances or through raising loans, this decision is made in line with Council’s Treasury
Management Strategy. The revenue implications of funding this position has been factored
into the revenue monitoring position.

Financial implications:
Contained within the report.
Legal implications:
Any legal implications are identified in the report and no further comment is required.
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Agenda Item 18
Report to:

Cabinet

Date of Meeting 31 March 2021
Document classification: Part A Public Document
Exemption applied: None
Review date for release N/A
East Devon Events Strategy and Events Policy
Report summary:
East Devon has a tradition of hosting successful, large events which have been shown to boost
the local economy. We have also facilitated many events that are delivered directly by community
groups. East Devon District Council currently supports over 300 events per year and a significant
proportion of these events are community led.
The events strategy is designed to support the marketing and promotion of East Devon public
realm spaces that can be used for different types of events across our District.
The events policy is to ensure local consultation and collaboration, allowing for the delivery of
safe, legal, efficient and successful events, avoiding duplication and providing excellent customer
service.
The recommendation seeks adoption of the Events Strategy and Event Policy so that there is a
clear, One Council consistent approach to grow and facilitate Events on EDDC owned land.
Is the proposed decision in accordance with:
Budget

Yes ☒ No ☐

Policy Framework

Yes ☒ No ☐

Recommendation:
Cabinet adopts the Events Strategy (Appendix A) and Events Policy (Appendix B) for the
reasons set out in the report.
Reason for recommendation:
Supporting the Statement of Intent and Council Plan, the objective of the above policies is to
promote our outstanding environment and public realm open spaces as events locations to enable
us to:




deliver an events programme that promotes health and wellbeing opportunities for
residents and communities,
celebrates our outstanding environment, builds community spirit, attracts visitors and
improves visitor experience
positively increases the tourism profile and supports local businesses.

Officers: Nick Christo, StreetScene Operations Manager; Angela Gordon Lennox, Events Officer;
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Portfolio(s) (check which apply):
☐ Climate Action and Emergencies
☒ Coast, Country and Environment
☐ Council and Corporate Co-ordination
☒ Culture, Tourism, Leisure and Sport
☐ Democracy and Transparency
☐ Economy and Assets
☐ Finance
☐ Strategic Planning
☐ Sustainable Homes and Communities
Equalities impact Low Impact
Climate change Low Impact
Risk: Medium Risk; Without an adopted Strategy & Policy, EDDC’s event income target of £80k
will be at risk
Links to background information Appendix A - Event Strategy, Appendix B – Events Policy
Link to Council Plan:
Priorities (check which apply)
☒ Outstanding Place and Environment
☐ Outstanding Homes and Communities
☒ Outstanding Economic Growth, Productivity, and Prosperity
☐ Outstanding Council and Council Services

Report in full
1. In 2020, SMT supported that East Devon District Council would greatly benefit from the
recruitment of a dedicated Events Officer, recognising that there was an opportunity for an
entrepreneurial approach linking up StreetScene, Countryside, Property & Estates,
Communications and Licencing into a coordinate events marketing and organisation activity
that has the potential to generate a significant income for the council, and add to the
resident / visitor experience.
2. Considering the impact that Covid 19 has had and the event industry continuing to pick and
plan for the future, it is important that EDDC has a clear strategy for delivering events and a
policy which outlines how we will do this.
3. The events strategy is designed to support the marketing and promotion of East Devon
public realm spaces that can be used for different types of events across our District. Our
aim is to provide maximum value from our assets, in support of our communities, with a
cost neutral events programme that generates additional income to be reinvested in our
parks, gardens and beaches and running our key services. These events will promote
health and wellbeing opportunities, encourage and improve visitor experience, positively
increase the tourism profile and generate and maximises revenue opportunities for our
communities.
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4. The events policy is to ensure collaboration and delivery of safe, legal, efficient and
successful events, avoiding duplication and providing excellent customer service.
5. Our Council Plan contains an action to offer with a diverse range of events and activities
on our green and open spaces. We also state that we will be - funding teams which work in
our communities to promote a great range of activities for residents to enjoy. This includes
the development of a strategy and delivery plan for the Council and East Devon to become
a much stronger place for events, attractions and entertainment.
6. Our Transformation Strategy identifies the opportunities to increase event income under
the strategy imperative - maximise the value of our assets through commercial thinking with
a focus on income generation, sustainability and developing local economies. The strategy
identifies an increase in StreetScene income of £30k by 2020/21 rising to £80k over the
next 5 years.
7. Our Green Space Plan and Service Plans recognise the value of our open spaces and the
opportunities to hold more events and activities on our land, particularly where this
contributes towards our health and wellbeing agenda.
8. We are blessed with some outstanding open spaces and environment in East Devon and
many of these spaces are owned or managed by the Council. Currently several service
areas are involved in event organisation and permissions and we already hold a number of
events on our land and are beginning to take a more commercial view as the opportunities
for hire and use become more apparent to us.
9. We still have many groups and organisations that have charitable or community credentials
who expect land hire at reduced rates or free and whilst we like to accommodate such
requests it does cut across a more commercial mind-set. This is a tension that we can
reconcile through a clear policy and charging structure alongside our Events Officer who is
able to work closely with event organisers, other council departments and partner agencies
to ensure that all necessary permissions are granted, whilst ensuring mitigating factors are
in place where necessary. In the appointment of the Events Officer we anticipate that this
post could cover its own costs and generate an income for the council.
10. As you are aware we have organised or hosted successful events such as Sidmouth Folk
festival; Exmouth Big Wheel; outdoor cinema and plays; marriage ceremonies in Manor
Gardens, Exmouth, Scooter Rally; Surf Championships; Lifeguard Championships,
Manorfest, Oktoberfest - to name just a few.
11. Over the past 2 years our StreetScene events income increased from £10k to £42k and by
adopting a more commercial approach to the use and hire of our assets, we see the
potential to increase our income to circa. £50k over the short-term and higher over time.
12. In order to achieve this target we need some guiding principles for
running/enabling/allowing events on our land and attached are the Events Strategy and
Events Policy which seek to do this. Both documents have been consulted on by all
relevant departments within the Council and have their support, providing a clear approach
to the where and how we will enable and deliver events. We are now asking Cabinet to
formally adopt them.
Financial implications:
The adoption of the Strategy and Policy is seen as essential in helping the Council generate
additional income to assist in the funding key services to the public. There maybe business rate
implications that need to be factored into the cost element.
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Legal implications:
It is within the remit of the Cabinet to adopt the strategy and policy. If adopted, they will guide
future decision making and processes in relation to use of EDDC land for events. There are no
other legal implications requiring comment.
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Agenda Item 19
Report to:

Cabinet

Date of Meeting 31 March 2021
Document classification: Part A Public Document
Exemption applied: None
Review date for release N/A
Request for additional budget for enhanced Covid secure public toilet cleaning until
restrictions lift.
Report summary:
Request for additional budget of £19,854 to extend the enhanced cleaning of public toilets from 1
April to the 21 June 2021.
Request a further contingency budget of £51,308 to provide 6 months of enhanced cleaning of
public toilets from the 21 June 2021 to the 31 December 2021 if required.
Is the proposed decision in accordance with:
Budget

Yes ☐ No ☒

Policy Framework

Yes ☒ No ☐

Recommendation:
That Cabinet recommend to Council the approval of £71,162 of additional budget. This includes
£19,854 to cover enhanced public toilet cleaning from the 1 st of April to the 21 June 2021 and a
further £51,308 contingency budget to potentially extend this enhanced cleaning from the 21 June
2021 to the 31 December 2021 if required due to a continuation of government restrictions or
advice.
Reason for recommendation:
Due to continued Covid-19 secure guidelines and site specific risk assessments, enhanced
cleaning is still required of our public toilets, covering the period 1 April until the 21 June 2021 in
line with the Government’s roadmap and steps of restriction easing.
On the 23 March 2020 public toilets were closed across the district in response to the covid-19
pandemic.10 Category-A toilets were re-opened on the 22 May 2020 with enhanced cleaning
implemented between 8am-4pm within existing budget and resources.
On the 18 June 2020 Cabinet approved a 9 month budget of £76,962 which allowed Streetscene
to open an additional 4 toilets with enhanced cleaning and extend the opening times for all 14
toilets from 8am-8pm from the 29 June -30 September and from 8am -7pm from 1 October 2020 to
31 March 2021.
Now we are coming to the end of that agreed budgetary period it is recommended to continue with
the enhanced cleaning of our public toilets until the 21 June 2021 at the earliest, in line with the
phased ending of government restrictions.
Further to this it is recommended that a £51,308 contingency budget should be set aside, should
government restrictions or guidance extend beyond June 21st to cover an additional 6 months
enhanced cleaning up to 31 December 2021.
Officer: Tom Wood – Deputy Operations Manager twood@eastdevon.gov.uk Andrew Hancock –
Service Lead StreetScene ahancock@eastdevon.gov.uk 01395 571611
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Portfolio(s) (check which apply):
☐ Climate Action and Emergencies
☒ Coast, Country and Environment
☐ Council and Corporate Co-ordination
☐ Culture, Tourism, Leisure and Sport
☐ Democracy and Transparency
☐ Economy and Assets
☐ Finance
☐ Strategic Planning
☐ Sustainable Homes and Communities
Equalities impact Medium
We received complaints in the summer of 2020 about only having 14 toilets open across the
district and the difficulties this poses for certain groups who need access. In response to this
demand we have managed to open another 5 facilities, either within existing resource or through
funding from Town councils (toilets currently open listed below in main report).
The 19 toilet sites currently open do give access to a public toilet within opening hours of 08:0019:00. The proposal will see these facilities continue to be open from 8am -8pm 7 days a week
from the 1 April until the 21 June 2021. With more shops and services re-opening from Monday the
12 April the availability of these toilets becomes important so that it does not impact negatively on
protected groups and the wider public.
Climate change Low Impact
Risk: Medium Risk; The risk of not continuing with the enhanced cleaning of the public toilets is
twofold, one of public health and two of public dissatisfaction as the government guidance is clear
on the measures needed as is the risk assessments we have carried out for each toilet block (see
link in background information). There is a risk in reverting to pre Covid-19 cleaning regimes which
are not to the standards we believe are reasonable and required given the guidance below;
[Public toilets, portable toilets and toilets inside premises should be kept open and carefully
managed to reduce the risk of transmission of COVID-19. Steps that will usually be needed:
Using signs and posters to build awareness of good handwashing technique, the need to increase
handwashing frequency and to avoid touching your face, and to cough or sneeze into a tissue
which is binned safely, or into your arm if a tissue is not available.
Consider the use of social distancing marking in areas where queues normally form, and the
adoption of a limited entry approach, with one in, one out (whilst avoiding the creation of additional
bottlenecks).
To enable good hand hygiene consider making hand sanitiser available on entry to toilets where
safe and practical, and ensure suitable handwashing facilities including running water and liquid
soap and suitable options for drying (either paper towels or hand driers) are available.
Setting clear use and cleaning guidance for toilets, with increased frequency of cleaning in line
with usage. Use normal cleaning products, paying attention to frequently hand touched surfaces,
and consider use of disposable cloths or paper roll to clean all hard surfaces.
Keep the facilities well ventilated, for example by fixing doors open where appropriate.
Special care should be taken for cleaning of portable toilets and larger toilet blocks. Putting up a
visible cleaning schedule can keep it up to date and visible. Providing more waste facilities and
more frequent rubbish collection.]
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Links to background information




Cabinet Report – Reinstating Streetscene seasonal resource and budget
Summer 2021 Toilet Opening Options
Risk Assessment Covid – Public Toilets 2021

Link to Council Plan:
Priorities (check which apply)
☐ Outstanding Place and Environment
☐ Outstanding Homes and Communities
☐ Outstanding Economic Growth, Productivity, and Prosperity
☒ Outstanding Council and Council Services

Report in full
Proposal -1st April – 21st June 2021 – An additional budget of £19,854 is required to extend the
enhanced cleaning of all toilet sites (listed below) with opening times from 8am until 8pm in line
with 2020 summer opening hours.
An additional 4 FTE is needed to be able to service these toilets, cleaning 4 times per day until
closure at 8pm, 7 days per week. The cost required for this would be £34,428 however, there is
an anticipated underspend of circa £14,574 from the original £76,962 budget which can be carried
over leaving the £19,854 required.
Over the last 9 months we have received many compliments on the cleanliness of our toilets
across the district by providing safe and hygienic facilities during the pandemic. The enhanced
cleaning has correlated with a reduction in complaints and reactive maintenance and repair,
meaning less officer and staff downtime and an improved resident and visitor experience. There
may be less acceptance if and when we resort back to cleaning the toilets once or twice a day at
the end of the pandemic, leading to a rise in complaints and issues.
List of Toilets Currently Open

East
1. Connaught Gardens – Sidmouth
2. Market Place - Sidmouth
3. Triangle – Sidmouth
4. Arches - Sidmouth (Sidmouth Town Council facility and funded)
5. West Street Car Park – Axminster
6. Jubilee Gardens – Beer
7. King Street – Honiton
8. West Walk – Seaton
9. Harbour Road - Seaton
10. Dolphin Street car park - Colyton – (Disabled toilet)
11. Seaton Wetlands – Seaton (cleaned jointly with Countryside Services)
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West
12. Foxholes Car Park, Exmouth
13. Magnolia Centre, Exmouth
14. Manor Gardens, Exmouth
15. Phear Park, Exmouth
16. Queens Drive/Old Lifeboat, Exmouth
17. Steamer Steps - Budleigh Salterton (1st April)
18. East End (Lime Kiln) -Budleigh Salterton
19. Bus / Train Station - Exmouth (Exmouth Town Council funded)
Contingency Proposal
Allocate a further contingency budget of £51,308 to provide 6 months of enhanced cleaning of the
public toilets from the 21 June 2021 to the 31 December 2021 if there is a continuation of
government covid-19 restrictions or guidance. This would provide toilet opening with enhanced
cleaning, 8am-8pm from 21 June – 30 September and then 8am-7pm from 1 October to 31
December 2021. The lower winter footfall, coupled with the earlier closing time would mean 3
cleans a day per block would be sufficient to maintain a high level of hygiene.
Public toilet review and opening of additional sites
As it stands currently we can’t open additional public toilet sites without further funding (which we
haven’t requested). Whilst the toilet sites we have open are not the full number of sites we had
before the pandemic, they are providing access for most to public toilets without large queues or
unreasonably long journeys between open sites.
The longer term review of public toilet provision, along with costing for investment in our toilet
stock, refurbishment and covid/hygiene specific building adaption is being progressed and will
come to Cabinet in the next few months.
Financial implications:
The Council in setting the 2021/22 budget created an unallocated budget of £1.316m funded from
one off grants provided by Government to support additional expenditure as result of Covid and
other service pressures where exact costs were unknown but clear risks were identified. In
approving this recommendation Council will be allocating part of this budget to this specific
purpose which is in lie with its intended use. Of the total budget sum of £1.316m to date areas
identified for allocation are: Discretionary Hardship Fund £100k, Mental Health Resource £50k,
Queens Drive Open Space £19k and now this request of £71k. The most significant likely risk
requiring budget allocation from this sum will be additional subsidy for LED for which details are
still to be confirmed.
Legal implications:
Provision of toilets is a discretionary service and so it is acceptable for choices to be made about
which ones to provide or not to open them all. However, where they are provided they must be at
an acceptable and safe standard so as to comply with our responsibilities in terms of our duty of
care to users.
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Agenda Item 20
Report to:

Cabinet

Date of Meeting 31 March 2021
Document classification: Part A Public Document
Exemption applied: None
Review date for release N/A
Capital replacement programme for Grounds and Cleansing plant machinery.
Report summary:
To explain why a Capital Machinery Budget is required and give Cabinet enough information to
approve the procurement of replacement machinery within StreetScene. To explain why we are
requesting the budget via Cabinet and Council rather than through the normal annual budget
setting process.
Is the proposed decision in accordance with:
Budget

Yes ☐ No ☒

Policy Framework

Yes ☒ No ☐

Recommendation:
1. That the appended capital replacement programme of £420,400 is agreed by Cabinet to
enable StreetScene Operations to meet statutory responsibilities in relation to street cleansing
and maintaining an Outstanding Environment.
2. Consider and recommend to Council that the Capital Machinery Budget request be approved
for the reasons set out in the report.
Reason for recommendation:
Approving the Capital Machinery Budget for essential and scheduled machinery replacements will
allow us to keep our parks and streets clean and safe in the face of increased demand.
There are 12 significant pieces of large machinery that are at the end of their life span and would
ordinarily need replacing via the tender process. If we were not to replace these pieces of kit then
we would be unable to meet our statutory requirements to keep our streets clean to an agreed
level, as well as incurring higher maintenance costs associated with keeping machines on the road
beyond their life span.
Officer: Andrew Hancock 01395 571611, ahancock@eastdevon.gov.uk
Portfolio(s) (check which apply):
☐ Climate Action and Emergencies
☒ Coast, Country and Environment
☐ Council and Corporate Co-ordination
☐ Culture, Tourism, Leisure and Sport
☐ Democracy and Transparency
☐ Economy and Assets
☐ Finance
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☐ Strategic Planning
☐ Sustainable Homes and Communities
Equalities impact Low Impact
Climate change Medium Impact; Procurement of new machinery which will have an embedded
carbon cost. We explored the possibility to lower this through the procurement of electric
sweepers, however the technology is not quite there and the cost was high. Carbon emissions
could potentially increase through older machines verses the newer Euro 6 engines. Replacing
the older machines will reduce the existing emissions that are generated through these older
versions.
Risk: Medium Risk; The risk of not using the Capital Machinery Budget for 2021/22 is that we are
unable to keep up with demand and keep our public realm areas clear of litter. The risk is largely
reputational, but could have knock on effects for business and the economy and the perception of
residents and visitors to our area. There is a small increased risk of injury from the litter on the
streets and parks that remains uncollected, and a legal challenge risk if we cannot keep relevant
land clean to the standards laid out in the Environmental Protection Act 1990. There is an annual
machinery replacements programme and all machinery has an expected lifespan - if these
replacements are not made then existing machinery will have to be retired due to them being at
the end of their serviceable life, and therefore we will not be able to undertake the tasks as
required.
Links to background information




Capital – Machinery
Appendix 2 – Initial Project Proposal Document (IPPD)
Financials – Project Costs and Resources

Link to Council Plan:
Priorities (check which apply)
☒ Outstanding Place and Environment
☐ Outstanding Homes and Communities
☐ Outstanding Economic Growth, Productivity, and Prosperity
☐ Outstanding Council and Council Services

Report in full
1. StreetScene operate an annual capital replacement programme in order to review the
plant and machinery on fleet, ensuring it is fit for purpose and it is meeting all health and
safety requirements.
2. EDDC has a statutory duty to clean public realm and highways, to keep clear of litter &
refuse, so far as is practicable to codes laid out in the Environmental Protection Act
1990. EPA 1990 imposes duties under section 89(1) and (2) “…..to keep specified land
clear of litter and refuse, and on local authorities and the Secretary of State to keep
clean public highways for which they are responsible.
3. The Capital Replacement Request is submitted annually to replace large machinery
(such as mechanical road sweepers and ride on mowers) that have come to the end of
their lifespan. For the upcoming financial year, there is a requirement to replace 4
mechanical road sweepers, 3 ride on mowers, 1 tractor, 1 chipper and 1 flail. There is
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currently a total budget shortfall of £420,400 for the procurement and purchase of the
above items (£272,919 for cleansing; £147,481 for grounds).
4. The appended sheet documents the machinery and plant that requires replacement due
to these items not being fit for purpose, Members should also be aware that these
redundant assets will be sold privately or at auction obtaining a capital receipt for the
council as is normal practice.
5. StreetScene have been unable to demo any potential new machinery (due to the
pandemic) and were also exploring the possibility of switching some large machines
over to electric in order to assist the Council in its Climate Change targets. This delay
has resulted in not being able to ascertain an accurate budget figure until now with what
is required to replace the end of life machinery.
6. Despite not being able to physically see or demo electric road sweepers, we have met
with a few different manufacturers and our evaluation of the electric road sweepers that
are currently on the market is that the technology for effective cleaning is not quite ready
– cost of an electric road sweeper is c£280k compared to c£80k for a Euro 6 Internal
Combustion Engine (ICE) mechanical sweeper.
7. We plan to change to electric alternatives at the next replacement period in 2026 where
we will be more confident that the technology would have advanced further and the
price improved.
8. We have however managed to procure 29 smaller hand tools from our revenue budget
(such as strimmers and hedge trimmers) which are all electric and we are due to receive
these in time for the start of the new cutting season.
9. The StreetScene machinery and plant asset register was scheduled to be reviewed and
updated during the course of 2020 and this was being undertaken by a fixed term
Business Support officer within the team. However this role ceased at the end of May
2020 and not extended to complete the task due to the pandemic. This meant that the
completion of this task completed by the Budget & Equipment Monitoring Officer later in
the year on top of other tasks.
10. Subsequently, a full audit of the council’s machinery has been undertaken including a
full overhaul of the StreetScene machinery and plant asset register within very short
timelines for the preparation of service plans, it was not possible this year to provide the
absolute details of machinery and plant that required replacing in 2021/22 within the
budget preparation timeline.
11. Ordinarily the Capital Machinery Replacement Programme is set in line with the annual
budget process but due to unprecedented workloads generated by the pandemic
already putting the service under pressure and the tasks above, we were unable to meet
this deadline.

12. The purpose of the annual machinery replacement programme is to replace all
machinery that have come to the end of their lifespan. If these replacements are not
made then existing machinery will have to be retired due to them being at the end of
their serviceable life, and therefore we will not be able to undertake the tasks as
required.
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13. The value of the replacement programme each year is around c£150k with peaks when
we have large machines to be replaced such as mechanical road sweepers. Our
machinery list has over 400 items of machines / equipment on it with lifespans between
2-6 years and so this annual replacement programme is a normal and continual
requirement for efficient and safe operation.
14. It is not possible to continue to use the mechanical road sweepers for another year, not

only would this severely impact the revenue budget to pay for repairs, the recent
engineers reports indicate that any fix is temporary and the reality is the machines will
spend more time off the road that actually sweeping. There are currently 2 sweepers
that haven’t been used since December due to this fact.
Financial implications:
As explained this should have come forward as part of the budget process. This would have been
presented in the budget as rolling budget requirement in terms of essential equipment
replacement. Although this is significant inclusion in the programme there have been other
variations that mitigate this increase.
Legal implications:
The legal implications are detailed in the report.
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Agenda Item 21
Report to:

Cabinet

Date of Meeting 31 March 2021
Document classification: Part A Public Document
Exemption applied: None
Review date for release N/A
Levelling Up Fund
Report summary:
This report considers the prospectus for the Levelling Up Fund that was published as part of the
suite of documents accompanying the Budget earlier in month and the potential for a bid or bids to
be made to this Fund by the deadline for the first round of the 18th June. East Devon is in the
lowest tier in terms of the national priorities so the report considers how to maximise the chances
of success including in terms of engaging with our Members of Parliament and wider stakeholders.
The report puts forward proposed next steps including in terms of establishing a budget for
consultancy support.
Is the proposed decision in accordance with:
Budget

Yes ☐ No ☒

Policy Framework

Yes ☒ No ☐

Recommendation:
It is recommended that members;




Note the publication of the Levelling Up Fund prospectus and the associated timescales for
the submission of bids to the first round
Endorse the next steps for the development of bids as identified in paragraph 5.6
Recommend to Council that a budget of up to £100k is made available from the business
rate pilot reserve to enable consultancy support to be commissioned

Reason for recommendation:
To maximise the chances of the Council submitting successful bids to the Levelling Up Fund.
Officer: Andy Wood, adwood@eastdevon.gov.uk, tel 01395 571743
Portfolio(s) (check which apply):
☒ Climate Action and Emergencies
☒ Coast, Country and Environment
☒ Council and Corporate Co-ordination
☒ Culture, Tourism, Leisure and Sport
☒ Democracy and Transparency
☒ Economy and Assets
☒ Finance
☒ Strategic Planning
☒ Sustainable Homes and Communities
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Equalities impact Low Impact
Climate change High Impact
Risk: High Risk; East Devon is identified as being in the lowest priority for the Levelling Up Fund.
Subsequently there is a significant risk that considerable time and effort is invested in to
developing and submitting bids that are ultimately unsuccessful on a national stage.
Links to background information Levelling_Up_prospectus.pdf (publishing.service.gov.uk)
Link to Council Plan:
Priorities (check which apply)
☒ Outstanding Place and Environment
☒ Outstanding Homes and Communities
☒ Outstanding Economic Growth, Productivity, and Prosperity
☒ Outstanding Council and Council Services

1. Background and context
1.1
The prospectus for the Levelling Up Fund was published as part of the suite of documents
accompanying the March Budget. This is a new £4.8bn fund set up jointly by HMT, MHCLG and
DfT that will operate over the next four years. It will prioritise investment in regeneration and
growth in places in need (including ex-industrial areas, deprived towns and coastal communities)
and areas of low productivity and connectivity.
1.2
The Fund will focus on capital investment in local infrastructure that requires up to £20m of
funding. Bids above £20m and below £50m will be accepted for transport projects only. Unitary
authorities, London borough councils and district councils can apply to the Fund. County councils
with transport powers can also submit one transport bid. The deadline for bids to the first round is
the 18th June.
2. What will the Fund invest in?
2.1

The first round of the Fund will focus on three themes;


Transport investments including (but not limited to) public transport, active travel, bridge
repairs, bus priority lanes, local road improvements and major structural maintenance, and
accessibility improvements. Proposals are being requested for high-impact small, medium
and by exception larger local transport schemes to reduce carbon emissions, improve air
quality, cut congestion, support economic growth and improve the experience of transport
users.



Regeneration and town centre investment, building on the Towns Fund framework to
upgrade eyesore buildings and dated infrastructure, acquire and regenerate brownfield
sites, invest in secure community infrastructure and crime reduction, and bring public
services and safe community spaces into town and city centres.



Cultural investment maintaining, regenerating, or creatively repurposing museums,
galleries, visitor attractions (and associated green spaces) and heritage assets as well as
creating new community-owned spaces to support the arts and serve as cultural spaces

3. How will bids be assessed?
3.1

The assessment process will focus on the following key criteria:
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Characteristics of the place – each local authority will be sorted into category 1, 2 or 3
based on our assessment metrics, with category 1 representing the highest level of
identified need.



Deliverability - will be based on supplementary finance, management and commercial
cases, with bids able to demonstrate investment or which begin delivery on the ground in
2021-22 financial year prioritised in the first round of funding.



Strategic fit with local and Fund priorities – this should be addressed in the strategic case of
submissions and should include support from stakeholders.



Value for money – an economic case should be submitted to explain the benefits of the bid
and how it represents value for money.

It is important to highlight that East Devon has been placed in the third and lowest tier in terms of
priority. The overall national position is set out in the diagram below;

4. Role of Members of Parliament and wider stakeholders
4.1
The expectation is that the bidding authority will consult the local Members of Parliament as
part of their bid. MPs will be expected to back one bid that they see as a priority. The number of
bids that a local authority can make will relate to the number of MPs in their area. Accordingly,
local authorities can submit one bid for every MP whose constituency lies wholly within their
boundary. Every local authority can submit at least one bid. Where an MP’s constituency crosses
multiple local authorities, the prospectus makes it clear that one local authority should take
responsibility as the lead bidder and local areas should work together to designate that lead
bidder. MHCLG will engage with local government on whether any further guidance would be
helpful on who should be designated ‘lead bidders’ in these circumstances.
4.2
The prospectus also makes it clear that bidding authorities should consult a range of local
stakeholders across the full geography of a place in developing their proposed investments for the
Fund. Potential relevant local stakeholders and partners include local businesses, public transport
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providers, police and emergency services, community representatives, environmental
representatives and universities and FE Colleges (FECs).
5. Assessment
5.1
Levelling up is a key objective of national government and, with the publication of the
Levelling Up Fund prospectus, it is clear that this is also being backed up with the dedication of
very significant levels of resource. The Fund also has the potential to play a very important role in
supporting and sustaining economic recovery. Equally though it is clear that the District is at the
bottom of the priority list, the timescales for developing and submitting bids are tight and that wider
engagement and support will be required for any application to stand a chance of being successful
on a national stage. This includes demonstrating that projects can be delivered during the current
financial year.
5.2
In order to progress it will be important to quickly scope out potential priorities. This will
require early engagement with our Members of Parliament. A letter has already been received
from Neil Parish MP seeking a meeting to discuss the Fund. This includes the following text;

5.3
Existing projects such as the Axminster relief road and the wetlands, Jurassic centre and
proposed town centre and seafront improvements in Seaton are immediately identifiable as
potentially strong candidates that can form part of an application.
5.4
The boundary of parliamentary constituencies do not snap neatly to our own administrative
area. The potential to explore a joint bit with Mid Devon District Council is also mentioned in the
letter although it should be noted that Mid Devon is in the higher tier 2 category. Wider
consideration needs to be given to the potential for joint bids including with the County Council in
its role as the transport authority.
5.5
In response to a question from Simon Jupp MP in the House of Commons on the 22nd
February the Secretary of State for Communities and Housing, Communities and Local
Government stated that he was looking forward to an application being submitted for Exmouth as
this was exactly the sort of town that he would want to benefit from the regeneration funds that are
being made available. He went on to say and that he hoped that the Council would work with
Simon Jupp MP to put in good proposals in relation to the Levelling Up Fund that could then be
considered carefully.
5.6
It is clear that potential projects can quickly be identified but considerable further work will
then be required to translate these in to bids that stand a chance of competing on a national stage.
Critical next steps are considered to as follows;




Engage with Members of Parliament to agree prioritisation
Engage wider local stakeholders including adjacent District Councils, the County Council
and the categories set out in paragraph 4.2 above
Establish project governance (e.g. a steering or reference group) and necessary resources

5.7
On the last point there is a particular squeeze on capacity currently given ongoing activity to
deploy COVID-19 related grant schemes and to support reopening of our High Streets in line with
the easing of national restrictions. The prospectus makes it clear that capacity funding will be
made available from government but that this is only likely to go to authorities in the top priority tier
which puts us at a further disadvantage. So as to support the development of high quality
applications it is a specific recommendation of this report that Cabinet recommend to Council that
a budget of up to £100k is made available to enable consultancy support to be commissioned.
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6.

Conclusion

6.1
The launch of the Levelling Up Fund is a significant opportunity to secure significant funds
for the District and to support specific places and projects as well as wider economic recovery.
Given that East Devon is in the lowest priority tier it is clear that significant effort will be required to
scope out and develop bids that have the support of the local MPs and wider stakeholders and
that ultimately stand a chance of being successful on a national stage. The report identifies the
next steps that are considered to be essential in this respect.
Financial implications:
Financial implications are included within the report with the recommendation seeking Council
approval for the use of £100k from the Business Rates Pilot Reserve.
Legal implications:
The report does not raise any direct legal implications requiring comment.
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Agenda Item 22
Report to:

Cabinet

Date of Meeting 31 March 2021
Document classification: Part A Public Document
Exemption applied: None
Review date for release N/A
The Future of New Homes Bonus Consultation
Report summary:
This report seeks to make Members aware of a current government consultation on the future of
the New Homes Bonus and to seek Members agreement to responses to the various consultation
questions. Officers have sought to consider the options put forward as best as they can but
without more information it is not possible to model the likely financial implications of each option
for the Council.
The report below includes the main text from the government consultation with proposed answers
to the consultation questions inserted for Members to consider.
Is the proposed decision in accordance with:
Budget

Yes ☒ No ☐

Policy Framework

Yes ☒ No ☐

Recommendation:
That Members consider the government consultation on the Future of New Homes Bonus and
agree the proposed responses to the consultation questions as the Council’s formal response to
be submitted to the government.
Reason for recommendation:
To ensure that the Council respond to the consultation on the Future of New Homes Bonus and
seek to influence the future of this important funding stream.
Officer: Ed Freeman – Service Lead – Planning Strategy and Development Management
Portfolio(s) (check which apply):
☐ Climate Action and Emergencies
☐ Coast, Country and Environment
☒ Council and Corporate Co-ordination
☐ Culture, Tourism, Leisure and Sport
☐ Democracy and Transparency
☐ Economy and Assets
☒ Finance
☒ Strategic Planning
☐ Sustainable Homes and Communities
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Financial implications:
The outcome of this consultation is critical to the financial position of the Council. Although the
effect of losing New Homes Bonus income has been mitigated in part by only relying on a
proportion of this funding each year to support core revenue costs/services this does represent an
annual sum of £1.5m of income to the Council’s General Fund Budget. The remaining balance of
the grant has been used to support the Council’s capital programme. In total the Council has
received £30.2m over the 11 years of the scheme, reaching its peak of £4.5m in 2017/18, £2.5m
will be received in 2021/22 has the scheme has become less generous.
Legal implications:
It is within the remit of the Strategic Planning Committee to agree responses to Government
consultations on planning related matters on behalf of the Council. Otherwise the report does not
raise any other legal implications which require comment.
Equalities impact Low Impact
Climate change Low Impact
Risk: High Risk; NHB is an important income to the Council
Links to background information
Link to Council Plan:
Priorities (check which apply)
☐ Outstanding Place and Environment
☐ Outstanding Homes and Communities
☐ Outstanding Economic Growth, Productivity, and Prosperity
☒ Outstanding Council and Council Services

Introduction
The New Homes Bonus (“the Bonus”) rewards local authorities for net additional homes added to
the Council Tax Base, thereby seeking to incentivise authorities to encourage housing growth in
their areas. Introduced in 2011, the Bonus applies in respect of additional new builds and
conversions delivered above a baseline of housing growth, using the national average band D
council tax rate. It also applies in respect of long-term empty properties brought back into use, and
there is a premium for affordable homes.
The Bonus is paid annually from a top slice of the Revenue Support Grant and forms part of the
Local Government Finance Settlement. The funding is un-ringfenced so that councils can choose
how to allocate the funding to meet local priorities, and, in two-tier areas, allocations are split
80/20 between District and County Councils. On introduction allocations were paid for 6 years,
known as ‘legacy payments’. Since its introduction in 2011, including the allocations for 2021/22,
the Bonus has awarded a total of £9.5 billion to local authorities in England, recognising a net
increase in housing stock of 2 million. This includes 500,000 affordable homes.
The government considers that it is now appropriate to consider the future of the Bonus and, in
particular, options for reforming the scheme to ensure it provides an effective incentive which: is
focused and targeted on ambitious housing delivery; complements the reforms outlined in the
government’s Planning White Paper; and dovetails with the wider financial mechanisms the
government is putting in place, including the proposed infrastructure levy and the National Home
Building Fund, a multi-billion pounds programme which will bring together existing housing land
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and infrastructure funding streams into a single, flexible, more powerful pot, to drive an increase in
supply over the long term.
Background
The New Homes Bonus was introduced in 2011 to provide an incentive for local authorities to
encourage housing growth in their areas. The aim of the Bonus was to provide a financial
incentive to reward and encourage local authorities to help facilitate housing growth. The five key
stated principles of the policy were that it should be:






a powerful incentive
simple in terms of understanding and implementation
transparent in terms of its recognition, significance and rewards from growth
predictable in terms of expected future funding and perception of being a permanent feature of
local government finance
flexible in terms of how receipts are spent and spent in line with the wishes of the local
community.

Following the outcome of the 2015 Spending Review, in December 2015 the government
consulted on making changes to the way the Bonus is calculated to improve the incentive effect
and make savings of at least £800 million to support authorities with specific pressures, such as
adult social care. The consultation sought views on:





reducing the number of years for which the Bonus is paid from 6 years to 4 years, 3 years or 2
years
withholding the Bonus from areas where an authority does not have a Local Plan in place
abating the Bonus in circumstances where planning permission for a new development has only
been granted on appeal
adjusting the Bonus to reflect estimates of deadweight (introducing a baseline above 0%)

Following the consultation, in 2017/18 the government implemented changes to:



reduce the number of years the Bonus is paid to 5 years in 2017/18 and 4 years from 2018/19
introduce a baseline of 0.4% growth of housing stock below which the Bonus would not be paid
(and retained the option of adjusting the baseline to ensure allocations remained within the
funding envelope)

As part of the Local Government Finance Technical Consultation, in Summer 2017 the
Department consulted on methodology for reducing payments for homes where planning
permission is later granted on appeal but decided not to implement this measure.
For 2020/21, as part of the one-year Spending Round, the government announced that it would
make a new round of allocations for 2020/21 but that these allocations would not attract new
legacy payments and that it would consult on the future of the housing incentive.
Options for reform
This section outlines the broad options the government has been considering for reforming the
Bonus. It describes the approaches that could be taken and sets out some of the key relevant
considerations. In those cases where the government has a preferred approach, this is explained.
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Importantly, the options for reform considered in this section would only be implemented for
funding allocations made from 2022-23 onwards. No changes are proposed for either calculation
of the in-year element of the 2021-22 allocations or payments due to be made in 2021-22 relating
to previous years. This is to ensure that local authorities have sufficient time to reflect the
proposed changes in their forward planning.
Legacy payments
Prior to reforms to the Bonus implemented in 2017/18, to provide a powerful and predictable
incentive, each annual in-year reward was paid for six financial years, such that allocations built up
incrementally over time as each ‘in-year’ reward continued to be paid in addition to the new reward
for that year. These are commonly referred to as legacy payments. The longevity of legacy
payments was reduced when the Bonus was reformed in 2017/18. New legacy commitments
ceased to be made in allocations from 2020/21 and the government does not intend to reintroduce
the concept of legacy payments.
Questions on the current New Homes Bonus
The efficacy of the current Bonus
The government would firstly like to hear stakeholders’ views on the efficacy of the Bonus in
positively influencing behaviour to promote ambitious housing delivery.
Question 1: Do you believe that an incentive like the Bonus has a material and positive
effect on behaviour?
With reductions in other funding streams for local authorities the new homes bonus has become
an increasingly significant means of funding public services. This inevitably leads to authorities
having to be mindful of this when planning for growth.
Question 2: If you are a local authority, has the Bonus made a material impact on your own
behaviour?
In East Devon we already have a substantial housing need which has led to an ambitious growth
agenda including the development of Cranbrook New Town. The New Homes Bonus has been an
important component in funding that agenda and made it possible to deliver the levels of growth
that were envisaged. Had the scheme not been in place then growth levels may well have been
lower. The Council has used this income to meet borrowing costs to support essential upfront
infrastructure required for new development, there needs to be certainty going forward on this key
income stream or such business models do not work.
Question 3: Are there changes to the Bonus that would make it have a material and positive
effect on behaviour?
It is important that the New Homes Bonus remains only an incentive to deliver growth and that
local authorities do not become so reliant on it that it becomes a consideration that starts to
override good planning. It is important that the drive to deliver new homes and government
incentives do not become determinative and lead to poor quality developments being granted that
are not sustainable and deliver a poor living environment for residents just to obtain government
funding.
The split in two-tier areas
Under the current scheme, in two tier areas, allocations are split 80/20 between District and
County Councils. The rationale for this split was that for the incentive to be most powerful, it
needed to be strongest where the planning decision sits – the lower tier in two tier areas. The
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government however also recognised the role, in two tier areas outside London, of the upper tier in
the provision of services and infrastructure and the contribution they make to strategic planning.
Payment of the Bonus was therefore split between tiers outside London: 80% to the lower tier and
20% to the upper tier. The government would now like to hear views on whether this arrangement
should be continued in a reformed Bonus.
Question 4: Should the government retain the current 80/20 split in any reformed Bonus, or
should it be more highly weighted towards the District Councils or County Councils?
With strategic planning having effectively been abolished the delivery of the governments housing
growth agenda rests almost entirely on the District Councils in two tier areas. The County Council
role is limited to that of advising and supporting in terms of the delivery of the infrastructure for
which they are responsible. It therefore seems appropriate that the incentive for accommodating
growth in the form of the New Homes Bonus is heavily weighted in favour of those that are
responsible for delivering that growth – the district councils.
The affordable housing premium
Under the current scheme, there is a premium of £350 per additional affordable home. This was
introduced to reward local authorities that provide the right balance of housing to meet the needs
of local people, ensuring that affordable homes are sufficiently prioritised within supply. The
government seeks views on whether this feature should be retained in a reformed Bonus.
Question 5: Should the affordable housing premium be retained in a reformed Bonus?
There is an ever increasing need to deliver homes that are genuinely affordable and meet the
needs of the community as we have a growing gap between household incomes and house
prices. In order to do this dedicated staff and resources are needed to ensure that we maximise
what can be delivered through Section 106 agreements by negotiation as well as developing our
own programme for delivering affordable housing. Given the resources and commitment that this
work takes it is only right that authorities that are successful in prioritising the delivery of affordable
housing are rewarded for doing so and given the resources to help them to continue this work.
Question 6: Is £350 per additional affordable home the right level of premium, or should
this level be increased or decreased?
Although the delivery of affordable homes of all types and tenures is important the bonus scheme
should recognise that delivering social housing that is genuinely affordable to those in greatest
housing need is particularly challenging. In order to deliver these tenures which are more
expensive and hardest to deliver can lead to fewer affordable homes being delivered overall and
yet these could be the homes that have the greatest impact on meeting the needs of the
community. The current scheme incentivises authorities to deliver the highest possible number of
affordable homes when it should be incentivising them to deliver affordable homes of types and
tenures that best meet the needs of their community. As a result the bonus should have a greater
premium for the delivery of social rented units to reflect the fact that these are the most costly and
difficult to deliver and that by seeking them authorities will often end up with fewer affordable units
overall due to the greater cost to the developer of delivering them compared with discounted
market housing products.
Empty homes
The current scheme also rewards local authorities for bringing long-term empty properties back
into use. The rationale for this feature of the Bonus was to strengthen the incentive for local
authorities to identify empty properties and work with property owners to find innovative solutions
that allow these properties to be brought back into use. The government also seeks views on this
aspect of the Bonus.
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Question 7: Should a reformed Bonus continue to reward local authorities for long-term
empty homes brought back in to use?
It is vital that the scheme continues to reward authorities for bringing long term empty homes back
into use. It is clearly wrong to have people homeless and in housing need and yet have perfectly
good homes lying empty. Local authorities do great work with landlords and property owners to
bring these homes back into use but this work needs resourcing. The bonus acts as a means for
funding this work and ensuring that we continue to maximise the opportunities available from the
existing housing stock rather than committing resources entirely to building more and more new
homes.
Time period on which payments are based
Payments under the current Bonus are based on the most recent year of housing delivery.
However, there is considerable year-on-year fluctuation in housing delivery within local authorities
– fluctuation which may not necessarily reflect an underlying change in performance. One possible
approach would be to instead base payments on the average of the most recent three years of
housing delivery. The government seeks views on whether a reformed Bonus should be adjusted
in this way.
Question 8: Should the Bonus be awarded on the basis of the most recent year of housing
delivery or the most recent three years?
Assessing performance on the most recent year of housing delivery has inherent problems as
economic circumstances and factors such as the Covid-19 pandemic can have a significant impact
on delivery and yet are not reflection of the performance of local authorities. Basing payments on
the average of the most recent 3 years would help to smooth out these fluctuations and make for
easier financial planning.
Changes to the threshold for payment
Under the current scheme, the threshold for payment is a baseline percentage of annual housing
growth: local authorities are only rewarded for net additional homes added to the Council Tax
Base above a baseline of 0.4% growth in their housing stock over the previous year. In other
words, if the housing stock has risen by 0.3% since the previous year, no Bonus is payable,
whereas, if it has grown by 0.5%, Bonus is payable in respect of 0.1% housing growth.
The government now seeks views on possible reforms to the threshold for payment of the Bonus.
Option A: Raising the baseline percentage
One option would be to keep the payment threshold as a baseline of annual housing growth, but to
raise the baseline percentage. The government is considering a new baseline of 0.6%, 0.8% or
1.0% growth, and invites views on each of these possibilities. The government considers that
raising the baseline, making the reward more challenging to achieve, would sharpen the incentive
effect of the Bonus and encourage more ambitious housing delivery.

Question 9: Do you agree that the baseline should be raised?
No – Raising the baseline will make it harder for some authorities to achieve the baseline level in
many cases for reasons that are entirely outside of their control. This may be because they are a
heavily constrained urban that is built up close to its boundaries or a more rural area with
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substantial environmental constraints that limit growth. In either scenario the authority may still
have growth ambitions that are ambitious given their constraints and they should be incentivised to
deliver the levels of growth that are reasonable and appropriate given their circumstances and
rewarded when these are achieved. Lowering the threshold could act in the opposite way if the
levels of growth needed to meet the threshold are unachievable and so they may not even try for
growth.
Question 10: If the baseline is to be raised, should it be raised to 0.6%, 0.8% or 1% of
housing growth since the preceding year?
See answer to Question 9.
Question 11: Why should the government opt for the baseline you have recommended in
answer to the previous question? A higher baseline could potentially be combined with a
higher payment rate (so as to keep the total level of funding broadly constant).
Alternatively, the same payment rate could be maintained (in which case total funding
would fall).
See answer to Question 9
Question 12: If the baseline is to be raised, should this change be combined with higher
payment rate?
Although the baseline should not be raised it would seem appropriate to have a graduated higher
payment rate according to how far over the threshold the authority has managed to increase its
housing stock. This approach would address the governments concerns by rewarding those high
achieving authorities whose stock has grown the most and incentivising higher levels of growth
without punishing those for whom those levels of growth are unachievable for reasons beyond
their control.
Option B: Rewarding improvement: setting the payment threshold by reference to a local
authority’s past performance
An alternative approach would be to set the threshold relative to a local authority’s own past
performance in respect of housing growth. Rather than having a single baseline of housing growth
for all authorities, this approach would in effect reward authorities for improvement on their
average past performance. Authorities would be rewarded for each net housing addition to the
Council Tax Base above a certain percentage (call it x%) of the annual average of past net
housing additions (over a designated period of time).
The purpose of this reform would be to provide an incentive for authorities with a less successful
record of housing delivery to improve rapidly. Both the value of the variable x, and the time period
over which average past performance should be calculated, are parameters on which the
government would welcome views. Time periods the government is considering for calculating
average past performance are 5 or 10 years. The government is not minded to use a period
shorter than 5 years, as year-on-year fluctuations in housing delivery within a given local authority
likely make this inappropriate.
Question 13: Should the government adopt a new payment formula for the Bonus which
rewards local authorities for improvement on their average past performance with respect
to housing growth?
The problem with this approach is that high performing authorities who have accommodated high
levels of housing growth in the past and have now hit the ceiling of what the market can support
year on year would effectively be penalised for not being able to continue that increasing growth
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over time. In contrast those that have underperformed in the past would effectively be rewarded
for their past failures if they now improve. This does not seem to be a fair approach and could lead
to unforeseen consequences such as previously high performing authorities feeling disincentivised such that their performance drops.
Question 14: If the government is to adopt such a payment formula, above what percentage
(x%) of average past net housing additions should the Bonus begin to be paid? In other
words, what should the value of x be?
See answer to Question 13.
Question 15: If the government is to adopt such a payment formula, over what period
should the annual average of past net additions be calculated? Should it be a period of 5
years or 10 years?
Since the New Homes Bonus was introduced 10 years ago it would seem logical if this approach
is to be adopted to take an average over the full 10 year period and then be incentivising growth
levels beyond those that the previous incentives have led to. A 5 year period would seem random.
Option C: A hybrid approach: rewarding improvement and high housing growth
A further alternative would be a hybrid of options A and B. This hybrid approach would involve
adopting a new payment formula that rewards authorities for either improving on their average
past performance or achieving high housing growth. Under this option, authorities would be
rewarded for each net housing addition to the Council Tax Base above the lower of:



x% of the annual average of past net housing additions (over the relevant designated period of
time); and
y% of the authority’s housing stock.

The purpose of this hybrid approach would be for the Bonus to continue to incentivise authorities
to perform well, but also provide an incentive for authorities with a less successful record of
housing delivery to improve rapidly. The government welcomes views on what the values of the
variables x and y should be in this payment formula. The government’s current preferred approach
would be to set the value of y significantly higher than the current 0.4% baseline.
Question 16: Should the government adopt a new hybrid payment formula for the Bonus
which rewards either improved performance or high housing growth? Please explain why
or why not.
A hybrid approach retains the problems of each of these options as standalone approaches in that
it would disadvantage those that have been successful in delivering housing growth in the past
when they should continue to be rewarded for their on-going success and incentivised to continue.
It is not however always possible to continue to increase housing delivery year on year without a
ceiling being reached where the housing market cannot deliver more or local constraints limit
further increases. These factors need to be taken into account in any formula.

Question 17: Above what percentage (x%) of average past net housing additions should the
Bonus begin to be paid? In other words, what should the value of x be in this proposed
hybrid payment formula?
It should be retained at the current level of 0.4%. The government has not made any sound
arguments for changing it.
Question 18: Above what percentage (y%) increase in the authority’s housing stock should
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the Bonus be paid? In other words, what should the value of y be in this proposed hybrid
payment formula?
If the bonus scheme is to continue to incentivise housing growth then it is difficult to see why it
would not reward any growth to the housing stock above the threshold.
Supporting infrastructure investment in areas with low land values
In the Planning for the Future White Paper, the government proposes to replace the existing
system of developer contributions with a new Infrastructure Levy. The Infrastructure Levy would
capture a proportion of land value uplift associated with housing development and use this to fund
affordable housing and infrastructure. Land value uplift is greatest in areas where development
values are high. The government is currently considering responses to Planning for the Future,
and decisions on how to take the Infrastructure Levy forward are subject to this consideration.
Option D: Repurposing the Bonus to support infrastructure investment in areas with low
land values
One approach would be to repurpose the Bonus to balance the effects of low developer
contribution income in lower value areas by providing an incentive to local authorities to bring
forward development in these areas. This would support local authorities in lower value areas to
provide infrastructure and affordable housing alongside development. This approach depends on
core elements of the Infrastructure Levy being taken forward in line with the approach proposed in
the White Paper.
Question 19: Do you agree with the proposal to repurpose the Bonus to balance the effects
of the Infrastructure Levy by providing an incentive to authorities to bring forward
development in lower value areas?
No – The new homes bonus is there to incentivise housing delivery whereas the infrastructure levy
would be specifically to provide funding for infrastructure. The government has yet to consult on
detailed proposals for the infrastructure levy and the outcomes of any such changes to
infrastructure funding are as yet unknown. It is premature to assume that a new infrastructure levy
would lead to low developer contribution income in lower value areas and proportionately higher
contributions in higher value areas. This is an assumption with no evidence behind it as yet and so
it is too soon to consider repurposing or making any changes to the new homes bonus in
response.
Question 20: What, in your view, would be the advantages and disadvantages of
repurposing the Bonus in this way?
There is insufficient evidence to make any assessment of the advantages and disadvantages of
this approach as it is based purely on an outline proposal for a new infrastructure levy the details
of which remain unknown.

Question 21: If the option is to be pursued, should this reform to the Bonus be postponed
until the new planning system is enacted?
Any consideration of this approach should wait until the new planning system has not just been
enacted but until it has been operating for a number of years so that the impacts of the changes
can be fully understood based on evidence.
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Modern Methods of Construction
The Bonus presently incentivises general housing growth, and the government intends to keep
this as the primary objective of any reformed Bonus. However, the government also wishes to
promote take up of modern methods of construction (MMC), and is considering ways in which the
Bonus might, as a subsidiary objective, incentivise MMC. The government is keen to hear views
on what levers local authorities have at their disposal to encourage the use of MMC and how a
reformed Bonus might best reward these.
Question 22: In your view, what levers do local authorities have at their disposal to
encourage uptake of MMC, and how impactful is such encouragement likely to be?
There is very little that local authorities can do to encourage the uptake of MMC. It is not for the
planning system or building control to dictate the construction methods used on new homes as
long as standards are adhered to. They can utilise MMC on homes that they construct themselves
but other than that all they can do is allocate sufficient land for house building and employment
spaces and hope that developers wish to invest in MMC in their area. Factors such as availability
of finance, skills and materials are likely to be far more influential in levering in MMC but these are
not within a local authority’s control.
Option E: Introducing a premium for modern methods of construction (MMC)
One approach would be to introduce a premium for new homes built using MMC, analogous to the
premium for affordable homes paid under the current scheme. The government recognises that
the data on MMC required for this option is not currently collected and invites views on the burden
these additional data requirements might impose on local authorities. One approach being
considered by the government is to collect the relevant MMC data at the point at which a building
is signed off as habitable.
Modern Methods of Construction
Modern Methods of Construction refers to a wide spectrum of technologies, ranging from offsite
construction to smart techniques. The MHCLG Joint Industry Working Group on MMC produced a
seven-category definition framework, which spans the MMC used in homebuilding. The categories
are:
Category 1 – Pre-Manufacturing - 3D primary structural systems: A systemised approach based
on volumetric construction involving the production of three-dimensional units in controlled factory
conditions prior to final installation
Category 2 – Pre-Manufacturing - 2D primary structural systems: A systemised approach using flat
panel units used for basic floor, wall and roof structures of varying materials, which are produced
in a factory environment and assembled at the final workface to produce a three-dimensional
structure
Category 3 – Pre-Manufacturing – Non-systemised structural components: Use of premanufactured structural members made of framed or mass engineered timber, cold or hot rolled
steel or pre-cast concreter.
Category 5 – Pre-Manufacturing – Non-structural assemblies and sub-assemblies: A series of
different pre-manufacturing approaches that includes unitised non-structural walling systems,
roofing finish cassettes or assemblies, etc.
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Category 6 – Traditional building product led site labour reduction/productivity improvements:
Includes traditional single building products manufactured in large format, pre-cut configurations or
with easy jointing features to reduce extent of site labour required to install.
Category 7 – Site process-led labour reduction/productivity improvements: This category is
intended to encompass approaches utilising innovative site-based construction techniques that
harness site process improvements falling outside the other categories
Pre-manufactured value (PMV) is a measure of the proportion of a project made up of on-site
labour, supervision, plant and temporary works and is associated with increased productivity.
Increasing manufacturing and/or reducing site labour can both be applied to improve PMV.
Question 23: Should the Bonus include a premium for new homes built using MMC? Please
explain why or why not.
No – Local authorities do not have any real control of whether new homes built in their area are
built using MMC and so rewarding those areas where MMC are being used is a random way of
allocating funding. The bonus should be used to incentivise local authorities and reward them for
things that they can significantly influence. The roll out of MMC is not one of them.
Question 24: If you are a local authority, would such a premium make a material impact on
your behaviour? Would it, for example, encourage you to look for opportunities to bring
through developments that are amenable to the use of MMC?
No – How can it influence our behaviour when we have no control over the uptake of MMC? For
this to work the government would have to give local authorities powers to enable them to
encourage MMC in their area so that we can have greater influence over these issues before
being incentivised to encourage MMC.
Question 25: How onerous a data burden would this option impose on local authorities? Do
you agree with the proposal to collect the MMC data at the point at which a local authority
signs off a building as habitable?
Currently the only way to know whether a house was built using MMC would be through the
building control process, however a large proportion of new homes will be assessed by Approved
Inspectors and so the local authority will have limited information about the methods of
construction used. The data burden would not therefore simply be onerous it would be impossible
as things stand.
Option F: MMC as a condition on receipt of funding
An alternative approach to using the Bonus to encourage take up of MMC would be to make
receiving Bonus funding conditional upon an authority’s achieving an MMC-related target. This
target could relate to the proportion of new housing additions which used MMC. For instance, the
condition might require that w% of net additional homes used MMC in order for the Bonus to be
paid.
Question 26: Should the government make it a condition of receiving the Bonus that w% of
net additional homes used MMC in order for the Bonus to be paid? If so what should the
value of w be?
See comments to Questions 23 – 25

Question 27: Why should or shouldn’t such a condition be introduced?
See comments to Questions 23 - 25
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Local plans
Government policy is that all local authorities should maintain up-to-date local plans as the
fundamental building block of a plan based system. The government is also considering ways in
which, as a subsidiary objective, the Bonus might incentivise the development and maintenance of
up-to-date local plans.
Option G: Requiring an up-to-date local plan
One possible approach would be to make it a condition of funding that a local authority has an upto-date local plan. An alternative would be that the local authority must be able to credibly
demonstrate satisfactory progress towards developing one but such an approach would need to
be sufficiently robust to prevent abuse. The government could consider payment of the bonus at a
reduced rate until such time as an up-to-date local plan is in place. This could be a reduction of
25%, 50% or 75%.
Question 28: Do you think that local authorities should be required to have a local plan, or
demonstrate satisfactory progress towards one, in order to receive funding?
No – The New Homes Bonus has always been an incentive to deliver housing growth. Having an
up to date local plan is part of the package of measures available to a local authority to ensure that
it delivers new housing. Failure to have an up to date local plan is likely to lead to lower levels of
housing growth anyway and so the current system already penalises authorities who do not have
an up to date local plan. To increase the penalty in the way suggested it is only likely to remove
funding from those authorities when these may be a major factor in why a local plan is not up to
date or a new plan being progressed more quickly. Penalising them in this way is therefore
counter product and represents a double penalty on top of the impact that not having an up to date
plan already has.
Question 29: Do you think the bonus should be paid at a reduced rate until such time as a
local authority has an up-to-date local plan in place, and should it by 25%, 50% or 75%?
No – Any reduction in funding is only likely to make it harder for an authority to progress a new
Local Plan and would therefore be counter productive.
Question 30: If you are a local authority, would this encourage you to develop or maintain
an up-to-date local plan?
There are already plenty of measures in place to encourage local authorities to maintain an up-todate local plan without the need for more.
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Agenda Item 23
Report to:

Cabinet

Date of Meeting 31 March 2021
Document classification: Part A Public Document
Exemption applied: None
Review date for release N/A

Mobile phone tariff payments in car parks
Report summary:
To take the necessary steps to enter into a framework contract with a new provider for delivering
pay by mobile phone services for our car parks customers
Is the proposed decision in accordance with:
Budget

Yes ☒ No ☐

Policy Framework

Yes ☐ No ☒

Recommendation:
That Cabinet recommends to Council to;
(a) Enter into a contract provider “RingGo” for a period of four years (extendable by up to two
further years) and to give delegated authority to the Strategic Lead Housing, Health and
Environment in consultation with the Strategic Lead Governance and Licensing and the
Strategic Lead Finance to agree terms and to finalise the contract, and
(b) Approve an exemption to Contract Standing Orders to enable “RingGo” to be used as the
preferred supplier.

Reason for recommendation:
The provider offers the convenience of a single mobile phone app for public parking across the
region and the contract provides value for money for both the Council and its car parking
customers.
Officer: Andrew Ennis, aennis@eastdevon.gov.uk
Portfolio(s) (check which apply):
☐ Climate Action and Emergencies
☐ Coast, Country and Environment
☐ Council and Corporate Co-ordination
☐ Culture, Tourism, Leisure and Sport
☐ Democracy and Transparency
☒ Economy and Assets
☐ Finance
☐ Strategic Planning
☐ Sustainable Homes and Communities
Equalities impact Low Impact
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Climate change Low Impact
Risk: Low Risk;
Links to background information: None
Link to Council Plan:
Priorities (check which apply)
☐ Outstanding Place and Environment
☐ Outstanding Homes and Communities
☐ Outstanding Economic Growth, Productivity, and Prosperity
☒ Outstanding Council and Council Services

Report in full
1. Following interest from a number of Devon District Councils along with Devon County
Council, Torbay Council recently led a procurement exercise resulting in a framework
contract in which a single provider is now able to provide pay by mobile phone services for
car park customers throughout the region on terms and conditions that are very favourable
to both the Councils and their customers. This procurement was completed in 2020 and
most Devon Councils (including Teignbridge District Council, Devon County Council, South
Hams / West Devon Councils, Mid Devon District Council, North Devon District Council and
Torridge District Council have already signed up.
2. The provider “RingGo” was the successful bidder. Some of the other authorities have
already started working with Ringo and we know that others are now in the process of
moving across from their old service provider.
3. EDDC’s Officers participated in the joint procurement exercise and are content that the
framework agreement with RingGo does represent an outstandingly good deal for both this
Council and our customers. It was our intention to follow the lead of our neighbours and to
recommend to Members that we should request an exemption to our contract standing
orders and to simply enter into a contract with this supplier to provide pay by mobile phone
services in East Devon car parks this year. The framework contracts operate for an initial
four year period with options to extend for a further one or two years on the agreed terms if
required.
4. A more recent development is now that our current service provider “Parkmobile” with
whom we are no longer under long term contract and we have been running on a month-tomonth extension, has given Notice that they will be unable to continue to provide a service
for UK customers beyond the current financial year. They are within the same ownership
as the RingGO brand and Parkmobile will instead be focussing on their European business
leaving UK contracts to RingGO so our proposed transition in anticipated to be relatively
straight forward.
5. We believe a call-off contract using the recently procured framework agreement will give
visitors to the area the benefit of a countywide system and the need to use only one mobile
phone app for their visits to the region. The improved ease of use and having a recognised
brand across the county will be publicised and should encourage a further move away from
the use of cash to pay for parking.
6. Under the terms and conditions set out in the framework the new supplier RingGO now will
provide signage for the car parks and publicise the new service, which will be cheaper for
the public to use than the current system. They will not be charging a convenience fee,
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(currently 20p per transaction) and there will not be a charge for confirmation or reminder
texts. This will offer savings for the customer as they currently pay for text reminders.
7. In terms of cash flow, the proposal will mean our budget position remains unchanged. Our

finance colleagues are currently in discussion with RingGo and there are broadly two
models under consideration, either (a) collect all the revenue, then after deducting their fees
they pay us the balance on a monthly basis – or (b) we can collect all transactions
ourselves and then pay RingGo their fee for their services. In option (a) they would do
everything – we would get all of our parking revenue less their 2.4% fee which is similar to
what we do now with Parkmobile. The first 500,000 transactions will be free of charge –
thereafter 4p per transaction. Looking at the whole of 2020 there were 146,000 Parkmobile
sessions so it would be surprising if usage were to go up beyond 500,000 transactions per
year. In either case it is therefore expected that this will have a neutral impact on the
budget.

Financial implications:
As detailed within the report the proposal is within existing budgets.
Legal implications:
The contract value falls below the threshold set out in the Public Contracts Regulations 2015 and
therefore the EU procurement procedure (which is still currently relevant) does not apply and
Cabinet has the power to authorise exemptions from the requirement to seek quotations or invite
tenders pursuant to the Council’s Contract Standing orders Rule 3.1. The reason for using the
exemption in this case appears justified. Legal Services will advise on the terms of the contract
with RingGo.
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Agenda Item 24
Report to:

Cabinet

Date of Meeting 31 March 2021
Document classification: Part A Public Document
Exemption applied: None
Review date for release N/A
Exmouth, Sideshore car park
Report summary:
Members are being asked to consider a proposal to provide car park management services at
Sideshore car park in Exmouth. The Council’s car parks’ team would enter into an initial six month
legal agreement with the site operator to provide civil parking enforcement services. This will be
the first time that this Council has entered such a commercial agreement and the initial period will
be extended if the relationship is found to be mutually beneficial.
Is the proposed decision in accordance with:
Budget

Yes ☒ No ☐

Policy Framework

Yes ☐ No ☒

Recommendation:
That Cabinet recommend to Council to;
(a) enter into an agreement with Sideshore to deliver car parking management services for their
car park on the basis of an initial period of six months which can be extended by up to 10 years
and delegated authority be given to the Strategic Lead Housing, Health and Environment to agree
terms and to enter into the contract in consultation with the Strategic Leads for Finance and
Governance and Licensing.
(b) Agree to amend the East Devon (Off Street) Parking Places Order as necessary to include the
car park.

Reason for recommendation:
To enable this Council to work with the Community Interest Company (CIC) to deliver services
based on a commercial style model. This will provide revenue to support the ongoing work of the
CIC in developing the Watersports Centre but will also deliver additional funding for the CIC’s
charitable and community initiatives with the Council retaining a small proportion of overall
revenue to sustain a fair and proportionate management service using transparent civil parking
enforcement rules.
Officer: Andrew Ennis, Service Lead Environmental Health and Car Parks
Portfolio(s) (check which apply):
☐ Climate Action and Emergencies
☐ Coast, Country and Environment
☐ Council and Corporate Co-ordination
☒ Culture, Tourism, Leisure and Sport
☐ Democracy and Transparency
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☐ Economy and Assets
☐ Finance
☐ Strategic Planning
☐ Sustainable Homes and Communities
Equalities impact Low Impact
Climate change Low Impact
Risk: Low Risk; The proposal requires a small initial investment of under £7,500 for the whole year by the
Council, mainly in the form of a new pay and display machine. This either could be relocated and reused
elsewhere in our ongoing replacement programme – or transferred for an appropriate consideration to any
new site operator on termination of the proposed agreement. The cost of the machine is within our existing
equipment replacement revenue budget.

Links to background information
Link to Council Plan:
Priorities (check which apply)
☐ Outstanding Place and Environment
☐ Outstanding Homes and Communities
☒ Outstanding Economic Growth, Productivity, and Prosperity
☒ Outstanding Council and Council Services

Report in full
1) The Council’s car parks team has consistently expressed an interest in managing this car
park on behalf of the site operator throughout the last three years. I understand that
alternative private sector management options have been under consideration but following
an approach from the newly appointed Sideshore Venue Manager on 3 March 2021, the
Council has been invited to submit a proposal for providing car park management services
at the site from an anticipated opening date of 12 April 2021.
2) The arrangements will be the subject of a legal agreement (the agreement), the details of
which are still being negotiated between the parties. However, it is Officers’ opinion that
there are clear benefits for both the Council and Sideshore in operating the car park using
fair and transparent Civil Parking Enforcement procedures including:
a. the generation of useful revenue for the site operator (Sideshore is operated by
Queen's Drive Exmouth Community Interest Company (CIC)) to ensure the ongoing
viability of the development;
b. a commitment by the CIC to use surplus revenue to help raise money for a free learn
to swim project to support under privileged children in Exmouth and
c. a small revenue stream to be retained by the Council to cover its costs in providing
the service which in turn strengthens the resilience of our own in-house service and
provides a service that is not in any way dependent upon penalty charge revenue to
support the viability of the enforcement model.
3) The car park comprises 41 standard car parking spaces (6 Electric Vehicle spaces, 2
disabled spaces) and will be generally open to the public as a pay and display car park with
Sideshore retaining the option to reserve spaces for specific tenants and Members.
4) Under the agreement, the tariff for public use of the car park along with the terms and
conditions for any reserved spaces will be specified by Sideshore and the Council will
manage the car park in accordance with these rules.
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5) We anticipate that Sideshore will want to offer flexibility on charges and to allow for
seasonal swings etc. but the fees to be charged would need to remain below the maximum
level to be specified in the East Devon (Off Street) Parking Places Order. It seems likely
that Sideshore will specify the following for the Order:






6)

Charges apply 7 days a week from 7am to 11.30pm
No overnight parking permitted.
Car parking fees:
 £2.00 for one hour
 £5.00 for 4 hours
 £9.00 per day
 £3.00 6pm to 11:30pm.
No motorhomes will be permitted unless they can comply with the following
restriction:
 Customers will be allowed to park a short wheel base van that is
capable of parking wholly within one of the car park’s marked bays and
without causing obstruction to any other bays or compromising safe
vehicular or pedestrian use of the car park. For this reason (and for
clarity) there will be no parking permitted by vehicles over 5.1 metres in
length.

Costs

We estimate the Council’s direct costs,(that we will seek to recover in full through the agreement)
to be as follows:

Supply pay
machine

£4,029

Install pay
machine

£885

Legal
advertisemnt
and
consultation
costs
associated
with the
Parking
Order

£500

Annual machine
maintenance contract

£477

cash collection charge

£700

bank charges

£700

software charges

£200
£7491
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There will also be a commitment in terms of Officer and Management time required to deliver the
services but on the basis that we already manage several public car parks in the vicinity, these are
not direct costs and through the agreement we would seek to retain sufficient revenue to ensure
that the Council’s receives proportionate compensation for Officer time.
Financial implications:
As detailed within the report the Council will retain revenue to cover costs in providing the service
and seek to recover estimated costs in full.
Legal implications:
It is permissible for the Council to enter into the proposed arrangement. Legal Services will assist
in the negotiation of the contract and advise on terms.
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Agenda Item 25
Report to:

Cabinet

Date of Meeting 31 March 2021
Document classification: Part A Public Document
Exemption applied: None
Review date for release N/A
Exemption from Contract Standing Orders – Fire Risk Assessments (Housing)
Report summary:
In line with The Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 and in line with EDDC’s Fire Safety
Policy we must undertake fire risk assessments (FRA) of all communal areas. Compliance with
this duty is by law and to ensure the safety of our residents and staff in our blocks of flats,
community centres & district.
To ensure continuity with the large volume of improvement work carried out it is beneficial to East
Devon District Council and our residents to direct award this contract to FCS Live and therefore an
exemption from contract standing orders is applied. Cabinet are asked to note the exemption as
the contract exceeds £20,000.00.
Is the proposed decision in accordance with:
Budget

Yes ☒ No ☐

Policy Framework

Yes ☒ No ☐

Recommendation:
a) That Cabinet approves the exemption from Contract Standing Orders in accordance with
3.2 of the Council’s Contract Standing Orders.

Reason for recommendation:
The fire risk assessments are due to be completed and any delay in this process could leave the
service and council at risk. The approval of the exemption will ensure unbroken continuity in risk
assessments and will support the continuation of the large fire safety improvement work that has
taken place following the previous round of fire risk assessments carried out by FCS Live.
Carrying out Fire Risk Assessments is a specialist area with a limited number of contractors who
meet our specific criteria and due diligence requirements, as out lined in our fire safety policy. FCS
Live met those credentials, as evidenced during the last procurement exercise and have proven to
be a trusted and competent contractor.
Following the Grenfell Tower tragedy it is paramount that we engage with a contractor we trust to
assess the fire risk within our blocks of flats.
The impending Building Safety Act will put even greater responsibility on the Council to ensure our
properties are maintained and monitored to the highest standard and therefore these risk
assessments need to be carried out as a matter of urgency.

Officer: Graham Baker, Property & Asset Manager, GBaker@eastdevon.gov.uk 01395 517458
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Portfolio(s) (check which apply):
☐ Climate Action and Emergencies
☐ Coast, Country and Environment
☐ Council and Corporate Co-ordination
☐ Culture, Tourism, Leisure and Sport
☐ Democracy and Transparency
☐ Economy and Assets
☒ Finance
☐ Strategic Planning
☒ Sustainable Homes and Communities
Equalities impact Low Impact
Climate change Low Impact
Risk: Medium Risk;
Links to background information
Link to Council Plan:
Priorities (check which apply)
☐ Outstanding Place and Environment
☒ Outstanding Homes and Communities
☐ Outstanding Economic Growth, Productivity, and Prosperity
☐ Outstanding Council and Council Services

Report in full
Background
In line with The Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 and in line with EDDC’s Fire Safety
Policy we must undertake fire risk assessments of all communal areas. Compliance with this duty
is a point of law and ensures the safety of our residents and staff in our blocks of flats, community
centres & other areas throughout the district
Advantage South West Portal (E-tendering) supported the procurement process that saw FCS
Live awarded the contract. This was due to their impeccable credentials, market experience and
their ability to meet our strict requirement to be a member of the Institute of Fire Engineer, a
nationally recognised qualification within the sector.
FCS Live carried out the fire risk assessments and compliance actions within an electronic portal
that enabled staff to review and update the fire risk assessment as a live document, ensuring our
risk assessments are always current, relevant and reflect our current position. From the risk
assessments there was a number of recommendations required to be carried out to improve the
fire safety within our blocks and over the past 18 months Property & Asset have carried out a large
volume of these works across the sites.
To ensure continuity of improvement work it is beneficial to East Devon District Council and our
residents to direct award this contract at a value of £20,718.00 (exc VAT) and therefore an
exemption from contract standing orders is requested.
Conclusion
The exemption has been approved by both Finance and Legal and the monies required are within
the current budget
This FRA work programme will be going out to open market procurement next year
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Financial implications:
Works are within existing budgets
Legal implications:
The contract value falls below the threshold set out in the Public Contracts Regulations 2015 and
therefore the EU procurement procedure (which is still currently relevant) does not apply and an
exemption can be validly relied upon pursuant to the Council’s Contract Standing Orders Rule 3.2.
The reason for using the exemption in this case appears justified
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REQUEST FOR EXEMPTION TO CONTRACT STANDING ORDERS
Contract Standing Orders (CSOs) requires certain steps to be followed when carrying out
procurement exercises. Exemptions to CSOs can be authorised by Council / Cabinet upon report
and separately by officers with the approval of certain senior officers. An exemption can only be
relied upon in certain circumstances (as detailed in CSOs Rules 3.1 – 3.5) but in any event cannot
be used where the EU Procedure applies.
This form is intended to be used by officers to obtain an exemption to using CSOs.

Name: Graham Baker

Date: 19th November 2020

Service: Property & Asset

Team: Compliance
Total contract value: £ 20, 718.00 (Exc VAT)

Background (including product and supplier details, costs etc:
In line with The Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 and in line with EDDC’s Fire Safety
Policy we must under take fire risk assessments of all communal areas. Compliance with this
duty is by law and to ensure the safety of our residents and staff in our blcoks of flats, community
centres & district
Through procurement through the Advantage South West Portal (E-tendering) FCS Live were
awarded the contract due to their credentials and the only company specifically meeting our strict
requirement to be a member of the Institute of Fire Engineer, a nationally recognised
qualification within the sector.
FCS Live carried out the fire risk assessments and complied actions within an electronic portal
where staff were able to review and update the fire risk assessment as a live document to
ensure the risk assessments are a live and reflect our current position. From the risk
assessments there was a number of recommendations required to be carried out to improve the
fire safety within our blocks and over the past 18 months Property & Asset have carried out a
large volume of these works across the sites.
To ensure continuity with the large volume of improvement work carried out it is benefical to East
Devon District Council and our residents to direct award this contract and therefore a excemption
from standing order is applied.
Business Reasons for an Exemption:
Although the following are justifiably accepted as valid reasons for an exemption to Contract
Standing Orders, they are closely monitored and should be applied only in cases where a full
procurement exercise is not a viable option. (Tick appropriate boxes)


An Emergency

X
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Which
CSO rule?


East Devon District Council – July 2017

X X
Goods or Services to existing systems or kit
Purchase or repair of patented or proprietary articles sold only at a fixed price
Effective competition is prevented by government control
Goods and/or Services recommended by a Central Government Department
Extension to an existing contract for the purpose of achieving Best Value
Purchase or Sale by Auction
Where the Contract is with a Public Utility Company or other organisation
which will assume liability for the works on completion e.g. sewer adoption
Other Reasons (please provide details)
Business Benefits for an Exemption:
The fire risk assessments are due to be carried out and any delay in this process could leave the
service at risk. By awarding the exemption it will ensure continuity in risk assessments and will
be a benefit to property & asset as a large volume of fire safety improvement work has taken
place following the previous round of fire risk assessments carried out by FCS Live.
Carrying out Fire Risk Assessments is a specialist area with a limited number of contractors who
meet our specific credentials and due diligence as out lined in our fire safety policy. FCS Live
met those credentials through a previous procurement exercise and have proven to be a trusted
contractor.
Following the Grenfell Tower tradegy it is paramount that we engage with a contractor we trust to
assess the fire risk within our blocks of flats.
The impending Building Safety Bill will put greater responsibility on the Council to ensure our
properties are to the highest standard and therefore these risk assessments should be carried
out as a matter of urgency.

What are the implications to the following:

Finance: Risks of failure in our duty to manage Fire Safety could result in a monetary fine from
the HSE and a liability claim being received from a tenant. Further reputational damage should
we not comply.

Human Resources: There are risks to employees who are in our buildings as we need to ensure
their safety.

ICT: None,. FCS Live are already on our system so no implications to ICT,

Asset Management: Directly appointing FCS Live will ensure we are protecting our assets and
meeting all areas of compliance.
Strategic and/or Operational Objectives: Ensuring our homes our safe for tenants is paramount
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Risk Assessment:

Detail risks here:
-

Risk of non compliance with the Regularory Reform (Fire) Order 2005 could lead to HSE
involvement, unlimited fines, imprisionment and reputational damage
Risk of harm to tenants & employees due to not identifying fire risks

Or attach print from the RM system
Signature of line manager or service head

Supporting signature of Strategic Lead - Finance

Supporting signature of Strategic Lead – Governance and Licensing

PLEASE NOTE:
Where the Contract value is £20,001 or above then Rule 3.2 requires you to prepare a report for
Cabinet to note their support for the action taken.
The Council is required to keep a Register of Exemptions. Please ensure that a signed copy of
this form is provided to the S.151 Officer.
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Agenda Item 26
Report to:

Cabinet

Date of Meeting 31 March 2021
Document classification: Part A Public Document
Exemption applied: None
Review date for release N/A
Restart Grants
Report summary:
To implement the Government’s Restart Grant Scheme that will provide support to businesses to
help them reopen safely.
Is the proposed decision in accordance with:
Budget

Yes ☒ No ☐

Policy Framework

Yes ☒ No ☐

Recommendation:
That Cabinet agree the Restart Grant Scheme policy.
To delegate authority to the Service Lead for Revenues, Benefits, Customer Services & Corporate
Fraud & Compliance to make any technical changes to the policy.

Reason for recommendation:
To deploy the Restart Grant Scheme to businesses in East Devon in accordance with government
guidance.
Officer: Libby Jarrett, Service Lead for Revenues, Benefits, Customer Services, Corporate Fraud
& Compliance ljarrett@eastdevon.gov.uk
Portfolio(s) (check which apply):
☐ Climate Action and Emergencies
☐ Coast, Country and Environment
☐ Council and Corporate Co-ordination
☐ Culture, Tourism, Leisure and Sport
☐ Democracy and Transparency
☐ Economy and Assets
☒ Finance
☐ Strategic Planning
☐ Sustainable Homes and Communities
Equalities impact Low Impact
Climate change Low Impact
Risk: Low Risk;
Links to background information https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/local-restrictionssupport-grants-lrsg-and-additional-restrictions-grant-arg-guidance-for-local-authorities
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EDDC RESTART Grants Scheme April 2021
Link to Council Plan:
Priorities (check which apply)
☐ Outstanding Place and Environment
☐ Outstanding Homes and Communities
☒ Outstanding Economic Growth, Productivity, and Prosperity
☐ Outstanding Council and Council Services

1.0 Background
1.1

There have been various grant schemes to provide support to businesses impacted by
national and local restrictions since April 2020. The Restart grant scheme follows on from
the current LRSG (Closed) Addendum scheme which provided grant support to businesses
covering the period from 5 January 2021 until 31 March 2021. During this period
businesses also benefitted from the CBLP one off grant payment. More information about
the different grant schemes and what has been paid out to support East Devon businesses
is shown under section 5.

1.2

As part of the Chancellor’s announcement in the Budget on 3 March 2021 the government
are providing support to businesses in the form of a one-off grant payment in order to help
them reopen safely. The grant levels take account of the roadmap for when some sectors
can reopen and the impact on restrictions when they do reopen. These grants are aimed at
businesses who provide in-person services in the following sectors:







non-essential retail
hospitality
accommodation
leisure
personal care
gyms

1.3

This only applies to businesses on the rating list.

2.0

Level of Funding & Eligibility

2.1

There are two strands to the Restart Grants and within each strand there are 3 different
thresholds of payment.
Rateable Value
thresholds
£15K or under
Over £15K & below £51K
£51K and above

Strand 1

Strand 2

£2,667
£4,000
£6,000

£8,000
£12,000
£18,000

Based on rateable value in rating list as at 1 April 2021

2.2

Strand 1:

Up to £6,000 per hereditament

Non-essential retail that provides in person-services to the general public.
Excludes; food retailers (supermarkets, convenience stores, food markets, corner shops,
newsagents) off licences, breweries, pharmacies, chemists, animal rescue centres,
boarding facilities, building merchants, petrol stations, vehicle repair and MOT services,
bicycle shops, taxi and vehicle hire businesses, education providers including tutoring
services, banks, building societies and other financial providers, post offices, funeral
directors, launderettes and dry cleaners, medical practices, veterinary surgeries and pet
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shops, wholesalers, employment agencies and businesses, office buildings, automatic car
washes and mobility support shops.
2.3

Strand 2:

Up to £18,000 per hereditament

Hospitality, accommodation, leisure, personal care and gym businesses
2.4

Hospitality

2.4.1 Defined as a business whose main function is to provide a venue for the consumption and
sale of food and drink.



Businesses offering in-person food and drink services to the general public
Businesses that provide food and/or drink to be consumed on the premises, including
outdoors

Excludes: Food kiosks and business whose main service is a takeaway.
2.5

Leisure

2.5.1 Defined as a business that provides opportunities, experiences and facilities, in particular
for culture, recreation, entertainment, celebratory events and days and nights out.





Businesses that provide in-person intangible experiences in addition to goods.
Businesses that may assume particular public safety responsibilities
Businesses that may operate with irregular hours through day, night and weekends
Businesses that may rely on seasonal labour

Excludes: all retail businesses, coach tour operators, tour operators and telescopes.
2.6

Accommodation

2.6.1 Defined as a business whose main lodging provision is used for holiday, travel and other
purposes.



Businesses that provide accommodation for ‘away from home’ stays for work or leisure
purposes
Businesses that provide accommodation for short-term leisure and holiday purposes.

Excludes: private dwellings, education accommodation, residential homes, care homes,
residential family centres, beach huts.
2.7

Gym & sports

2.7.1 Defined as a commercial or non-profit establishment where physical exercise or training is
conducted on an individual basis or group basis, using equipment or open floor space with
our without instruction, or where individual and group sporting, athletic and physical
activities are participated in competitively or recreationally.





businesses that offer in-person exercise and sport activities to the general public.
businesses that open to members of the public paying an entry or membership fee
businesses that require extensive cleaning protocols which significantly slow down trade
businesses that offer exercise classes or activities, which may mandate space and no
masks, etc.

Excludes: home gyms, home exercise studios, home sports courts and home sports
grounds.
2.8

Personal care

2.8.1 Defined as a business which provides a service, treatment or activity for the purposes of
personal beauty, hair grooming, body care and aesthetics and wellbeing.


businesses that deliver in-person holistic, beauty and hair treatments
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businesses that provide services such as tattoos and piercings
businesses that offer close-contact services, which are required to deliver the treatment
businesses that offer services, treatments or activities that require social distancing and
cleaning protocols, which have led to a reduction in their capacity to deliver personal
care services

Excludes: businesses that only provide personal care goods rather than services, training
centres for staff, dental services, opticians, audiology services, chiropody, chiropractors,
osteopaths, and other medical or health services (including services which incorporate
personal care services, treatments required by those with disabilities and services relating
to mental health.
2.9

Other eligibility criteria

2.9.1 Businesses must have been trading on 1 April 2021 to be eligible to receive funding under
this scheme. As most businesses in these sectors will have been mandated to close this is
interpreted as carrying on a trade or profession, or buying and selling goods or services in
order to generate turnover. Suggested trading indicators include:





the business has staff on furlough
the business continues to trade online, via click and collect services, etc
the business is not in liquidation, dissolved, struck off or subject to a striking off notice or
under notice.
the business is engaged in business activity; managing accounts preparing for
reopening, planning and implementing Covid-safe measures.

2.9.3 The grants are subject to the new subsidy allowance rules that replaces state aid.
2.9.2 More detailed information about scheme eligibility is available here.
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/local-restrictions-support-grants-lrsg-andadditional-restrictions-grant-arg-guidance-for-local-authorities
3.0

Claim process

3.1

Businesses will need to make an online application as they are required to self-certify that
they meet all eligibility criteria. The government expect the online claim process to be open
as soon as possible from 1 April 2021.

3.2

The application closure date for this scheme is 30 June 2021 and final payment made by
local authorities by 31 July 2021

4.0

Next Steps

4.1

We are already working with our colleagues in Teignbridge, Exeter and Strata to develop an
online claim process for businesses.

4.2

The draft policy is contained in the background links of this report.

5.0

Summary

5.1

For the last 12 months my service together with the Growth, Prosperity & Development
team have been at the forefront of delivering a programme of grant schemes which has
meant we have currently paid out over £62m in support to our East Devon businesses. I
have set out in the table below the breakdown across the different schemes.
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As at 23 March 2021
Grant name /period

Approved

Total paid

National restrictions LRSG (C ) Addendum 16 February - 31
March 2021

1,402

3,414,834

National restrictions LRSG (C ) Addendum & CBLP 5
January -15 February 2021

1,704

11,450,890

LRSG (O)

644

1,193,862

LRSG (C)

393

143,417

62

62,000

303

1,329,579

1,614

2,421,206

137

134,950

2,759

27,590,000

Scheme 2A & 2B Retail Hospitality & Leisure Grant (Spring
2020)

926

15,365,000

Discretionary (Summer 2020)

299

2,310,000

8,841

62,000,904

Tier 2/Tier 3 Local Restrictions - 2 December to 4 January
2021

Christmas support payment –Wet Led pubs
Additional Restrictions Grant - January restrictions
National restrictions – 5 November to 1 December 2020
LRSG (C ) Addendum
Additional Restrictions Grant - November restrictions
Scheme 1 - Small Business Rate Relief Grant (Spring 2020)

Total

Financial implications:
The payment of these grants is within specific government funding provided for this purpose.
Legal implications:
This is a non-discretionary Government grant scheme which is fully funded. The Council will need
to deliver the scheme in accordance with the terms set by Government. There are no other
implications requiring comment.
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